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Nightmare and Deliverance OVERVIEW Werner Spies This retrospective
exhibition of Max Ernst's work, the first held in the United States in
thirty years, provides a glimpse of the artist's tremendous
productivity. In it we sec pictures that represent what historical
painting of the twentieth century, filled with signs of terror and
destruction, has to offer. Pictures Ernst produced shortly after
Hitler's seizure of power, reminiscent of Goya's Capriehos and Desastres
de /a guerra, are clear references to that event. But mixed in with them
again and again we find more harmonious, lighter works in which
melancholy and horror give way to an almost cosmic serenity. The two
moods are intimately related in this pictorial world, so inti- mately in
fact that at any moment night can turn to day, paralysis to
exhilaration: Ernst gives us both nightmare and deliverance.
Encountering Max Ernst's work, we soon realize that it is impossible to
catego- rize his extremely diverse oeuvre in terms of style. Yet we find
in everything he did a single overriding artistic concept: that of the
collage. Ernst took inspiration from the bewildering glut of available
images in reproduction. Illustrations of objects and processes that he
discovered in publications from the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries provided material he could recycle in the form of collages. He
began experi- menting in this direction early on. Starting in 1919 he
gradually felt his way into a realm he characterized as "au-delà de la
peinture," or "beyond painting."' Among these efforts created
immediately after his return from service in World War I are mono-
types, photomontages, paintings that combine Cubist and you will have to
walk alone.."2 It would be difficult to think of another pictorial world
that so clearly parallels the world of Franz Katka. Here, as there, we
enter a terrain filled with what Freud called "manifest dream content."
Indeed, the obsessions and compulsions Kafka and Max Max Ernst, The
Painter's I)auth/ers, 1940 Ernst explored arc comparable to the material
that concerned Freud in his interpretation Oil on canvas Private nvas
i~&gt;n coll of dreams. Yet unlike Freud, the two artists were not
interested in explaining the incom- sM 2359 prehensible. Rather, they
were intent on describing a strangeness beyond comprehension.  
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Fig. 1 Max Ernst, Making Li ne/rom Borres, 1921 Collage Private
collection SM 435 u Z In pictures such as Oedipus Rex (cat. no. 36) and
Making Lime front Bones (fig. 1), we search in vain for some key that
might help to explain them. And in so doing we get no closer to their
meaning than the bearer of Kafka's "imperial message" to its in- tended
reader.3 It is important to recognize that even precise knowledge of the
sources Ernst made use of for his collages and paintings does not help
us understand them, for he cut away and obscured the meaning of the
original image in the course of mak- ing his own work. In fact,
knowledge of his sources only blinds us to the poetry of the final
image. Ernst liked to refer to a passage in Novalis's Heinrich von
Ofterdingen that argues against the destruction of dream content: "But,
dear father, why are you so op- posed to dreams... ? To me the dream is
a defense against the routine and ordinari- ness of life, a chance for
the imagination to break free of restrictions, to tumble together all of
life's images in childlike play as an escape from the wearying
earnestness of adult- hood"' On principle Ernst favored the mystery of
the dream over analysis. And, so it is untenable to equate his collage
work with Freud's dreamwork. Ernst employed his knowledge of Freud with
irony. It is telling that he failed to include the inventor of
psychoanalysis in his group portrait of major cultural figures
Rendezvous of Friends (fig. 2), though he did find room for Dostoyevsky,
another explorer of the soul. Here it should be noted that already, in
his Dada years in Cologne, Ernst was making paintings, drawings, and
collages that foretold Surrealist concerns in their de- piction of the
world of the subconscious. The shocking quality of the images from these
early years also offered a premonition of Surrealist content. For
example, Oedipus Rex, whose jarring image alludes to Nietzsche's
nutcracker of the soul, prefigures Sur- realism's objets desagréables
such as Giacornetti's Endangered Hand, 1932 (Kunsthaus Z(irich, Alberto
Giacometti Stiftung) and Meret Oppcnheim's fur-lined teacup Object, 1936
(Museum of Modern Art, New York). Products of the cult of objects
pursued by the Surrealists in the 1930s, works of this kind gain
historical resonance when they arc considered in the context of Ernst's
early experiments.  
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Fig. 2 1N1ax I',rnst, Rendezvous o_/ Fri,°,ut,, 1922 Oil on canvas
Museum Ludwig, Cologne stir 50S From the second half of the 1920s,
following upon such shocking pictures as Celebes (cat. no. 33), Oedipus
Rex, Castor and Pollution (cat. no. 44), Saint Cecilia (cat. no. 45),
The Wavering Il/oman (cat. no. 46), and Ubrr Imperator (cat. no. 47),
came works that rely on semiautomatic techniques for their effect.
Frottage, or rubbing, and its offshoot grattage, which covers the
picture surface with relieflike pigment, led to the development of new
subject matter. Portrayals of Birds, Wind Brides, Forests, and Shell
Flowers are filled with fanciful images and are highly varied in color
and composition. They are ecstatic in feeling, and it is this mood that
dominates what William Rubin has called "the heroic epoch of Surrealist
painting."' Repeatedly in this period, Ernst interrupted his painting to
produce collage novels. La /e-ntnre 100 totes (cat. no. 167), Rcwe dune
petite, fine qui voulut entrer au Carmel (cat. no. 169), Une semaine de
bontcé (cat. no. 172), and other examples of the form present narrative
cycles that provided Surrealism, no less than did Louis Aragon's Le
paysan de Paris and André Breton's Nadia, with a visual subconscious.
The romantic fantasies and apocalyptic visions of Ernst's paintings and
collage novels culminated a few years later in jungle pictures filled
with imagery of prehistoric fauna that introduced the theme of a world
in decay: his llgonument to the Birds (sec cat. nos. 70, 72) and Garden
Aeroplane Trap (see cat. nos. 110-113) series, and the most extreme
embodiment of the subject, the Entire City paintings (see cat. no. 115),
all of which echo with recollections of a trip Ernst took to Singapore,
Indochina, Angkor Wat, and the jungles of Southeast Asia in 1924.
Increasingly in this period he relied on a highly detailed, veristic
style, and in his pictures of decaying jungles on the use of grattage.
In the later 1930s Ernst began to employ decalcomania, a refinement of
the monotype process. Justinus Kerner, George Sand, and Victor I logo
had used the f Z  
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Fig. 3 Fig. 4 Max Ernst, Chemical Nuptuati, 1948 Mi.ix Ernst, An Anxious
Friend, 1944 Oil on canvas Plaster Private collection Kunstsammlung
Nordrhein-Westfalen, Dusscldort s~o 2594 V Z &gt; 0 technique in the
nineteenth century, associating the resulting images with pictures
produced by the unconscious. In the 1920s the Surrealists adopted
decalcomania along with automatic writing, recording dreams, and playing
cadavre exquis, activities that allowed the expression of the
unconscious and helped to bond the writers and painters of the group
together. Ernst developed what had served dilettantes as an amusing ex-
periment and perfected it for use in his art, turning the procedure into
a comprehensive system he could strictly control. Transferring
decalcomania to large-scale canvases such as Totem and Taboo (cat. no.
133) and wielding his brush to elaborate the forms that resulted from
the process, Ernst made the technique uniquely his own. During the years
he spent in the United States after World War II, in paintings such as
Chemical Nuptuals (fig. 3), Dream and Revolution (cat. no. 149), and
Design in Nature (cat. no. 150), Ernst gradually returned to the use of
precise outlines. These crisp outlines unmistakably parallel the clean
contours and stercometric shapes of sculpture he was producing at the
same time, for example King Playing with. The Queen (cat. no. 145) and
An Anxious Friend (fig. 4). VERSATILITY Even in this brief glance at the
evolution of Ernst's work, which can easily be traced in this
exhibition, we are confronted with an astonishing variety of techniques
and subject matter. Ernst repeatedly defended his quest for innovation
and refused to codify a style, maintaining, for example: "A painter may
know what he doesn't want But woe be to hill] if he desires to know what
he wants. A painter is lost if he finds himself. Max Ernst considers his
sole virtue to be that he has managed not to find himself"' What mat-
tered was participating in a critical, creative process, not achieving a
recognizable style. For this same reason we find no signs of an attempt
on the part of any of the Surrealists to achieve a common style. All the
Surrealists were bent on putting their origins and tastes, their own
pasts, behind them. All concentrated on inspiration, the initial leap,
and all thrived on dealing with inexplicable strangeness, with
imaginative excess, on the juxtaposing of disparate elements. Thus they
surrounded themselves with non-European art; they filled their ateliers
and their journals with magical objects, they resisted social and
political constraints-tastes and behavior that left deep traces in their
work. In their autobiographical writings they all claim to have made
astonish- ing personal discoveries. EARLY YEARS Ernst continually
reworked his "Biographical Notes," which he gave the subtitle
"Wahrheitsgewebe and Lügengewebe" (Net of truth and net of lies), an
obvious allu- sion to Goethe's autobiographical Dichtung and Wahrheit
(Poetry and truth). Reading Ernst's notes we find behind the often
laconic narrative of his life precise references and clues that help
establish a chronology for his ceuvre and facilitate study of his
techniques and subject matter. The earliest surviving works date from
before World War I. At that time Ernst was studying at Bonn University.?
His main interests were art history, philosophy, German literature,



and-unusual at that time-psychoanalysis.  
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Fig. 5 ilax Ernst,Justinia, 1919 Oil on cardboard Private collection,
Cologne s,-,t 293 Fig. 6 .Al.ix Ernst, Souvenir de Dieu, 1923 Oil on
canvas Location unknown stiff 632 In his narrative there is no mention
of any formal training as an artist. He learned the essential techniques
of picture making by watching his father Philipp, a teacher at an
institute for the deaf and dumb and a highly accom- plished amateur
painter. He later stressed the fact that he became a painter largely as
a dilettante rather than as a professional choice. In a questionnaire he
filled out in the United States in 1948 we read under the heading
"Education and studies in painting with place and date" the following:
"Studies in painting: none. He learned to express himself by means of
art in the same way as the child learns to talk. No teaching is needed
for the one who is born an artist and even the expression 'self-taught'
is a phony, he thinks"s Crucial for his develop- ment was his
familiarity with the art of mental patients, to which he was intro-
duced in psychology department seminars in Bonn's psychiatric clinic. He
came back to the subject again and again and for a time even planned to
publish a book on it.`) But then Hans Prinzhorn's Bilduerei der
Geisteskranken-Ein Beitrag zur Psychologie and Psychopathologie der
Gestaltung (Berlin and Heidelberg, 1922) appeared. When Ernst moved to
Paris in 1922, he brought a copy of this standard study to his new
friends Paul Éluard, Andre Breton, Louis Aragon, and Tristan Tiara.
Ernst summed up what he had experienced and learned in his early years
in the Rhineland with the phrase: "A delightful chaos in a restless
brain."10 We can elaborate and identify a few important friendships and
encounters that in- fluenced him in the years before World War I. The
encouragement he received from August Macke and his contact with Robert
Delaunay, who had come to the Rhineland with Guillaume Apollinairc and
sought out Macke and his circle, left their traces in several works.
Significant also was the famous Sonderbund exhibition of 1912 in
Cologne, which provided a comprehensive survey of the avant-garde art
movements of the time. When we examine Ernst's own work of the period
before World War I, however, we are tempted to speak of a lack of
appetite for the offerings of the avant-garde. These early efforts do
not so much break with the history of art as with the smugness of modern
art, whose propo- nents saw the new styles as a new beginning: for in
the first works he drew on his knowledge of art-historical topoi,
regularly quoting artists of the past rather than his contemporaries.
This starting point was extremely important for him; even in his later
collages he made reference to Lochner, Dürer, Leonardo, and
Michelangelo. Skepticism is everywhere, anachronisms abound, as
incongruous styles and subjects are joined together. We may find Cubist
and Futurist ele- ments mixed in with Romantic forest scenes, cityscapes
in an Impressionist style, and sometimes deliberate pictorial blasphemy,
as in Resurrection of the Flesh, 1919 (slut 295), Justinia (fig. 5), and
Souvenir de Dieu (fig. 6). In all of this his ap- proach to modern
movements was similar to that of Francis Picabia and Marcel Duchamp. His
study of art history, his interpretive habit, his fondness for dis-
secting sources became fundamental to his aesthetic, which from 1919 on



can be summed up by the word collage. ~  
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Fig. 7 Max Ernst, The Massacre of the Innocents, 1920 Collage of
photographs with pastel, watercolor, and ink The Art Institute of
Chicago SM391 V Z &gt; ó 0 z RETURN FROM THE WAR World War I was a
momentous interruption in the artist's life and career. In his auto-
biography he writes: "Max Ernst died the 1st of August, 1914. He
resuscitated the 11th of November 1918 as a young man aspiring to become
a magician and to find the myth of his time."11 He abandoned his
studies, against his father's wishes, and with Johannes Theodor Baargeld
and I laps Arp began organizing Dadaist exhibitions and demonstrations
in Cologne. Things developed very quickly. In the first works of Ernst's
Dadaist phase we see certain features-most notably the scaffoldlike,
lacy structures of his compositions-that recall watercolors he painted
in the trenches during the war. Allusions to mechanization, a mixture of
telluric and machinelike terms, images of sky and fighter planes evoke
the apocalyptic events of the war and his experiences at the Front. Even
drawings that at first glance appear to he idyllic, on closer inspec-
tion reveal more ominous content, references to fatality. Illustrations
of fighter planes and bombs taken from military publications find their
way, into photocollages. The occasional work-for example, The Massacre
of the Innocents (fig. 7)-treats a blood- thirsty event from the
immediate past. Titles such as Promptly Identified Attack Plans oj' the
Assirnilant Threads on the Fortress DADA also refer to the trauma of
war. But it is not merely the content and titles of Ernst's works that
testify to the horrors of war and modern life. The medium of collage
itself, its fragmentation and displacement of images, evokes the
catastrophe. The bankruptcy of the concept of historical progress is
expressed in an approach that no longer relies on whole forms but
instead is based on ruins and fragments, with its use of cutting and
scissors and their association with amputation. Collage symbolizes the
postwar attitude Walter Benjamin captured when he wrote: "The concept of
progress must he founded on the idea of catastrophe. That things go `on
like this' is the catastrophe." 12 Z The technical definition of collage
is a picture composed of cut-up scraps pasted  
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together, but this does not adequately explain Ernst's method. He
himself insisted that beyond these bare essentials lay a whole range of
operations that had nothing to do with cutting and pasting. To suggest
his departure from conventional methods, he made use of a bit of verse
that emphasizes the conceptual side of the process: "Si cc sont les
plumes qui font le plumage, cc n'est pas la colle qui fait le
collage.'13 Indeed, Ernst's method can be compared to procedures
employed by some of the twentieth century's leading intellectuals,
including Claude Lévi-Strauss. In the essay "Une peinture médita- tive"
Lévi-Strauss writes of the links between his method and the method at
work in Ernst's collages: "Is there not an unquestionable analogy
between what I have attempted, long after him [Ernst], in my books, and
the stature he has always assigned to painting? Like the paintings and
collages of Max Ernst, my study of mythology evolved with the assistance
of outside borrowings, in this case from the myths themselves."14
NONARTISTIC SOURCES In 1919 Ernst began to depend upon sources outside
the realm of art and culture for his work. His discovery of these
sources, namely botanical, zoological, anatomical, and technical
illustrations, is comparable to the contemporary discovery of non-Euro-
pean art in the ateliers of Picasso, Matisse, Derain, and the members of
Die Brücke. In one well-known passage that is tinged with the melancholy
associated with the postwar period, Ernst provides a commentary on the
origin of his fascination with these sources and an insight into his
method: One rainy day in 1919, finding myself in it village on the
Rhine, I was struck by the obses- sion which held under my gaze the
pages of an illustrated catalogue showing objects de- igned for
anthropologic, microscopic, psychologic, mineralogic, and paleontologic
demonstration. There I found brought together elements of figuration so
remote that the sheer absurdity of that collection provoked it sudden
intensification of the visionary faculties in me and brought forth an
illusive succession of contradictory images, double, triple, and
multiple images, piling up on each other with the persistence and
rapidity which are pecu- liar to love memories and visions of
half-sleep. These visions called themselves new planes, because of their
meeting in a new un- known (the plane of non-agreement). It was enough
at that time to embellish these cata- logue pages, in painting or
drawing, and thereby in gently reproducing only that which ,rrrc,
itself'in me, a color, a pencil mark, a landscape foreign to the
represented objects, the desert, a tempest, a geological cross-section,
a floor, a single straight line signihing the horizon.u We know exactly
what it was that fell into Ernst's hands that day in 1919 as well as how
his interpretation of the "illusive succession of contradictory images"
he found in it led him to produce the works of the Cologne years. It was
a catalogue issued by a company selling educational tools, 16 the pages
of which are laid out systematically, to present the hardware of
teaching: instructional devices, classroom furniture, and other school
supplies. Nowhere in the artist's description of his find does he speak
of any Z particular artistry in the illustrations; they were ordinary
pictures that challenged him to rework them, serving simply as raw



material to which he added his own interpreta- tions and corrections.
The resulting pictures from these early years are characterized   
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~ z by an amalgam of the exalted and the commonplace, with imagery often
colored by irony inspired by his favorite writers-Georg Christoph
Lichtenberg, Jean Paul, Wilhelm Schlegel, E. T. A. Hoffmann, Heinrich
Heine, Arthur Rimbaud, Lautréamont, and Lewis Carroll. The portfolio
Fiat modes (cat. no. 162) can stand as it true manifesto for this sort
of early work. Its lithographs arc filled with images that embody just
the kind of colli- sion of different worlds that Ernst described: found
elements-technical elevations, perspective studies, diagrams-reworked
and rearranged in characteristic fashion. The lithographs powerfully
reflect Ernst's encounter with the metaphysical works of Giorgio de
Chirico; in fact, Ernst described Fiat modes as an homage to the Italian
artist. His discovery of de Chirico took place in September 1919, during
a trip to Munich that Ernst made to meet Paul Klee. Needless to say,
this contact with Klee was also important, for Klee's small-format
watercolors and his focus on a vegetal microcosm significantly
influenced Ernst's early drawings. However, the decisive in- spiration
for the Fiat modes came from a series of reproductions of de Chirico's
work that Ernst found in the special April-May 1919 issue of Palori
plastici while he was in Munich during the summer of 1919. Ernst made
specific reference to de Chirico's imagery in Fiat modes with his
version of a faceless tailor's dummy, suggesting the anonymity of modern
life and the way individuals can be manipulated in the modern world. But
de Chirico's impact was also more general. Ernst writes of de Chirico's
metaphysical works: "Looking at them I had the sense of rediscovering
something I had always known, just as when some event already seen opens
up to us a whole realm of our own dream world, one that we have failed
to see or comprehend owing to a kind of censorship."17 Soon, however, an
unmistakably personal aesthetic came to the tore, an evolu- tion the
artist described in the following terms: "After having been impressed in
his youth by the French from Manet and Seurat to van Gogh and Matisse,
and after hav- ing been influenced for a short time by Chirico in 1919,
he liberated himself from all these influences and departed for an
absolutely new experience in painting based on the disruption and
transvaluation of all known relations between the object and its
environment, and since then has never stopped in his advance in
exploring his newly discovered world.."'R The combining of found
elements occupied him more and more. A number of prints make use of
stereotypical designs he discovered while putting to- gether
publications for the Cologne Dada group in the Hertz printing shop. Ile
also incorporated rubbings of large wood letters and then made
overpaintings on printed matter, usually placed on backgrounds supplied
by a planetary diagram. As a rule, he first inverted a borrowed motif to
free it from its original context and then reworked it with gouache and
pencil to further alter its meaning. I le eliminated written instruc-
tions and anything else explanatory, replacing them with fantastic
visions dominated by landscapes complete with atmospheric perspective
and mountains. He quickly adopted specific strategies to ensure that
heterogeneous motifs would coalesce into unified pictures. In the early
months of the Dada movement, for example, he relied on machinelike forms



to bind his imagery together.   
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THE DADA EXHIBITIONS IN COLOGNE Ernst showed works of this kind at the
Kunstvcrcin in 1919, in the first Dada ex- hibition in Cologne, which he
coorganized. The second and last Dada exhibition in Cologne, Dada
Vorfrühling, was held in the courtyard of the Brauhaus Winter in 1920. A
more radical setting than the Kunstverein, the space was chosen when the
Arbeits- gemeinschaft K61ner Künstler refused to allow the Dadaists to
participate in the spring exhibition in the courtyard of the
Kunstgewerbemuseum. Virtually nothing shown has survived. But from the
reviews and from the titles listed in the catalogue, it appears that
there was plenty to shock visitors. This is confirmed by Georges Hugnet
in a piece written in 1932 about the show and the Dada spirit: "The
search for exhibi- tion space was undertaken with care. It had been
decided to have it in the center of Cologne, so that it could be easily
reached by all and also so as to be able to profit from all the abuse.
Dada wished to offend, and to that end they rented a space next to a
café, a small, glass-roofed courtyard that could only be reached by
passing by the toi- lets.... Whether visitors or victims you can decide
for yourself: a girl at the age of first communion stands at the
entrance and suddenly begins to recite obscene poems. On the blue
posters Ernst had hung up was a parade of ordinary doves and adorable
cows. He had torn these out of books of visual instruction."19 The
contrast between the ap- pearance of the young girl and the poster
images on the one hand and the shocking objects exhibited on the other
indicates that even the staging of the show was based on the collage
principle. FROM DADA TO SURREALISM When did Surrealism get its start?
How does it relate to Dada? When Surrealism emerged in 1924, for Breton,
Aragon, and Ernst this beginning was something unfor- gettable,
uncalculated, and fleeting, for the style thrived on the spontaneous and
the ephemeral. Dada took an antiart stance, avoiding repetition and
therefore the cre- ation of a style. Although it did not seek a common
style, Surrealism, however, had none of the nihilism of the earlier
movement but was concerned with a redefinition of painting, with
transgression rather than proscription. It sought sensual effects, not
only conceptual ones. This is not to say that its use of materials,
techniques, and freedom of execution were not dependent on the conquests
of Dada. Ernst played a prominent role in the Surrealist circle from the
start. The encounter with his collages in 1921 at his exhibition in the
Paris gallery An Sans Pareil was one of the pivotal experiences for the
writers and artists gathered around Breton. Looking back, Breton
asserted that in those works the postulates of Surrealist painting were
"already fully developed," adding: "In fact, Surrealism found immediate
confirmation in his collages from 1920, which reflect a completely new
concept of visual organization"20 In November 1922, in Barcelona, Breton
issued a scathing judgment on what he called the inadequacy of Dadaism,
The stars he introduced to remedy the situation were Pablo Picasso,
Francis Picabia, Marcel Duchamp, Giorgio de Chirico, Man Ray, and Max
Ernst. To establish a canon of Surrealist art, Breton had to lay down
the law: for at the very start of the movement there was dissension. In
the early 1920s a major   
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dispute raged within the ranks of the Surrealist circle over the
relative value of paint- ing and sculpture. Several members tried to
deny, the legitimacy of Surrealist painting. Max Morise, for example,
postulated that only, a plastique surréaliste, or Surrealist sculpture,
not painting or photographs, could achieve for art what écriture
surréaliste, or Surrealist writing, already claimed to have contributed
to literature. Breton, on the other hand, argued that the contributions
of painters were fully, equal to the accom- plishments of the other
members of the group: in 1925, when he took over the direc- tion of the
journal La révolution surréaliste, he published long articles that
definitively, accorded the painters equal status. In his first
manifesto, of 1924, and in his essay, "Le surréalisme et la peinture,"
published in his journal from 1925-27, he conclusively laid to rest the
arguments voiced against Surrealist painting. In place of Dada pictures
that ironically, deconstruct the world, with the emer- gence of
Surrealism we begin to see paintings presenting an ecstatic,
hallucinatory ex- perience of it. In this respect, Ernst's contribution
is a brilliant embodiment of the Surrealist aesthetic, offering a
visionary, cosmos made up of spaces and creatures that fascinate with
their oscillation between fantasy and reality. He presented a world of
the almost-possible, in paintings that make the sudden leap from the
ordinary, to the other, the unexpected, that Breton's circle cherished.
FROTTAGE, GRATTAGE, AND DECALCOMANIA Among the most important
innovations effected by, the Surrealists in their explo- rations au-delà
de la peinture, or beyond painting, was the use of semiautomatic tech-
niques, among them frottage, or rubbing. Frottage is a precise process.
Everything we sec on the frottage surface is produced indirectly', by
rubbing shapes and textures placed beneath the sheet of paper with
crayon, pencil, or the like. It is it perfectly' simple, familiar
procedure, used to transfer the design of a coin or some other object in
low relief into a shaded, two-dimensional image and, as routinely'
employed by archaeologists, to translate reliefs into drawings. One
rainy day in 1925 Ernst was first inspired to explore the possibilities
of frottage by, the look of the grooves in the well-scrubbed floor of
his hotel room at the seashore in Pornic.21 Attracted by the open
structure of the grain, he rubbed it, using paper and pencil, and then
reinterpreted the results. As he developed the procedure, he used a
variety of new elements to start with-stale bread crumbs, grained
leather, striated glassware, a straw hat, twine-always transforming the
results so that whatever lay á beneath his paper experienced a
metamorphosis. The characteristics of these objects got lost in the
process. Unrefined textures turned into more precise shapes. The grain
of wood became the tossing surface of the sea, the scaly pattern of the
weave of a ° straw hat became a cypress tree, the texture of twine
became another kind of grain or á even it horse. At first Ernst carried
out his rubbings with paper and pencil. Soon, how- ever, in 1927, he
began to explore new effects obtained by pursuing grattage, a variant of
frottage executed in the medium of painting. In grattage, objects are
placed beneath a surface covered with a thin layer of pigment, which the



artist scrapes away with z a spatula or palette knife. Ernst used
grattage in almost all the pictures he produced   
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Fig. 8 NIax Ilrnst, Enco nrtero/ Two Smiles(Illustnitimi from /.au
m,,lheurs rtes immortels), 1922 Collage Private collection sM 477
between 1925 and 1929. These works are sensual and tactile, with images
of rubbed objects that appear as ghostly traces of form. Again and again
in his Hordes and Bride of the Wind paintings he manipulated twine in
various thicknesses, arranging and re- arranging it beneath the canvas
subjected to grattage so that the lines of the resulting image suggest
vibration and earthquake, evoking a sense of violence and epitomizing
what Breton called "beauté convulsive."22 The use of frottage and
grattage completely changed the appearance of Ernst's pictures.
Paintings such as Oedipus Rex (cat. no. 36), Making Lime from Bones
(fig. 1), Castor and Pollution (cat. no. 44), and The Wavering Woman
(cat. no. 46) feature forms with clear sharp contours and as such have
the look of the Neue Sachlichkeit style; they are related as well to his
pasted pictures. Indeed the collages illustrating Rcpe'titions (cat. no.
163) and Les malheurs des immortcls (cat. no. 164, fig. 8) might almost
be designs for paintings, and small collage sketches did in fact serve
again and again as the starting point for many of Ernst's paintings.
Moreover the color in the earlier paintings also reflects his experience
with collage, for it is applied additively and thus evokes the process
of transformation inherent in collage making. The transition to the new
style of painting that surfaces in the grattage pictures is foretold in
pictures such as Woman, Old Man and Flower (cat. no. 48), in which the
latticelike texturing of the surface evokes cross sections of tissues
and quotations from his collages. After 1925, thanks to the introduction
of frottage and then grattage, such textural elements were borrowed
directly from reality, transferred from the sur- faces of objects
through rubbing. Then came his adoption of the decalcomania technique,
which involves the spreading of paint on a sheet, laying a second sheet
on top of the first, pressing it in places, and then lifting it up to
leave suggestive images. In the pictures incorporating decalcomania
smeared forms predominate, calling to mind mineral life and hybrid
creatures composed of birds, women, plumage, and fur. Axial support is
provided by a few basic vertical elements-figures in Alice in 1939 (sm
2338) and Woman Changing into a Bird, 1939 (sm 2339), trees in The
Poplars, 1939 (sm 2334), The Cypress, ca. 1939 (sm 2335), and Totem and
Taboo (cat. no. 133)-but in general the images are fluid. They represent
no known world but rather seem to devour one another and evolve in an   
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Fig. 9 M.u, Frnst, 7he Stolen Mirror, 1941 Oil on canvas V Z 0 Courtesy
Dallas Ernst so 2376 endless metamorphosis, evoking some vegetal or
cosmic process, to find spectacular expression in such paintings as
Napoleon in the Wilderness (cat. no. 134), Europe after the Rain (cat.
no. 135), and The Stolen Mirror (fig. 9). Ernst's picture-poem First
Memo- rable Conversation with the Chimera, published in the initial
issue of the journal VVV, illuminates the process of metamorphosis that
informs these works: "I saw a shady forest, and therein a crowd of
nightingales. The nightingales as to their breasts were rough and hairy,
and as to their feet some were like calves, some like panthers, and some
like wolves, and they had beast's claws instead of toes."23 Here we
should point out that the form of this poem reflects Ernst's rejection
of any clear interpretation of his subject matter, for the lines of the
handwritten text repeatedly disappear behind the sections of drawing.
WAR AND EMIGRATION With the help of Varian Fry and the Emergency Rescue
Committee, Ernst was able to escape to the United States in 1941. He
joined the Surrealist colony in New York, which included André Masson,
Yves Tanguy, Breton, Duchamp, and many other Euro- pean artists in
exile. Americans quickly took notice of the new arrivals,24 and the
repercussions of the transfer of European artists to New York were
extraordinary. David Hare, for example, noted that with the massive
presence of Europeans "art became a respectable profession in America
between 1943 and 1949."25 There was lively, even enthusiastic interest
in Surrealist art. Already in the 1930s American newspapers and
magazines had been filled with reports of the mystifying picture world
of Max Ernst. In his 1935 book After Picasso, James Thrall Soby
emphasized Ernst's significance: "Of the artists who have long been
officially associated with the Surrealist movement, Max Ernst is perhaps
the most im- portant."26 And on the occasion of the exhibition Fantastic
Art, Dada and Surrealism, 14 1111110-- i x ~ow 1 A  
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Fig. io Max Ernst, The Bewildered P/mrl, 1942 Oil on canvas "hlie'hel
Aviv Jluseum of Art sm 2426 held at the Museum of Modern Art the
following year, Tune magazine reported: "A leader of the dadaists, later
to be one of the most important surrealists, was a young German painter
named Max Ernst."27 Shortly after Ernst's arrival in America, New
Yorkers had an opportunity to see the artist's newest work along with
pictures from the preceding four years at the Curt Valentin Gallery, in
a show held from March 2 to April 11, 1946. Almost all of the
thirty--one works exhibited prominently feature the decalcomania
technique. Probably in the spring of 1942, however, Ernst painted The
Bewildered Planet (fig. 10), a dip- tych that marks a distinct break
with the technique of these paintings and the intro- duction of a new
procedure. Here the focus is on gravitation and its disorganization. The
path of the planet is inscribed on the right side of the picture, like a
network of clearly drawn condensation trails, against an inflamed,
suppurating sky. The left side shows a more controlled, peaceful blue
sky. The menacing sky is clearly a commentary on recent world events and
recalls the feeling of Castor and Pollution (cat. no. 44), in which had
temper is conveyed in the prominent bluish-black veins of the foreheads
and cheeks of the two heads that are portrayed. Ernst had explored the
possibilities of replacing homogeneous planes of color and areas of
texture with networks of lines long before 1942. However, he developed a
new technique to execute The Bewildered Planet and related paintings
from his first years in New York. Ernst tied three strings to a tin
can28 with a tiny hole in its bottom and containing a very liquid
pigment. Then he swung the can and allowed the pig- ment to drip onto
the canvas through the hole. At first Ernst moved only his arm, but he
gradually involved his whole body in the motion. He used several
different cans, each with a different color and spread his canvas out on
the floor or a table rather than placing it on an easel. Sometimes he
tilted the canvas, changing the angle at which the filling pigment
struck the surface, leaving traces of its flow in lines that cut across
one another to produce a graphic network.   
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CEO C~~ sM 2423 U z &gt; 0 0 z ~ ~ z 1942 NUMBER ONE .,d DESIGN IN
NSrnxe Fig. n NIax Ernst, Design for cover of VVV, no. 1, 1942 Collage
Private collection Fig. 12 Page from Design in Nature (London and New
'fork: Longman Green and Co., 1909) 'l'lie ,,Ienii collection, I louston
In the weeks and months that saw Ernst developing his new painting
technique, he was also exploiting a whole new stock of images for his
collages. The books that had supplied him with material for twenty years
had been left behind in France when he escaped, and he needed a new
source. We can now identify this source thanks to his design for the
cover of the June 1942 issue of the magazine VVV, which includes images
taken from it: J. Bell Pettigrew's three-volume Design in Nature (fig.
11), which carne into Ernst's possession soon after he arrived in New
York.29 Pettigrew's hook is filled with greatly magnified illustrations
of microscopic structures from the natural sciences. This is a realm
Ernst had long explored: his early fascination with things that could be
seen only with the aid of a microscope, things routinely, over- looked,
such as Radiolaria, Infusoria, and other minute organisms, details of
botan- ical life, and cross sections of living tissue, is revealed, for
example, in Landteape with Sea, 1922 (sM 503), LongLive Love or Charming
Countryside (cat. no. 43), and Woman, Old Man and Flower (cat. no. 48).
As this subject matter continued to absorb the artist (see fig.11),
Pettigrew's work not only would become the most important com- pendium
of material for the collages from Ernst's American years but also would
sup- ply images for drawings, collages, and prints executed after his
return to Paris. Ernst's study of the illustrations of microscopic
botanical and zoological struc- tures and the varied inventory of
textures provided by Design in Nature encouraged a change in his style.
Abstract forms predominate as recognizable figurative elements withdraw
into the background. Certain formal configurations based on the micro-
structures Ernst found in Pettigrew's volumes resemble effects produced
sponta- neously by the practitioners of contemporary Art Informel. It is
interesting to compare Ernst's pictures with biological imagery to
contemporary works with similar forms by Barnett Newman and Mark Rothko.
Newman's Gaea, 1945 (The Art Institute of Chicago), Pagan Void, 1946
(National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.), and Genesis -The '??t;
Break, 1946 (Dia Center for the Arts, New York), for example, suggest
biological phe- nomena and amorphous growth processes, while Rothko's
Slow Swirl at the 1;dfie of'the Sea, 1944 (Museum of Modern Art, New
York), Omen, 1946 (Collection Ulla and ~•~.y~ji&gt; ? - Heiner Pietzsch,
Berlin), and Vessels of Magir, 1946 (Brooklyn Museum of Art) are
concerned with smeary biological shapes that call to mind primeval plant
forms and cell division. The related images notwithstanding, the images
of both Americans seem to be vague evocations of the subject matter
rather than forms based on specific sci- entific sources. Pettigrew's
chapter "Human and Animal Locomotion" provides telling examples of
specific illustrations Ernst incorporated in his work. One collage in
the March 1943 issue of VVV uses the image captioned "Nude woman walking
on her hands and feet" taken from this chapter. The chapter also
contains motion studies of both humans and animals, among them diagrams



tracing the beating wings of birds and insects. The diagrams are made up
of repetitions, some large, some small, of a single basic curving shape,
which according to Pettigrew describe the "oscillating" of the
creature's wings.30 These arcs parallel the arcs of the paint skeins
produced by Ernst's swinging can of paint as he pursued his new
technique, which, not coincidentally, he called "oscillation." i6 • ~,._
r- K , ~ ,.7 , ,  
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Fig. 13 N lax Ernst, Dancer under the Sky (The Nocturnal), 1942 Oil on
paper mounted on cardboard Private collection, Madrid 5x1 499 The
novelty of this new technique was noted immediately-Sidney Janis
referred to it in his 1944 publication Abstract and SurrealistArt in
Anrcrica as the "new technique of chance"31-and credited to Ernst. One
of the several procedures Ernst developed beginning as early as 1919,
oscillation represented an attempt on the part of Surrealists to create
a graphic automatism and to link painting with action. And indeed, in
paint- ings such as The Bewildered Planet and Surrealism and Painting
(cat. no. 139) executed in 1942, soon after he arrived in New York,
Ernst did produce just such a graphic automatism, and his painting
became the trace of action. But these phenomena were not unprecedented
in Ernst's art: painting was quite literally the trace of action in a
work from his Dada period, as the artist recalled;32 in 1920 he and
Johannes Baargeld had decorated the stage curtain for a British
Occupation Force's cabaret in Cologne by dipping their feet in paint and
walking like living brushes back and forth across the large canvas.
American Action painting, or Abstract Expressionism, by definition also
links painting with action. Moreover, both Abstract Expressionism and
Ernst's procedures pointed au-delü de la peinture in providing an
alternative to traditional methods. Yet in most respects Abstract
Expressionism has nothing to do with Ernst's intentions as a Surrealist.
as Dore Ashton puts it in an essay about Jackson Pollock, the extremely
physical aspect of the Americans' art places it in the realm of "'real'
work," with associations of "wood-chopping, sweating, pioneer spirit,"33
which accorded well with the Abstract Expressionists' repeated boast
that they came from the working class. The kind of possession, the
trancelike state in which Pollock, for example, physically attacked his
canvas, was entirely absent from Ernst's approach. The decisive
difference, however, is that of content: for oscillation, which
developed out of the automatic techniques Ernst used in his earlier
work, de- i ponds on objective subject matter. This subject matter
includes not only human and animal locomotion but also the romance of
the starry sky, a theme lie had pursued early on, for example in Dancer
under the Sky (The Nocturnal) (fig. 13), a  ..ERR, COD:1..    
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Fig. 14 Max Ernst, Page from Maximi(ana l,'exer ise ille al de
t'astronomie(Paris: Imprimerie Union, 1964) Aquatint Spencer Collection,
The New York Public I,ihrarv, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Poundations, Gift
of Dorothea Tanning si. 95 V Z &gt; 0 0 Z S Z as the design for a stage
set and one of the first works that featured the motif.34 I n executing
the design for the poster for the Surrealism show held at the Whitelaw
.-_ _-W VW Reid Mansion in New York in 1942 (sM 2429), he used the
dripping technique to suggest two aspects of the sky, as he had done in
The Bewildered Planet. 1lis monu- mental Surrealism and Painting (cat.
no. 139), which was included in this show, also features delicate,
rhythmic lines suggesting automatic writing that were made possible by
the dripping technique. The setting for the show was equally innovative:
Duchamp strung more than two thousand yards of twine back and ti&gt;rth
across the exhibition space, forcing guests to move about in and study
the pictures through what amounted to a monumental spiderweb. Breton had
tried to make automatism a focus 'o=-~- - o_ of Surrealism in Paris in
the late 1930s. Now Ernst's pictures and Duchamp's spec- =W tacular
setting thrust automatic writing into the foreground to finally achieve
Breton's =o ., goal in America. o RETURN TO EUROPE One of the few
European artists who continued to produce innovative work in his late
years, Ernst continued to experiment with mans' of the themes that had
preoccu- pied him in America after his return to France, in 1953. 1 le
had no interest in Non- objective art and Art Informel, both popular
trends at that time, protcssing a "total rejection of living like a
tachist."35 Still committed to objective content, he concerned himself
with interpreting the natural sciences and the romance of outer space. I
[is preoccupation with the life and discoveries of the
nineteenth-century astronomer Ernst Wilhelm Leberecht Tempel, for
example, led him to produce the book Maxi- mi/iana (cat. no. 174; fig.
14), it kind of intellectual testament of the Surrealist view expressed
in unique illustrations. Maxi,niliana focuses on the last twenty years
of Tempel's life, when he traveled through Europe seeking an observatory
in which he could pursue his work, looking into the vast realm of
interstellar space in a time domi- nated by narrow minds. His was a life
and a quest marked by war, flight, and exile, it life and a quest whose
parallels with Ernst's own are obvious and strong. These paral- lels
offered Ernst an opportunity to create a biography that was also an
autobiography. In the spirals and mists of Tempel's nebulae, he
discerned the Surrealists' romantic worldview expressed in Breton's term
"explosantc-fixe." In his homage to Tempel, Ernst drew together and
united the threads of Dada protest and the Surrealists' tri- umph over
violence.   
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Max Ernst and Politics Lua' er Derentbal LIKE MOST OTHER ARTISTS OF THE
SURREALIST GROUP, Max Ernst was not espe- cially active politically, and
unlike many of the Surrealist writers he only rarely engaged in
discussion of current political issues. Yet he never left any doubt
about his belief in artistic and social freedom, the goals of the
Surrealist revolution. Only during two periods did he become more
politically involved: the first months after World War I and the late
1930s. In the months after the November Revolution of 1918 in Germany,
Ernst first recognized the need to become active in the political
sphere. His close ties to leftist art circles in Berlin, already
established during World War I, doubtless helped to moti- vate him. In
January 1916 Ernst, who was serving in the German army, had been granted
a furlough so that he could attend the opening of his exhibition, shared
with the future Bauhaus master Georg Muche, at Herwarth Walden's Berlin
gallery, Der Sturm. In the course of that stay Ernst had met the future
protagonists of Berlin Dada, George Grosz and Wieland Herzfelde. And
during the last months of the war his fiancée, Luise Straus, had sent
several issues of pre-Dada Berlin magazines to him at the front. On
Grand Place in Brussels he had heard Carl Einstein, then active on a
soldiers' revolutionary council, speak on "Spartacus, Lenin, and
Trotsky."' Herzfelde had been present when Max Ernst and Luise Straus
were married, on October 7, 1918, in Cologne. Their honeymoon had taken
them once again to Berlin, where they signed Walden's guest book for the
last time.2 Only a few weeks later Walden was denounced by leftist
artists, who would continue to make him a favorite target for attack
during the Dada period. Both before and after the outbreak of the German
Revolution, the leftist Berlin avant-garde served as a model for
provincial activists in the Rhine area. Living in Cologne, Max and Luise
Ernst were involved in the Gesellschaft der Künste, which its members
considered a Rhenish offshoot of the Berliner Arheitsrat fur Kunst,
founded by Adolf Behne, Walter Gropius, Bruno Taut, and others. Luise
Straus- Ernst served as secretary to the Cologne group, and the first
announcements of its Max I rest, The Lion of Betlorl I ( Illustration
from magazine, Der Strom, listed the Ernsts' apartment as a mailing
address. The stated goals tine uemu/n ate ho„r~, 1934) of their
association were far from modest: "The Gesellschaft der Künste in
Cologne Reproduction of collage hopes to restore to art its ethical
force in society, to the human community its right to Spencer
Collection, The New York Public Librar ', Astor, Lenox and 'l'inden
Foundations art as the visible expression of the people's will. It hopes
to unite all those involved in art sM 1904 in a cooperative effort to
implement a radical art-political program, the goals of which   
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read: vital interaction between the art world and the people, and
artistic freedom for those who create."3 Particularly noteworthy is the
call for collaborative effort on the part of artists, borrowing from a
topos frequently invoked during this revolutionary period, namely, the
notion that politics, life, and art should he one and the same. Ernst
soon saw the need to break with Walden, his first Berlin dealer. This is
clear in it letter he wrote at the time on Gesellschaft der Künste
stationary to John Schikowski, features editor of the Social Democratic
Party's newspaper Vorwrirts and cosigner of the initial proclamation of
the Arbeitsrat für Kunst, in which he placed the work of his artists'
association at the service of the political revolution: I have been told
by I Icrwarth Walden that all the Sturm artists with the exception of
Stuckenberg have joined the Internationale Gruppe der Expressionisten,
Kuhistcn and Puturisten, which he has established. From Stuckenberg (by
way of I lerr Vrings) I have learned that the majority of the Sturm
artists have disengaged themselves from Walden's capitalistic
dictatorship. Since these two bits of information contradict each other,
I beg you to explain to nie what the situation really is. From the
enclosed program of the Gesellschaft der Künste you will see that I take
issue with any organization that appeals to the bourgeoisie (which would
automatically he the case under Walden's leadership). The Gesellschaft
der K(inste is directed exclusively to the proletariat. We are working
together with the unions and the socialist party organizations.4 Yet
only in a few letters from the months immediately after the war do we
find Ernst espousing socialist views. His friend Johannes Theodor
Baargeld was much more radically engaged with politics. He
uncompromisingly championed the Soviet system and Communism and was a
leading member of the leftist Independent Socialist Party (usm)) in the
Rhineland.5 With AT V'nti/ntoa; the satirical weekly he published in
February and March 1919, when it was banned by the British Occupation
authori- ties, Baargeld caused it considerable stir in Cologne. Ernst
collaborated on at least the first few issues, but it is not possible to
determine the extent of his involvement, since contributions were
published anonymously. Whereas in the following months Baargeld
continued to be active not only artistically but also politically in the
usi,iD, Ernst turned his full attention to attacking the hated bourgeois
culture at its aesthetic roots with his Dadaist works. In Cologne, Dada
was highly provocative, capable of producing numerous scandals, but
inactive politically. SOON AFTER HE SETTLED IN PARIS, Ernst found
himself part of the group around Andre Breton; he moved in Surrealist
circles, occasionally putting his name to their declarations and
manifestos. Though he did not follow his friends into the Commu- nist
party, he did become a member of artists' groups, such as the
Association des Ecrivains et Artistes Révolutionnaires (AFAR), set up by
the Communists in March z 1932; in fact, along with a number of other
Surrealists, he was present at this group's initial meeting. During the
first years of his stay in Paris, at least, any more visible political
involvement would have been highly dangerous, for lie was living in
France without x papers. Thus he was forced to flee from the city after



the quarrels at the banquet given on July 2, 1925, for the poet
Saint-Pol Roux, during which the "female de lettres"   
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Rachilde spoke out against Germany and the Surrealists came to the
defense of their German friend. Because of the Surrealists' protests
against the war taking place in Mo- rocco and because Ernst had signed
their manifesto "La révolution d'abord et toujours," the police already
had their eye on him. He therefore withdrew to Pornic, in Brittany. It
was an escape of some consequence for Surrealist art, for it was in a
hotel there on August 10 that he discovered the potential of the
frottage technique for his work.' How to cohere as a group and the
determination of the relationship between in- dividual and collective
action, that is, what the individual artist's share in the creation of a
given work ought to be, were among the major issues facing the
Surrealists. It was not by chance that even in the pre-Surrealist period
the Surrealists-to-be had staged seances and that the group later
experimented repeatedly with collective explo- rations of the
subconscious, ranging from the cadazre exquis to the truth game, as a
means of producing works of art and literary texts. In his own writing
Ernst also dealt with the "fairy tale of the artist's creativity,,"
emphasizing the "purely, passive role of the 'author' in the mechanics
of poetic inspiration."' The Surrealists believed this subject could not
be discussed without reference to social realities, without an eye to
unified political action. Ernst shared in this thinking, though in a
1929 statement re- garding the possibility of revolutionary action he
expressed reservations about the necessary mechanics: "I think a minimum
of organization highly useful. In principle, I am ready to carry out a
joint action with all the individuals in the questionnaire.... I
consider continuing the acts of terrorism carried out by the Surrealists
to be of the greatest importance." Even in the 1930s, with the rise of
National Socialism and as the ideological struggles between Fascists and
Communists became more and more radical, Ernst did not by any means sign
every Surrealist manifesto. He was particularly hesitant to take it
stand on domestic political crises in France. Nevertheless, he
emphatically supported the AEAR's call for protest in March 1933, in the
wake of the Reichstag fire in Berlin and the subsequent persecution of
German artists and intellectuals. In the following years Ernst
increasingly considered himself to be an artist in exile. At first he
had stayed in Paris for personal and artistic reasons, but in the later
1930s he lived there because he was a politically persecuted artist, a
status his involvement in the organiza- tions of émigré German cultural
figures reflected. Once the French Communists, Socialists, and leftist
radicals formed it people's front and when, in mid-1935, the Comintern
called for the integration of Communist and Social-Democratic parties
and organizations in exile, political activity among the German
immigrants increased. Writers, theater people, and artists set up
organiza- tions in an attempt to effectively combat Fascism. Ernst's
involvement in émigré circles clearly reflects the ever-worsening
fragmen- tation of the Surrealist group during this period. Many writers
and artists in Breton's group were searching for new areas of cultural
and political action because they had broken with the Communists
following disputes that took place at the International Writers Congress



for the Defense of Culture in the summer of 1935.9 Breton himself, for
example, forged an alliance with his old adversary Georges Bataille and
funded   
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the group Contre-Attaque, which was meant to take up the struggle
against Fascism and save the revolution from an extreme leftist
position. Yet as early as the end of March 1936, before the people's
front had been voted into power, this totally isolated intellectual
circle-in which Ernst had not been involved, interestingly enough-broke
apart owing to irreconcilable differences between Breton and Bataille.
Breton subse- quently worked on the side of the Trotskyites, issuing
appeals for the truth about the Moscow show trials. In April 1936
Breton's unconditional opposition to Stalinism would force Paul Eluard
to declare his break with him, accusing him of intolerance and
separatism. To he sure, this break was only effected two years later in
October 1938, when Eluard published poems in the Communist magazine
Commune, but the times of their joint action on the political plane were
past. Max Ernst, on the other hand, more and more sought contact with
other émigré German artists.") We see evidence of this in a series of
photographs taken in Ernst's studio by Josef Breitcnbach in the spring
of 1936. Breitenbach had emigrated from Munich to Paris in 1933 (as a
participant in Munich's Rüterepublik after World War I and a Jew, he was
doubly threatened by the Nazis). Ile had opened a studio on rue
Notre-Dame-des-Champs in Montparnasse and managed to make it living of
sorts as a portrait and news photographer and as the director of a small
photography school. He was an active member of the Socialist Workers
Party (SAP) and worked with the AEAR.1 1 His acquaintance with Ernst can
be traced hack to May 1935, when he en- tered the artist's address in
his date book. At this time he also made a first series of double
portraits of Max Ernst and his second wife, Marie-Berthe, in Ernst's
studio. The best-known photograph from the sequence shows Ernst leaning
on a table on which, among binoculars and a lamp, a tangle of twine,
reproductions of paintings, and letters, stand sculptures, paintings,
and other objects (fig. 15). flanging on the wall are a number of
Ernst's works, as well as a tapa-painted fabric made of bark-from Lake
Sentani in New Guinea, modern-day Irian Java; one of the objects on the
table is a neckrest that also came from New Guinea. Ernst has turned
away from his tools and works of art and gazes out of the picture into a
visionary distance, or so it appears. A second photograph from the
series records the visit of the artist Heinz Lohmar to Ernst's studio
(fig. 16). The two men are standing on the terrace outside the studio at
26, rue des Plantes in the Quartier Montparnasse. Marie-Berths Ernst is
visible behind the window. Lohmar, horn in Troisdorf near Bonn in 1900,
had met Ernst in 1921, while studying at the school of applied arts in
Cologne. I le immi- grated to France in 1933, after he had lived for two
years in the artists' collective Fontana Martina on Lago Maggiore.
Lohmar was an active member of the exile group of the German Communist
Party (KPU) and in November 1935 became the ó driving force behind the
formation of the Kollektiv Deutscher Künstler (KDK), a new z association
of émigré German artists living in France. The KDK was only a small
group, but it  
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Fig. 15 Ernst in his studio, Paris, 1936. Photograph ht- Josef
IIrcitcnhach Fig. 16 I Icinz Lohmar and Max Ernst outside I',rnst's stu-
dio, Paris, 1936. Photograph by Josef 13reitenhach himself. The group
first worked to gain recognition and to that end published a col-
lection of pictures by members titled Die Mappe, which included a
reproduction of Ernst's Bride of'the Wind (cat. no. 65). According to
the brief foreword, the portfolio was meant to demonstrate the survival
of "free German art-in spite of and in oppo- sition to I litler." Even
more important was the organization of a lecture series for the winter
and spring of 1936. The first presentation was a screening of the film
Kühle Wan7pe with a talk by its director, Slatan Dudow. Freundlich spoke
on "German Art Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow." Kralik and Lohmar
exhibited work, which was dis- cussed, Carola Giedion-Welcker lectured
on abstract art, and a Dr. O. Paul spoke on art and politics in the
United States. On June 24, 1936, only a few weeks after Lohmar and
Breitenbach had visited Ernst, the leading émigré paper, the Pariser
Tageszeitung, announced: "Kollektiv Deutscher Künstler. Max Ernst will
speak on 'Surrealism and Revolution.' Discussion follows. Today,
Wednesday, June 24. 8:30 P.,N I., Café Mcphisto, 146 Blvd. St.-Germain."
Sadly, nothing more is known about Ernst's lecture or any of the other
talks, for there is no further mention of them in the German- exile
press. The Café Mcphisto was the venue for lectures and educational
events in Paris organized by the German émigrés. A week after Ernst's
lecture a working group of the Union for the Protection of German
Writers presented responses there to Walter Benjamin's essay "Das
Kunstwerk imZ,eitalter seiner technischen Reproduzierbarkeit" ("The Work
of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction") with the author in at-
tendance. The revolutionary climate of the budding people's front in
which such de- hates took place was one in which May Day festivities
alternated with discussions about realism and artists' parties took
turns with staged disputes about art. In August 1936 the KOK took part
in the Amsterdam Art Olympiad, a protest 0 z 2 D   
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do this' with appropriate examples, as you will see. With these, `living
pictures' and other such lovely things. All somewhat in the spirit of
the Semaine de bonte. If you would sing some of the suggestions, for
example, could it not greatly enhance the brilliance and beauty of such
a presentation? What do you say?"14 In another letter to Lenya, dated
February 16, 1935, Ernst expressed his opin- ion of the political
situation in Germany in a veiled comment: "The cat came into the dining
room at lunchtime and threw up a whole mouse. It was most appetizing,
and I was forced to think of Germany." In Breton's handwritten draft of
the program, which was decorated with drawings and collages, we find
under "Item I" the listing "CONSEILS n'A~II, par Ernst," its title
surely inspired by the poem of the same name and the collage from the
1922 book Lcs malbe urs des immortals, produced by Ernst in
collaboration with Eluard. A later, printed program announces only two
evenings, with the title of Ernst's presentation changed to "Tests
mentaux." For lack of sub- scriptions the project was ultimately
abandoned. 1' The outbreak of the Spanish Civil War in the summer of
1936 gave French in- tellectuals as well as the émigrés an opportunity,
to fight National Socialism and Fas- cism with more than novels,
pamphlets, and pictures. We know that both Eluard and Breton hoped to
volunteer for the Republican army. In a television interview of 1967
Ernst related that he too had offered his services, as an artillery
instructor. But he was rejected by André Malraux, who was responsible
for the selection of volunteers and with whom Ernst "enjoyed no great
amount of credit." 16 The rejection must have hurt him deeply, for he
had served in the artillery for four long years during World   
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Fig. 17 Installation view, Lntarte to Aiinit exhibition, Munich, 1 9,37.
Ernst's Mnsehelhlumen (Shell 1,7o ..eral is visible at center bottom.
War I, ultimately in the rank of lieutenant, and could assume that he
had sufficient knowledge of military matters to recommend him. From La
Sarraz in Switzerland, where he was a guest at the castle of Hélcne de
Mandrot in August, he wrote in it letter to Breton dated the twelfth: My
dear Andre, I had to first shake off a strange powerful laryngitis
(genuine, doubled by another, nervous' according to the doctor), in
order to think once more of leaving for Spain. Of course, 1 would be
delighted if we could leave together, and I even request that you try
for it, although I am rather pessimistic about the results, after my
finds herself in the best company. The Nazis do me a great favor when
they cast aspersions on my pic- tures: for not for all the money in the
world would I want to hang in I litler's or Goebbels's bedroom."18 Also
in 1937 Ernst painted several versions of the Fires ide a small
preliminary study exhibited at the Paris World's Fair of that year, the
head of The Fireside Angel, which is probably only a part of a painted
exhibition poster, a wider variation on the motif (cat. no. 124), and
finally the largest, culminating work, distin- guished from the earlier
versions by its size (cat. no. 125). In the 1967 television inter- view
he spoke of his concept of the painting and placed it in the context of
the Spanish Civil War and his rejection by Malraux: I couldn't take on a
more active role after that, but I did everything possible to be of help
to the Republicans. In Madrid at that time there was an exhibition of
nrv collages tier Senurine de home, and I assumed that all of them had
been lost. But during the bombardment they had all been saved. 1 found
it marvelous that people had the time to trouble about the works while
the bombs were fulling. But since events were accelerating, I did not
have much time left, and I had no desire to paint. One picture I painted
after the defeat of the Republicans   
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in Spain was The FiresideAngel. That was of course an ironic title for
it kind of galumph- ing beast that tramples and destroys everything that
crosses its path. That was my impres- sion at the time of what was
probably going to happen in the world, and I was right.19 Many
interpretations of The FiresideAngel refer to this passage and set the
picture against the background Ernst suggests, aligning it with
allegories of war by Goya, Bticklin, or Kubin. Yet Ernst's recollections
are not especially precise; in 1937 the Republicans had not yet lost the
Civil War by any means. John Russell was quick to point this out and
placed the picture in the context of Ernst's Barbarian series.20 The
title J,'ange du foyer was in the air in Paris when Ernst painted the
picture, for in 1936 a film of that name by Leon Mathot, based on a play
of the same title by, Robert de Flers, had reached the cinemas. It was a
light romantic comedy, to be sure, and had nothing to do with the
violent beast Ernst depicted. About 1937-38, in the magazine Minotaure
10 (winter 1937), another painting by Ernst, now known as The joy o, f
Living (sM 2275), was published as Lange du, foyer. Le triomphe du
surréalisme was the name Ernst had originally given to his protest
painting The Fireside Angel, and it was shown with that first title at
the Surrealist exhibitions of January 1938 in Paris and the following
April in Amsterdam and listed as such in their catalogues. Since we do
not question the reference to the Spanish Civil War that Ernst makes so
explicit, the title Le triomphe du surréalisme cannot be interpreted as
anything but ironic, a reference to the Surrealists' not particularly
successful support of the Spanish Republicans. In a conversation with
Robert Lebel published in 1969, Ernst related the Fireside Angel to
another picture in which he presented a commentary on the political
situation, the premonitory map of Europe titled Europe after the Rain I
(fig. 51), painted, as he remembered, after Hitler Germany's Anschluss
of the territory of the Saar. Here he characterized The FiresideAngel as
an "exterminating angel." 21 Once again Ernst's memory deceived him; he
had produced that painting in 1933. The largest version of The Fireside
Angel (cat. no. 125) projects it vivid sense of danger, its total
destructiveness. The monster's violent nature is perfectly clear from
its menacing claws, its fluttering garments in glowing colors, its
expansive gestures, with its raised left hand making some kind of
magical sign, and its enraged stomping in front of a low-lying horizon.
The gesture of the trampling beast's raised arms can be found elsewhere
in Ernst's oeuvre, albeit with significant variations. It appears for
the first time in 1923 in The Creation of Eve, La he//e jandinticre,
just then being pilloried in Munich at the Entartete Kunst exhibition.
And in 1938 the gesture was deployed as an apotropaic symbol for the
now-benevolent guardian of his new Palais ldéal in Saint- Martin
d'Ardèche, the house into which he had moved with Leonora Carrington.22
Attached to an arm and a leg of the beast in the painting is it small,
no less monstrous creature that seems more amphibian. In the smaller
variant of the Fireside Angel now housed in Munich's Pinakothek der
Moderne (cat. no. 124)-which is distinguished by it heightened
"realism"-the trampling beast has been given more space in which to move



about. The gesture of the outstretched arms is more expansive, to be
sure, but does not seem so menacing, inasmuch as it does not threaten to
burst the boundaries of the picture. The beast and its attendant figure
are now joined solely by narrative. The   
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Fig. 18 Fig. i9 Max Ernst, detail, cat. no. 124, View of i'.rnst's
studio, Paris. The rsideAngel, 1937 Photograph by Josef Breitcnbach Oil
on canvas Loans of Theo Wormland Stiftung at the Baver- ische
Staatsgemiildesammlungen, Pinakothek der Moderne, Munich, and
Kunstdia-Archiv ARTOTI IEK, D-Weilhcim sM 2282 monster appears not to be
acting so much as reacting to something. The sky is filled with the
gentle light of late afternoon; the threatening sulfur-yellow storm of
the large version is absent. A number of other details are also very
different. On the crea- ture's right foot in the Munich picture is a
house slipper-an allusion to the title The FirerideAngel, whereas in the
large canvas it is a horse's hoof, suggesting the devil. His right hand,
lacking the long claws of the other beast, still has some resemblance to
human anatomy. His left arm, by contrast, appears to dissolve into
vegetable forms. The fluttering drapery on this arm can be interpreted
as an object: it calls to mind a blood red executioner's ax. And the
monster's grimace is hideously repulsive. Thus, terror is not entirely
banished from the smaller picture. But what makes this creature so
frightening and yet so timid? The small secondary figure (fig. 18)
appears to be a little dragon; a poisonous green in complementary
contrast to the trampling red monster; it could have come straight out
of one of Ernst's jungle paintings. With its gaping bird's beak and long
frog's legs, it combines irreconcilable elements, air and water. The
obviously female creature exudes a crude eroticism: her thick thighs are
spread far apart, exposing a buttonlike sex organ. And it is impossible
to overlook her obscene gesture, which has infuriated the trampling
beast and caused him to leap so high. This little creature has
precursors in Ernst's oeuvre. One of these has not been known
heretofore. This is a sculpture on the chest of drawers in his rue des
Plantes studio, set out for the photographer Breitenbach (fig. 19). It
is not very large; the chess figures (sm 1678-1682) arranged next to it
measure between eight and thirteen centimeters. This figure, unlike
almost all other sculptures by Ernst, does not reveal its origins.
Clearly it was pieced together, for we can see that the head and right
arm have been glued on. Yet it is impossible to identify any
stereometric shape that might have inspired the creature. This was an
attempt at a new sculptural idiom, but one that Ernst did not carry
further. The piece has much in common with the green secondary figure in
the The Fireside Angel. We note, for example, the spread thighs and
between them the suggestion of a dotlike sex organ, here scarcely
visible because the photograph is blurred. It has a beak as well, and
the buttonlike eye is a direct quote. The figure can also be traced hack
to the collages of Une semaine de honté (1934), whose German translation
Ernst provided with a new subtitle: Ein Bilderbuch von Give, Liebe and
Menschlichkeit (APicture Book of Kindness, Love, and llamanity). None of
these virtues appears in the novel in collage; rather we find cruelty
and catastrophe, espe- cially in the first chapter. Here Ernst depicted
the hell of bourgeois society. The "four du Dragon" (dragon's yard) is
the subject of the Tuesday chapter, devoted to the ele- ment of fire.
Each of the couples presented in this section is accompanied by either a



little dragon or a winged serpent. These beasts frequently stand closer
to the women, whom they provide with support, than to the men. The women
are the seducers, hurling the then into perdition, sucking the blood
from their veins like vampires. This stands in contrast to the Sunday
chapter, to which are assigned the element of mud and an illus- tration
of the Lion of Belfort (frontis., p. 20). The male lion is the
personification of   
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Fig. 20 Max Ernst, The Lion o/Be/Jmt J.~ ( Illustration from Une semaine
de baVt, 1934) Reproduction of collage The Spencer Collection, The New
York Public Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations sm 1936
cruelty. Driven solely by an instinct for power, he represents a varied'
of gov- ernmental, military, and ecclesiastical authorities, crushing
and killing everything that stands in his way, especially women. The
model for Ernst's Lion of Belfort was a monumental statue commemorating
the city's de- fenders during the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71. Ernst
pasted illus- trations of this monument in several other collages in Une
semaine de honle, it appears, for example, on the road taken by the lion
that is shown collect- ing the skulls of his victims (fig. 20). The
first collage of the novel is an almost emblematic image (frontis., p.
20). The lion, shown as a high military officer with a chest full of
medals, turns his head toward a higher authority exemplified by the por-
trait of Napoleon. A lioness, the embodiment of the feminine, is leaping
toward him-an action taken up again in The Fireside Angel, where the
smaller figure clings to the larger one. The Surrealists' questioning of
the relationships between the sexes, their struggle against bourgeois
society with its discriminatory division of roles, and their advocacy of
free love find echoes here.23 In like manner, Ernst characterized and
criticized bourgeois notions of morality in the Munich version of The
Fireside Ang"I by revealing sexual tension between the large henpecked
male and the small female monster who exposes herself and makes an
obscene gesture. This sexual focus does not detract from the political
significance of Ernst's pictures, for the revolution advocated by the
Surrealists was to be all encompassing, not simply a reversal of power
relationships between males and females. Ernst once again concerned
himself with the conflict between the sexes in his sculptural grouping
for the major Surrealist show held in Paris in January 1938, the
Exposition Internationale du Surrcalisme, this time presenting it in a
burlesque manner. The entrance to the exhibition took the firm of a
corridor in which the most beautiful streets of Paris were populated
with sixteen mannequins bedecked by the Surrealists. The exhibition
itself, mounted in one of the city's leading galleries, was a brilliant
succès de scandale. Journalists were unanimous in extolling the
scurrility of the mannequins, and the photographers all took pictures of
them. Georges I lugnet, one of the exhibi- tion's organizers, wrote that
the mannequins represented "the eternal feminine" 24 The Surrealist
artists, asked to realize the women of their dreams in their designs,
must have felt like Pvgmalions, Hugnet argued. Ernst',,, mannequin (fig.
21) stood in the "rue de tous les diables" (Street of All the Devils). I
lugnet describes the creation of Ernst's mannequin as follows: "As for
Ernst, trained in scandal by the excesses of Dada, he had imagined a
group of which one protagonist, by all appearances a tramp with the head
of a lion, rolled up on the ground, has clasped the feet of a widow in
deep mourning, veiled in crepe to her knees. Her skirt, lifted above the
garter, revealed her underclothing beneath the pink silk, where a
lightbulb shone. Breton personally pressured Max Ernst to do away with
that gleam, which he found out of place, and the shameless widow's



underwear no longer shone."25   
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Fig. 21 l?rnst's mannequin, Exposition Internationale Au Suricalisrne,
Paris, 1938. Photograph by Raoul llhac Fig. 22 Max Ernst, The Lion o/
Re//ort 12 ( Illustration tiom Une senmine rle bont , 1934) Reproduction
of collage The Spencer Collection,'l'lie New York Public Library, Astor,
Lenox and Tilden Foundations sin 1915 At least one observant visitor who
was not especially charmed by the whole setup appears to have seen the
lightbulb nonetheless. This was Walter Benjamin, who reported on the
mannequins in a letter to Max Horkheimer dated March 7, 1938: "The
entrance to the establishment was composed of a gallery of mannequins
made of papier-mâché. In their erogenous zones the figures were
furnished with layers of tinfoil, lightbulbs, tangles of yarn, and other
magical paraphernalia. The business was as close to dreaming as a
mask-rental establishment is to Shakespeare." 2t' We have only very
recently learned that with his contribution Ernst was re- creating a
scene from one of his own short plays, written for a German émigré
troupe. Given the circumstances, the group can only have been the
cabaret Die Laterne, the most important troupe of German actors in
exile. Heinz Lohmar designed sets and costumes for the group on several
occasions-including the premiere of Bertolt Brecht's Die Gewehre der
Frau Carrar (Senora Carrars Rifles) in October 1937-and it was doubtless
he who put Ernst into contact with them. Ernst recalled that the sketch
in question involved a war widow begging next to the national lottery.2'
Little of this content is left in the work in the exhibition, to he
sure. More important than any parallels with the play is the apparently
close connection drawn by Ernst between the exhibi- tion piece and
scenes of violence in the Semaine de bonté. More than the similarity of
certain details supports the assumption that they are linked. The red
lightbulb beneath the widow's undergarment takes the place of the
thorn-entwined, very provocatively placed sacred heart in one of the
collages from the chapter about the Lion of Belfort (fig. 22). Ernst
clearly found the subject matter of Une semaine de bonté a relevant
source of motifs even in 1938, for after the original collages were
returned from Madrid he showed them at the Surrealist exhibition in
Paris. The figure at the widow's feet that Hugnet identified as a
vagrant has not vet been identified. However, a notice in the London
Bulletin of April 1938 provides a clue. There, in the caption for a
photograph of the mannequin, we read: "At the feet of Max Ernst's young
widow the Lion of Belfort, already celebrated in his hooks, lies
peacefully asleep"28 In the photograph of the sculptural group made by
Raoul Ubac, the lion's head is clearly visible. In front of Ernst's
slatternly widow, who wears stock- ings full of holes, lies a pair of
black gloves, and on the wall behind the group hangs the poster from the
London Surrealist exhibition of 1936, which shows a figure with black
hands. With his right hand, clad in a black glove, the figure lying at
the widow's feet reaches up under her skirt. This figure is
unquestionably the Lion of Belfort, the once powerful brute. He is by no
means a mere vagrant, for he is dressed in the artist's own
paint-spattered clothing that we see in Breitenbach's photograph of
Ernst and Lohmar (fig. 16). Ernst thus inserted himself into the



intricate arrangement of fig- ures. Only a very few visitors to the
exhibition noticed the dreamlike, theatrical nature of the scene,
finding it easier to be shocked by its provocative details. Rolland de
Renéville, however, remarked: "They I the critics] saw only childish
puppets in the ravishing mannequins arranged along the corridor that
preceded the exhibition, like the characters that appear to the mind as
sleep takes over, and whose function seems to be to introduce the
dreamer by degrees to the hypnagogic realm." 2`t c v ~ v z S   
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X Fig. 23 Installation view, Frcic Dcuhrbr Kunst, Paris, 1938.
Photograph by Josef Rreitenbach In the later 1930s, while continuing to
use images to fight his political adversaries and traditional bourgeois
notions of morality, Ernst worked more directly with his fellow German
artists in exile. In the fall of 1937 the I)eutscher Künstlerbund was
established by such painters as Eugen Spiro, Gert Wollheim, Erwin Oehl,
and critics, including Paul Westheim and Hcrta Wescher. On March 28,
1938, the KDK, which was no longer very active, represented by
Freundlich, Lohmar, and Ernst, merged with the newer organization. By
this time the new group had renamed itself the Frcier Künstlerbund, or
FKb, hoping to attract the broadest possible representation of émigré
artists from various countries. Spiro, who had belonged to an earlier
incarna- tion of the Deutscher Künstlerbund, which had been banned in
Germany by the Na- tional Socialists in 1936, assumed the chairmanship.
The FKb was less concerned with the sort of collaborative effort
championed by the KDK than with representing the in- terests of artists
in exile. It embraced a wide range of artistic styles and opinion but
was of course single-minded in its opposition to National Socialism.
Ernst's efforts in the sphere of émigré artistic activities culminated
in 1938, when he was elected to the FKb's board of directors on April 20
at a membership meeting at the Café Mephisto. For the fourth issue of
the organization's newsletter, Foie Kuiut and Literattrr which appeared
in the winter of 1938, he produced a monotype (SL A 1).30 And in July
1938 he exhibited with numerous other artists in a show at the Galerie
Vignon organized by the AEAR, the proceeds of which, according to the
announcement card, were to go to the committee for the liberation of the
German Communist Ernst Thülmann and all other imprisoned anti-Fascists.
31 Of all the associations of artists in exile in France, the FKb had
the greatest in- fluence outside the country, thanks to a major
exhibition it organized in November 1938 in Paris, at the Maison de la
Culture in the rue d'Anjou, with the support of Louis Aragon and the
AFAR. The realization of the show, Freie Deuisc-he Kunst, was the most
important function of the FKb, one that had been envisioned at its
founding. Ernst took an active part in preparations for the exhibition,
negotiating with the   
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Fig. 24 Grrmm~t o/ }~st~ rJ~r~-G, rmany o/ 7%ntorrou, panel
assen&gt;hled for exhibition at World's lair, New fork, 1939 French
government, for example, through his friend the radical socialist Jean
Mistler. I le was represented only modestly with two works from the
1920s. The critic Paul Westheim, his colleague on the board of
directors, characterized them as follows: "From Max Ernst one of these
birds, in front of a world shut off by a palisade, spreading its wings,
and one of these dream visions, which have become visions of form:" With
the help of a recently published photograph by Breitenbach (fig. 23) it
is possible to iden- tifv the works on the wall above the left side of
the bench as the gouache Forest, 1927 (sm 1157), and A l'rntl rieur de
la vue: l'oee f 1929 (sm 1564), the latter rotated ninety de- grees
counterclockwise. Breitenbach also exhibited works at the Maison de la
Culture, including portrait photographs of Max Ernst, "unbelievable, but
faithfully pho- tographed," as Westheim commented.32 As late as the
winter of 1938-39, when Ernst had withdrawn to Saint-Martin d'Ardcche
with Leonora Carrington and long after he had broken with the
Surrealists around Breton, he participated in one of the last major
projects of the exiled German artists. This was a documentary work on
German history displayed on thirty-three panels planned for the New York
World's Fair of 1939. Assembled by more than thirty artists,
journalists, and historians under the leadership of Lohmar and the paci-
fist Alfred Hermann, it was to be called Germany of Yesterday-Germany of
Tomorrow (fig. 24). The collective nature of the project prevents us
from evaluating Ernst's share in it; however, on a draft of the work his
is the second signature in the list of collabo- rators, directly below
that of Spiro. Protests by the German government prevented the
exhibition of the panels in New York. At the same time an increasingly
repressive French government was tending more and more often to thwart
any public acts by or- ganizations of exile groups. In any case, on the
outbreak of World War II most of the émigrés in such groups had to fight
for their lives. Max Ernst was interned several times in prisons and
camps, at Largentière, in Les Milles near Aix-en-Provence, and in
Saint-Nicolas near Nimes. His political activity was thus brutally cut
short.   
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Max Ernst and the Great Masters INTRODUCTION Thomas Gaehtgens Max Ernst
was a pii for cioctits, or scholarly painter. Numerous writers have
noted how well read and how knowledgeable about art history he was. His
subtle tech- nique of combining words and images borrowed from other
artists was based on a virtuosic command of language and an encyclopedic
visual memory. Ernst scholars, most notably the indefatigable Werner
Spies, have been able to track down many of the images that fired his
imagination and to study them in their original con- text. By disguising
these images and placing them in unexpected juxtapositions, however, the
artist fascinated, even confounded his viewers. Ernst tended to with-
draw from the process of creation, as though he had no personal interest
in how his pictures were produced. I le once confessed to Spies that he
followed with amuse- ment the detective work of art historians eager to
track down his sources.1 Yet if we are to understand how he worked, it
is absolutely necessary to try to identify what he borrowed. Viewers can
certainly explore the bizarre world of his pictures without knowing his
models, but if they do, they will tail to appreciate the exciting
creative process behind his inventions. The paintings and sculptures by
Ernst in museums and the pictures in his collage novels are
self-contained works of art, to be sure, yet we perceive them as
something more. They provoke in us a desire to know what gave rise to
them. We respond to the irrational ideas and images that Ernst and
Surrealist art in general present as phenomena of reality by attempting
to locate their sources in order to relate them to our rational world.
We know a great deal about how Ernst worked, especially when he made his
collages, thanks to Spies's penetrating researches.2 One aspect of
Ernst's process has yet to be explored fully , however, though it has
been mentioned repeatedly: namely his preoccupation with masters of
older and more recent art. It has fre- quently been noted that major
painters from earlier epochs engaged him all his life, but no one has
suggested to what degree they influenced his art. In the present brief
essay I cannot address this issue in any depth, but I can at least hope
to identify the specific artists who meant most to Ernst at various
stages of his career and suggest what it was about their work that
attracted him. At the beginning of the twentieth century, Futurist
artists had advocated a break with all tradition. They had gone even
further, brazenly demanding that Max Ernst, Picta or Riz o/u/ion /w N;
/'t, 1923 works of art be destroyed and museums closed. The Venus de
Milo was to he toppled Oil un canvas from its pedestal. The many
manifestos and the street demonstrations orchestrated Tate Gallery,
London sN, 624 by Filippo Tommaso Marinetti and his friends were mostly
intended to call attention   
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Fig. 25 Max Ernst, Crucifixion, 1913 Oil on paper mounted on cardboard
Wallraf-Richartz Museum, Cologne SM 69 to themselves and to the
originality of their own creations. Above all, their protests called
into question traditional bourgeois tastes based on sanctioned values.
The Futurists promoted modernism- as exemplified by their own work, of
course-as the appropriate ex- pression of present-day conditions, and
they rejected the continued veneration of artistic models from antiquity
and the Renaissance. Despite his participation in Dadaist movements, and
despite a considerable element of protest in his own work, which
confronts viewers with unfamiliar and original expressive possibilities,
Ernst, unlike the Futurists, was no iconoclast. On the contrary, he
obviously engaged in dialogues with the arts of earlier epochs and
foreign cultures throughout his life. We could go so far as to say that
his engagement with earlier art was what fed his own creativity,. The
painter ap- proached the art of earlier epochs with the greatest respect
and found images there that triggered his own inventiveness.
Nevertheless, he often disguised the source of his inspiration so
thoroughly that we cannot possibly identify it. Retracing Ernst's steps
is indeed a job for a detective. And for the historian it is legimate,
even necessary work, for only by doing so can we begin to comprehend how
he transformed images from earlier art. Spies has described the various
ways Ernst reworked those earlier images, particularly in his collages.
"The aesthetic déja-vu mocked in Duchamp's bearded Monti Lisa," he
writes, "is nowhere found in Max Ernst. Images taken from Blake,
Flaxman, Dore, and Dürer are mutilated and recombined, so the connection
between the original image and the new one is no longer immediately
visible, but must be discovered through careful reconstruction of his
working process." And in another passage he tells us: "A glance at the
role that motifs from such depictions assume in collages shows that
drastic cuts and rearrangements frustrate all attempts to identify the
original context.."3 Ernst's profound knowledge of art history sets him
apart from many other painters. He first came into contact with painting
through his father, an amateur artist, and then as a student in Bonn he
became more familiar with earlier painting in art history seminars.4 He
took several courses with Paul Clemen, including one on the art of the
Italian Renaissance. In the summer of 1913 he was a mem- ber of a group
of students Clemen took to Paris, where they visited Rodin in his
atelier. The collection of Cologne's Wallraf-Richartz Museum and other
works of art visible in the city obviously influenced the young Ernst.
He would pursue his unflagging interest in earlier painting in different
ways over the course of his career. z That interest revealed itself in
his work early on. Deeply impressed by El Greco, who had been
rediscovered in the first decade of the twentieth century, he painted a
crucifixion in which the Christ echoes the Spanish painter's ex- x
pressivity (fig. 25). Such a direct painterly reflection of an artistic
impression   
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Fig. 26 "Max Ernst Number," View, ser. 2, no. 1 (April 1942), pp. 14-15
is nowhere found in his later work, where the experience that inspired
him is usually transformed beyond recognition. It is not that Ernst was
always determined to hide his borrowings. On occa- sion he even left
clues to make the search for his sources easier, creating a kind of
intellectual game. During his stay in America he published a two-page
list of poets, writers, and painters he particularly admired in a 1941
issue of the journal View (fig. 26).5 Under the heading "Max Ernst's
Favorite[s]" we find a list of the poets Baudelaire, Hölderlin, Jarry,
Apollinaire, Lautréamont, Rimbaud, Novalis, Lewis Carroll, and
Shakespeare. Juxtaposed with these are the names of his favorite
painters, an astonishing selection: Bruegel, Bellini, Bosch, Grünewald,
Altdorfer, Seurat, Piero della Francesca, Uccello, Cranach, Leonardo,
Carpaccio, Tura, Crivelli, de Chirico, Rousseau, Cossa, Cosimo, Van
Gogh, and Deutsch. This list sug- gests that Ernst was most interested
in three particular epochs in art history. It reveals that he was
especially fond of German painting and graphics from the late Middle
Ages and Renaissance, notably the works of Altdorfer, Cranach, Baldung,
and Grünewald. His list does not include Dürer, though we know that
Ernst was a great admirer of him and thoroughly familiar with his work.
We see that he was also drawn to Italian painting of the early and high
Renaissance. His inclusion of the renowned Uccello, Carpaccio, and della
Francesca is hardly surprising. But in listing such painters as Tura,
Cossa, and Crivelli, he also declares himself an ad- mirer of figures
likely to be known only to connoisseurs. Leonardo is cited among his
"favorites" but not Perugino and-most notably-not Raphael. This last
omis- sion is difficult to explain, for Raphael loomed large in his
imaginary museum. Ernst also seems to have closely studied the
Mannerists, especially Parmigianino, whom he does not list. Another
favorite, even though his name does not appear, was Caspar David
Friedrich. Max Î',1'll5tti Favorite à ~ ~oets t.,F~nntcrs ui TM Par~
BREUGHEL BAUDELAIRE :ÑC~cixv~,r~9 JV ~ ~,( &gt;I I~ l i 111 z Y GIII
I:I:N 11.11 tiEl'IiAT LAUTREAMONT V( A 1{LE.E) ,o..,, III11H-IIII auei
~d,t,~rh ad AkDA(UO ARNIM yLNU TUN 4 -I 6o.,n. . S MU6O G0.IYELLI O
Gd..~dw CARROLL D " Sdomo, COSIMO ci D NOVALIS z   
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It is informative to follow Ernst's concern with these three major areas
of in- terest through his creative career, for they, do not seem to have
been equally impor- tant to him at all times. During the periods in
which he devoted himself primarily to graphics and collage, for example,
his fascination with earlier painting is not so obvious. In this
context, it is also worth noting how little interest Ernst showed in
some of the major figures in the history of art. Among them are
Rembrandt and Rubens, who left few traces in his art and his writing.
Also rarely referred to in his pictures are Realist and Impressionist
painters. Watteau, Boucher, and Fragonard are ignored, though he does
occasionally allude to Delacroix and Courbet. But even Degas, Monet, and
especially Cézanne, whose paintings he knew extremely, well, seem to
have held no particular appeal for him. He was certainly intrigued by
Manet's Dcjeuner sur l'herbe, however, for he produced Surrealist
responses to it in 1936 and 1944.6 Of the Neoimpressionists, Ernst
mentions only Seurat, whom he also includes on his list. Henri Rousseau
appears on his list and in his writing is judged an innovator of
modernism. But he makes no reference to Picasso, Braque, or Matisse.
This does not mean that he did not admire their works. We know that he
did. He ignored German realist and naturalist painting as well. Menzel,
Feuerbach, Thoma, Leihl, Marées, and Ludwig von I Iofmann, all of them
highly respected artists during Ernst's student years, whose works he
surely came to know in his seminars with Clemen in Bonn, seem to have
influenced him very little. Another matter were artists who worked in
styles closer to Expressionism-for example, Fuseli, Goya, Böcklin,
Klinger, Van Gogh, and Hodler (Ernst presented a paper on Hodler in one
of his seminars). I lowever, Van Gogh is the only Expressionist in-
cluded on the list in View, another indication that it was anything but
complete. In sum, we can say that though certain painters captured
Ernst's attention more than others, he was intimately familiar with a
vast range of art history. Occa- sional allusions serve to document his
encyclopedic knowledge of painting. Thus he calls one of his paintings
Polish. Rider (sM 3070) after the painting in the Frick Collection, New
York, attributed to Rembrandt, and refers to Géricault in Col- oradeau
de Méduse (sM 3009, sM 3042) and to a sculpture by Gregor Ehrhardt in
his Beauti/iid German Girl (cat. no. 106).' Even this cursory overview
brings up several points that illuminate Ernst's re- lationship to the
old masters. Painters whose works elicited a strong emotional response
by virtue of both their form and content attracted his attention again
and again. Among them, of course, were Grünewald, Bruegel, Dürer,
Cranach, and Altdorfer. But he was also intrigued by the complex
iconography and narrative, whether religious or secular, of Renaissance
and Mannerist art, as exemplified, for instance, in the work of Raphael
and Parmigianino. And the Romantic landscapes of Caspar David Friedrich
always remained a source of inspiration for Ernst, who was exceptionally
well versed in German Romantic literature. The visionary aspect and
introspection of Friedrich's pictures accorded with his own aesthetic
notions. Given this information, even before we proceed to examine
Ernst's involvement   
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Fig. 27 StcI In I ochner, Adoration o/ the Child, 1445 oil on woo,l Altc
l'in.ikothek, Munirli with older masters in greater detail, we can say
that his list of favorites amounts to a virtual confession. Here we must
emphasize a point about Ernst's artistic evolution. Ile typically
alternated spells of painting with periods in which he was more absorbed
by graphics, collage, or frottage. Though work in graphics or col- lage
may have predominated for several years, he always came hack to paint-
ing, and it was during these phases of revived interest in painting that
he was most in touch with the old masters. Whether Grünewald, Raphael,
Friedrich, or some other predecessor and whether or not we can pinpoint
them, the masters he turned to entered into his pictorial imagination.
They were always in the hack of his mind, helping him to devise new
experi- ments, to formulate new pictorial ideas, and to find new ways of
creating alienating effects. Ernst's engagement with both old and more
recent masters manifests itself in his work in various ways. The brevity
of this overview allows me to suggest only two of them: the use of
details from famous paintings in the collages, where they are arranged
and rearranged like pieces of stage scenery; and the appropriation of
traditional subjects of Western art, which he gave a Surrealist twist.
In the course of these manipulations he was able to project himself into
an older painter's style and pictorial approach and to rework them in
the service of his own concepts. In the following text I will dis- cuss
examples of this process. In many cases these two ways of dealing with
earlier imagery cannot be separated entirely, so it is important not to
define his methods too rigorously. The definitions do, however, serve as
an initial orien- tation to Ernst's approach to the old masters, one
that can contribute to our un- derstanding of his procedure and its
meaning. THE GREAT MASTERS: BORROWINGS, QUOTES, AND ALLUSIONS Especially
in his collages Ernst routinely made use of existing graphic materials,
rendering them wholly unrecognizable by cutting them to pieces and
placing them in completely new contexts. Whether or not he retained
anything of their original meaning is difficult to tell. Yet he was not
simply interested in the forms provided by his sources. Though it is
impossible to decipher the new pictures Ernst constructed from them in
every detail, much would suggest that he carefully studied the original
contexts of his borrowed motifs before subjecting them to his own
pictorial vision. Even as Dadamax in Cologne, Ernst was already
capitalizing on his knowl edge of earlier painting. The basis for the
composition of his collage The Swan Is Very Pearefitl from 1920 (cat.
no. 17) is a photograph of a biplane in front of a ó 3 hangar. The body
of the plane has been replaced by what looks like a large paint- n ing
or a mirror that frames a group of angels: a detail that Ernst cut from
a repro- cC D duction of Stefan Lochner'sAdoration of'the Child,
formerly in the Van der Heydt Collection (fig. 27).s Since he lived in
Cologne, Ernst would have been familiar with Lochner's Adoration oj'the
Magi in the city's cathedral and his Madonna in   
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Fig. 28 Albrecht Dürer, Adam and line, 1504 Engraving Germanisches
Museum, Nurnberg the Rose Garden in the Wallraf-Richartz Museum. Just
how he might have come to know the Van der Heydt Collection's Adoration
of f the Child we do not know. But we can see that in typical fashion
Ernst lovingly, playfully incorporated Lochner's angels into his picture
in a way that creates a contextual relationship. His profanation of the
figures is by no means aggressive but was carried out simply to combine
visually two very different concepts of flight, one, represented by the
plane, a part of everyday life, the other, suggested by the winged
angels, supernatural. The swan in the foreground, which calmy glides by
on grass instead of water, ex- emplifies the kind of manipulation of
natural phenomena possible only in the realm of art.' Ernst's
appropriation of motifs from old master paintings proves to he any-
thing but chance borrowing; as we see here, he selected them
deliberately for their alltisive value within his own compositions.
These images offered him an opportunity to overstep boundaries in his
collages, an opportunity he exploited to the fullest ex- tent. Old and
new, high art and everyday illustration are incorporated into if new
texture of meaning. It was precisely Ernst's habit of exposing his
viewers to unfa- miliar realms of experience through such juxtaposition
that made him a modernist. Consider his use of Dürer's famous 1504
engraving Adam and Eve (fig. 28) in a collage with the odd title The
Word/She-Bird (cat. no. 29).111 This collage appeared in 1921 as an
illustration for Paul Eluard's poem "La parole." Its original title, La
parole: auch femme oiseau, with its combination of words in different
languages, is as puzzling as the picture itself. The headless female
figure in the foreground stands in a tub that appears to be half a piece
of fruit. Two birds have been pasted on her, one in front of her breast,
the other between her legs. Her right thigh and part of the leg beneath
it are opened up, the veins exposed. In the background stands a flayed
man who is all muscles, an image apparently taken from an anatomy book.1
The woman is certainly the Eve from Dürer's engraving, but the figure
has been so cut up and pasted over that a certain degree of imagination
is required to reconstruct it. Moreover, Ernst not only, changed the
figure so as to make it scarcely recognizable, he also removed it from
its original context. We can assume, how- ever, that Ernst had the
entire engraving in hand when he developed the idea for his composition.
In the Dürer the man stands side by side with the woman, whereas in the
collage he is placed well behind her. The juxtaposition of the full-
some female nude and the anatomical figure, which is made up of one view
from the hack left and another from the front right, becomes a
confrontation between life and death. The grotesque half of the man's
face staring out at the viewer from the background supports this notion.
In Dürer's print the drama is in the woman's seduction of the man played
out between the two nudes as Eve takes the apple from the serpent. By
contrast, in Ernst's Surrealist picture the lovely nude is men- aced by
the image of death. Ernst abandoned the original iconography, yet his
composition and his meaning, however modified, remain indebted to
Dürer's work and its religious message. The story of Ugolino from Canto
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Fig. 29 Jcan-Baptiste Carpeaux, Ugolino and His Sons, modeled ca.
1860--61, executed in marble 1865-67 Marble The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York. Purchase, Josephine Bay Paul and C. Michael Paul
Foundation Inc and Charles tllrick .ud Josephine Bar Foundation Inc.
Gifts ,uid Fletcher Fund, 1967 67.250 Fig. 30 i1:Lx Ernst, Le/ ou all
give thanks to Satan and re/oiee in thr Kood mill he has shown u.r
(Illustration from La Ji'nrnte 100t7ntu, 1929) Reproduction of collage
Spencer Collection, The New York Public I.ihrarv, Astor, Lenox and
Tilden Foundations sxi 1547 Indeed, few tales present motifs of such
extreme desperation and perversion of human behavior. The count,
condemned to starve in prison with his sons, faces a terrifying
decision: should he accept the sacrifice offered by his sons and eat
their dead bodies so that he can survive to save the rest of his family?
Ugolino's anguish served as subject matter for many artists, notably for
paintings by Reynolds and by Delacroix and other Romantics, and for
sculpture by Carpeaux and Rodin. The iconographic conventions for the
theme had already been set by the mid- nineteenth century, when
Jean-Baptiste Carpeaux finished his imposing sculptural grouping Ugolino
and His Sons (fig. 29), which he showed at the Exposition Uni- verselle
in Paris in 1863. A woodcut of Carpeaux's pyramid-shaped sculpture of
the distraught Ugolino with his frightened sons pressing against him was
pre- sumably included in a popular book about the Exposition
Universelle. This is presumably the source Ernst mined for plate 130 in
his 1929 collage novel La femme 100 tétes (fig. 30). The plate's title,
like La parole: auch femme-oiseau, is highly cryptic: "Let us allgive
thanks to Satan and rejoice in the good will he has shown us"12 Ernst
cut a head and arms out of the woodcut and pasted them in the center of
an illustration of a large glass showcase with musical instruments.
Drums are piled up on either side of the head, and a wreath of trumpets
forms a kind of rayed halo. All narrative content is abandoned, yet the
sense of desperation seen in the origi- nal is preserved. However, it is
transformed, expressed as terror in the face of the destructive force of
the instruments. Here, as in his adaptation of Dürer's en- graving,
Ernst showed himself to be extremely sensitive in his treatment of an
ear- lier masterwork. In both instances the earlier works were more than
mere   
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Fig. 31 Raphael, 7A, Dispulà, ca. 1509-10 lPresco Vatican Palace
reservoirs of formal invention; rather they stimulated Ernst to reflect
on their subject matter and their expressiveness as well as their form,
which enabled him to utilize them effectively in new and unusual
contexts. USE OF CHRISTIAN AND SECULAR ICONOGRAPHY In his well-known
picture Rendezvous of Fiends (fig. 2) Ernst included a portrait of
Raphael in his group of Surrealists. As various writers have explained,
Ernst's inclusion of the Renaissance master, who appears on the left,
between Max Morise and Paul Eluard, was intended as an homage, as was
the painting itself, which was inspired by Raphael's Disputa in the
Vatican (fig. 31).1" The Disputa had special meaning for Ernst, for his
father had made a copy of the fresco in which he incorporated portraits
of contemporaries, both friends and enemies. That Ernst surely
remembered his father's cope when he painted his version is es- pecially
clear because the gestures of his figures recall those of sign language,
which his father taught in a school for the deaf. That Ernst's
composition was inspired by the Disputa was not the only reason he
included a portrait of Raphael in his painting. A more important motive
is suggested by the striking fact that the image of Raphael has a
counterpart on the opposite side of the group in the head of de Chirico,
which appears in the guise of an antique bust between André Breton, in
the pose of Giovanni da Bologna's flying Mercury, and Gala Eluard.
Raphael and de Chirico represent venerated models from art history. By
virtue of his position in the picture, de Chirico is literally ele-
vated to the same level as Raphael. They are both artistic innovators,
one from the Renaissance, the other from the early twentieth century,
and they frame the compo- sition as its pillars. As Dadamax, Ernst had
taken inspiration for his graphic work   
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Fig. 32 rosé i.1aria Sert, ¡hortograhh for Salon do Otoño, 1905-6 from
de Chirico's inventions.14 Here he honored his Italian predecessor as a
pro- genitor of Surrealism. In Rendezvous of Friendss Ernst recalled the
Disputer not only by borrowing his composition from the fresco but also
in its similar content. The Vatican fresco illustrates a debate about
Christian dogma and stands as an allegory of the Christian worldview as
conceived in the Renaissance, while Ernst's painting shows a gathering
of writers and artists intent on establishing a new and modern spiritual
philosophy. Thus the presence of Raphael signifies Ernst's borrowing
from art history at the same time it serves as a link to the
Surrealists' desire to initiate a new era in our un- derstanding of the
world. His figure points to a formal as well as an intellectual meaning.
Here we cannot separate content from form, and indeed, we can do so only
rarely in Ernst's work. Ernst's Blessed Virgin Chastises the Infant
Jesus before Three Witnesses: AB, P.E. and the Artist (cat. no. 64)15 is
to be understood in a similar way. The painting was probably inspired by
a photograph from a series made by José Maria Sert for the Salon de
Otoño in 1905-6. These photographs show a woman twirling a naked child
through the air, and one in particular (fig. 32) closely resembles
Ernst's composition. Ernst's picture turns Christian iconographic
tradition into its precise opposite, destroying the usual harmonious
relationship between the Blessed Mother and the Christ Child. Mary and
Christ are reduced to the level of ordi- nary humanity, and a sacrosanct
pictorial motif is profaned. The artist and his fellow Surrealists watch
the incident from a distance, through the window, and ap- pear to be
unmoved by a scene upsetting to many viewers. 16 Ernst's contempo-
raries found the painting scandalous. Its blasphemous nature was
vehemently criticized by the archbishop of Cologne and Ernst's own
father, among others. The Church even managed to close down the
exhibition in which the painting was shown. 16 In form and style as well
as subject matter, Ernst's unusual work delib- erately recalls such
Renaissance pictures as Raphael's Belle jardiniere (Musée du Louvre,
Paris) and especially Parmigianino's eccentric, emotional compositions
showing Madonnas. Ernst copied and perverted Renaissance painting, a
high point of Western art, another scandalous gesture. In 1923, three
years before he painted the Blessed Virgin, Ernst had already produced a
work based on a traditional Christian pic- ture type, his Pietk or
Revolution by Night (frontis., p. 36).17 This painting, for which we can
find no specific old master precedent, presents a provocative reversal
of the Pietà, showing an elderly kneeling man wearing a derby and
holding a younger man in his arms. Christian iconography, is employed
for a visionary, seemingly i irrational picture in which the sense of
injustice, sacrifice, and sor- row expressed in the traditional image of
Mary cradling the dead Christ is nowhere in evidence. In their place we
are confronted by an ti odd, unemotional relationship between two men.
The strange feeling is heightened by the two different styles of
painting that are used: the   
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Fig. 33 Carlo Dolci, Saint Cecilia, 1671 Oil on canvas Gemäldcgaleric,
Dresden image of the older man is modeled, and the other is flat, giving
the impression that he is a two-dimensional, apparitional puppet. Spies
has suggested that Pieta or Revolution by Night presents the father-son
relationship in terms of Freud's Oedipus complex. "It illustrates the
dependence on the father," he writes, "on Wil- helmine discipline, and
at the same time-in the ghostly depic- tion of the wounded father-the
act of Oedipus."1s (Spies's "wounded father" is doubtless the figure
drawn in outline on the wall.) To express this relationship, which is
entirely plausible, the painter resorted to the familiar Christian
pictorial motif of the Pietà, profaning and obscuring it. This he did by
juxtaposing hetero- geneous elements that have no logical connection, a
classical Sur- realist device in the manner of de Chirico. Saint Cecilia
(cat. no. 45) also recalls works by earlier artists.19 Here a seated
female figure is embedded in masonry, leaving only portions of her body
visible. Her hands extend outward from the stonework as though reaching
for a keyboard that is not there. The ~ ~ ~ O z z C ruined pillar before
her remotely suggests the shape of a piano. Ernst clearly was alluding
to the iconography of portrayals of Saint Cecilia, the early Christian
martyr traditionally venerated as the patron saint of church music and
later of music and musicians in general. He followed a picture type in
which Cecilia is seen from the side, either playing music or pausing in
a moment of divine inspiration, as exemplified in paintings by Rubens in
Vienna and Berlin and in Carlo Dolci's Saint Cecilia (fig. 33). Ernst
doubtless knew the Dolci, as his father had copied it. Moreover, the
pose of the hands in Ernst's picture are obviously based on Dolci's
conception. Works by de Chirico, however, provided an inspira- tion for
the figure enclosed in a wall. We can only guess at the origin and mean-
ing of the ropes of the sort used in mountain climbing that appear on
the wall facing the viewer and in various other places in the picture
and seem to be connected. Do they have something to do with some kind of
mechanism the figure is able to set in motion with her foot, as when
playing the organ? In this context it should he noted that Johannes
Theodor Baargeld, Ernst's friend and colleague from Cologne, was an avid
mountain climber. The motif of the masonry with eye-shaped openings was
based on Pierre Jean Marlette and J. D. Lempereur's engraving
illustrating the process of casting Edoné Bouchardon's equestrian statue
of Louis XV (fig. 34). The meaning of Ernst's quotation from this
illustration of the lost-wax technique showing the statue emerging from
the stones must be interpreted in terms of content as well as form.
According to Stefanie Poley, Ernst's walled-in Cecilia expresses
Surrealist atti- tudes toward movement and rigidity, life and death.20
In presenting Cecilia emerg- ing from the masonry, the painter alludes
to the way life issues from formless matter and thus to the origin of
forms. Ernst kept no more than the barest minimum of motifs from the
traditional   
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Fig. 34 Fig- 35 Pierre Jean Mariette and J. D. I.emperem; Matthias
Grünewald, Thy,T7rnptation ?/'Saint Dew iption ik, travaux dui 0111
peáeile, anompu ne ct An/hont, from the Isenheim Altarpiece, 1515 sum la
%onte (dc /a statue e'quectre cle Louis XV), Oil on panel l6î0-î2 1luscc
d Unterlinden, Colmar Engraving Cabinet des Estampes, Bibliothèque
Nationale, Paris r~--I 1 S-7 devotional image of the saint. Her
attributes are so radically reduced that we can learn the identity of
the imprisoned woman only from the title of the picture and the pose of
her hands. Ernst retained only those details that conveyed what seemed
to him the most important element of the stan- dard picture type:
Cecilia's suspended moment of inspiration, a concept emphasized by the
image of the bird frozen in flight, which conveys the impression of time
having stopped. The saint is not only robbed of her instrument, she has
also lost her sight, allowing Ernst to concentrate completely on the
moment of her pausing. Cecilia is traditionally asso- ciated with
inspiration, for her church music was considered to be a divine gift.
Though it would appear that Ernst's starting point was this idea, he
chose not to include any explanatory hints pointing to the theme: the
angel swooping down from heaven on the famous tympanum of Cologne's
church of Saint Cecilia is absent. For the Surrealists, inspiration was
the very wellspring of creativity. The movement's poets and painters
alleged that their work was dictated from outside themselves and that
the task of the artist was to render the power of inspiration as
directly as possible. To that end Surrealist painters relied on
automatic writing, collage, frottage, decalcomania, and other novel
techniques. But before Ernst perfected these techniques, he attempted to
express the importance of inspiration in art more indi- rectly by
reworking iconographic motifs from earlier masters, as exempli- fied by
paintings such as Saint Cecilia. Thanks to his youthful experience in
his parents' home and his training in art history, Ernst was fully fa-
miliar with classical and religious iconography, which he appropriated
again and again, always subjecting it to his own artistic vision. Many
years after he painted Saint Cecilia, Ernst once again used the
religious subject matter of old masters. Now he borrowed the grotesque
monsters that inhabit the paintings of Grünewald and Bosch. In 1945, for
example, he painted The Temptation of SaintAnth. ony (cat. no. 148),21
which was probably directly inspired by Grünewald's depiction of the
theme (fig. 35). Grünewald's vision, executed in vertical format in
contrast to Ernst's horizontal canvas, is an eerie, frighteningly brutal
scene in which the saint has been thrown to the ground and assailed by
horrifying creatures. The hellish fiends have taken hold of the old man
by his hair and one hand, but he is physically unharmed, ultimately
untouchable in his faith. Though filled with violence, the temptation
depicted by the late-medieval painter is one that the saint is able to
resist. In Ernst's picture, Anthony has o collapsed in the foreground,
where long-fingered dragon- and serpentlike n monsters have fallen upon
him and tear at his flesh. He is completely over- defeated beyond hope
of rescue. ti This horrific vision in decalcomania technique was
produced at the Z   
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end of World War 11, doubtless as a direct response to it. We can
interpret Ernst's conception as a comment on the atrocities just coming
to light as he set out to paint his picture. In Ernst's vision Christian
iconography has once again been reinter- preted, in this instance to
capture the incomprehensible horror of the Holocaust's utter violation
of human and spiritual values. THE GREAT MASTERS AS INSPIRATION
Especially in the manifestos and other writings of André Breton we read
that the Surrealists were to suppress reason and rational procedures to
leave the artist open to influences from the higher world of the
unconscious. Although the Surrealists' artistic practice could never
fully conform to theory-it has often been noted that their procedures
only partially guaranteed them the automatism they sought- the great
achievement of their movement was the development of techniques ca-
pable of producing pictorial worlds never before experienced. Filled
with romanticism, symbolism, and allusions to Freudian concepts, Sur-
realist works challenge viewers to see the mundane world as merely one
possible re- ality. Surrealist artists saw their efforts as representing
a major break with convention, as did their contemporaries. To some, the
Surrealists' rejection of or- dinary life and experience and their
posture as supposed mediums of some inde- finable higher world smacked
of charlatanism. But Surrealist art has long since been integrated into
the history of intellectual and cultural innovation in the twen- tieth
century.22 Today we can appreciate the extreme sensitivity of the
techniques these artists used to achieve their once scandalous effects.
Automatism, collage, decalcomania, and other procedures adopted by the
Surrealists are now consid- ered classical modes of artistic expression.
We now recognize that the develop- ment of American Abstract
Expressionism was indebted to the innovations of Ernst, Mire, and other
major adherents of the Surrealist movement. It has become clear that in
the case of Ernst, at least, an intimate knowledge of art history and
profound respect for earlier masters served to inspire a virtually
limitless inventiveness in the creation of new aesthetic provocations.
That Ernst did not merely rely on mystification and shocking effects is
an indication of the quality of his art. His work is at once deadly
serious and playful. With considerable feeling and intelligence, and
drawing on his familiarity with the art of the past, he managed to lure
his viewers into enchanted worlds remote from banal every- day
experience. The spiritual dimension in Ernst's work and its brilliant
crafts- manship not only evoke the art of the great masters but also
assure him a place in their rinks.   
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Robert storr Max Ernst, The l)raçon'e Court 2 (Illustration from Um'
semainc de l ante, 1934) Reproduction of collage Private collection sni
1969 Fig. 36 t Iax lrnst, Punching Ball or the lmmo'tality of '
Buonarotti, 19211 Collage on photograph with gouache Private collection,
New York Past Imperfect, Present Conditional IF I START MY ESSAY IN THE
FIRST PERSON, and not the neutral voice that is custom- ary in museum
catalogue writing, it is because this will not he an art historical
piece in the conventional sense but something closer to an experiment in
belles lettres. That critical genre is so unfashionable today that sheer
contrariness recommends it. Other than that, it is attractive primarily
because it releases the author from the obligation to posit and prove
and cuts him loose to wander, notice, glance off, and speculate in way's
that enhance understanding without seeming to lay down the law.
Moreover, it will allow me to speak of my actual relation to works of
art about which I have mixed feel- ings without disguising those
conflicting responses under the mask of fisrnial dialectics. In so doing
I draw encouragement from the fact that the subject of this reflec-
tion, a single book by Max Ernst, is itself an exercise in deliberate
anachronism. The period that saw Ernst make his first forays into
collage using nineteenth-century wood-and-steel plate engravings (1920
to 1922) and the years during which lie created three "novels" in the
medium-La f'mmc 100 fetes, 1929 (see fig. 37), Rééve c!'rcue pi/itce
fille clui voulut entrer au Carmel, 1930 (see fig. 38), Une sematne else
bonté, 1934 (frontis., p. 50, figs. 42-47) (the last will he my
preoccupation here)-overlap with the rise of photomontage. Along with
his Dada comrades Raoul I lausmann, john I Ieartfield, and Hannah Hüch,
Ernst had a crucial role in inventing the photomontage, a para-
digmatically modernist form (see fig. 36). In conjunction with film this
strain of tech- nologically determined art prompted Walter Benjamin to
write "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction." That
visionary analysis of the aesthetic and political consequences of the
dawning of the media era has had a delayed impact on art historical
discourse that its early enthusiasts could not have predicted. Copies of
Benjamin's collected works are now to he found at the bedsides of
countless graduate students and an almost equal number of studio
practitioners. Read out of its cultural context by generations unshy
about giving themselves the broadest license for what Harold Bloom has
called "creative misprision," Benjamin's essay has been called upon to
explain much of the new "deconstructive" or "appropriative" photography,
filth, and video of the past quarter century. It has simultaneously
proved itself an indispensable tool for those seeking to undermine the
claims that traditional painting, drawing, and sculpture still have on
members of the art-viewing public. Thus, Ernst played a major part in
developing a group of procedures and setting the tone for a range of
artistic enterprises that have come to he seen as pointing toward the
necessary direction for 5i  
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Fig. 38 ,% lax Ernst, Marceline-Marie: My appearance, my heae'enly
bridegroom, seems inch ï enl to me... . (Illustration from Rre~e
d'uneßelile f /le qai e~onlut emtrer au Cn mel, 1929-30) Reproduction of
collage Collection Timntln_' Baum, New York sat 1642 art in our time.
But after pioneering these vanguard practices, he performed a sharp,
though elegant about-face and partially reimmersed himself in the past
by applying his cut-and-paste methods not to photographs as he had
already done but to obvi- ously dated imagery culled from old books,
manuals, and advertising catalogues. Mixed emotions about the pastness
of the past resonate in Benjamin's criticism as well as in Fig. 38 ,%
lax Ernst, Marceline-Marie: My appearance, my heae'enly bridegroom,
seems inch ï enl to me... . (Illustration from Rre~e d'uneßelile f /le
qai e~onlut emtrer au Cn mel, 1929-30) Reproduction of collage
Collection Timntln_' Baum, New York sat 1642 art in our time. But after
pioneering these vanguard practices, he performed a sharp, though
elegant about-face and partially reimmersed himself in the past by
applying his cut-and-paste methods not to photographs as he had already
done but to obvi- ously dated imagery culled from old books, manuals,
and advertising catalogues. Mixed emotions about the pastness of the
past resonate in Benjamin's criticism as well as in Ernst's work. The
Benjamin most often quoted in recent decades is the anguished Marxist
intellectual who, in the signal essay just cited, prepared himself to
sacrifice the "aura" of the unique handmade image to the mandates of
transforming technologies and their ideological corollaries. Even so, he
seems to have hoped against hope that, at the last minute, a reprieve
would he granted him by some tran- scendental spirit like the angel who
spared Isaac from the dutifully murderous hand of his father, Abraham,
acting on the command of a severe, paternalistic God. Emblem- atic of
Benjamin's combination of intellectual resolve and lingering,
retrospective aes- theticism is another seraph, Paul Klee's watercolor
titled Angelus No'zws. Benjamin bought the picture in 1921 and wrote
about it in his "Theses on the Philosophy of I listory." As described in
that text, the Angelus Novus advances backward into his- tory, his gaze
vainly searching out all that has been or is about to be lost or
destroyed. "Where we perceive a chain of events, he sees one single
catastrophe which keeps pil- ing wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it in
front of his feet. The angel would like to stay, awaken the dead, and
make whole what has been smashed. But a storm is blow- ing from
Paradise; it has got caught in his wings with such violence that the
angel can no longer close them.... This storm is what we call
progress."1 This terrible vision of the future was set to paper in 1940
when, one suspects, the writer was already aware that he had none,
although he could not have foreseen the exact circumstances that would
precipitate his death later that year. (Benjamin committed suicide
during a thwarted attempt to escape France over the Pyrenees; in 52 
..ERR, COD:3..    
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Fig. 39a lax 1•;rnst, I''I,to,,Man, 1929 Collage Private collection sm
1412 Iry t-n, Fig. 39b Max Ernst, The Lion Man, 1929 Reproduction of
collage Private collection 1941, after his own near entrapment in
Occupied France, Ernst successfully fled into American exile.) However,
the Benjamin who presides over my thoughts is the man who despite his
radical convictions remained sympathetic to Ernst',, fascination with
the poetry of the "outmoded" and said a reluctant farewell to the old
avant-garde in "Surrealism: The Last Snapshot of the European
Intelligentsia." Even more, however, he is the unabashed connoisseur who
penned "On Unpacking My Library," the great- est confession a
bibliophile or, more frankly, a bibliomane has ever made:2 that is to
say, Benjamin the rebellious son of a wealthy auctioneer; Benjamin the
compulsive collec- tor who freely admitted to buying volumes he could
not afford and might never read; and, finally, Benjamin whose heritage
and filial antipathies parallel those of Ernst. Familiarity with and
contempt for bourgeois culture is the common ground shared by them.
Ernst's love-hate relation with his father's amateur drawing and
painting was the pivot around which his discovery of his own artistic
vocation turned and the pushing-off point for his multiple attempts to
find an alternative to the embarrassing spectacle of the senior Ernst's
creative exertions. "After having executed some leaps in slow motion,"
Dada Max wrote of his dream of the primal scene "legs spread, knees
drawn up, torso bent forward, he smiles and draws from the pocket of his
trousers a fat crayon in a soft material which I find I cannot describe
more precisely. He sets to work: panting violently, he hurriedly traces
the black lines on the panel of false ma- hogany. He quickly imparts to
it new forms, which are at once surprising and abject. I le accentuates
the resemblance to ferocious or vicious animals to such a point that he
ex- tracts from it living creatures that fill me with horror and
anguish."' After such comic nightmares there could he no question of
simply claiming the phallus -a tat crayon-formerly in possession of his
progenitor. Only innovative approaches to representation-frottage (and
how autoerotic is such rubbing?) and collage (how cas- trating are the
knife and scissors?)-would do. In this respect Benjamin's fantasies are
unknown, although the dynamic of Oedipal antagonism and transference
would have involved a substitution of roles in which the prosperous
seller (Emil, the father) becomes the impecunious buyer (Walter, the
son). By the time Walter was a youth, Emil had given up the trade and
moved into invest- ments. But the symbol of his former profession
continued to occupy a prominent place on his desk, and the son spent
time imagining the gavel blows with which the father conducted auctions
and thinking about the power and grandeur they repre- sented.4 Without
taking excessive liberties, one can associate the hammer with the
phallic crayon of Ernst the elder, noting of course that the hammer is
hard and deci- sive, whereas, according to Ernst the younger, the crayon
was soft and flailing. More- over, Ernst relentlessly caricatured his
father's artistic efforts, but stealth was the means by which Walter
ritually beat Emil at his own game. Thus, Walter's brief account of book
collecting includes a comparatively long digression about gambling that



a vol- ume he fancied would go without bids at an auction and be bought
in. It did and was. And after it was consigned to a bin of sale
leftovers, he acquired it for a pittance. The essence of the story is
not Benjamin's triumph over competitors-there were none- hut rather his
triumph over the skills of the paternal surrogate who must finally bring
53 -illl,niLihanb lit h 9d r9~ap(.i, AI( m,ilcr4,a1 w1; ad e. 1i 41a„1
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down his gavel in a gesture that is inconclusive and impotent. ~ ~ ~ a
Benjamin's own literary conceits include imagining a work consisting
entirely of collaged quotations. Such a text systematically denies
traditional notions of originality or authorship, much as Ernst himself
did in his manifesto'Bevond Painting." Having first drawn a connection
between his own techniques of frottage (which by extension implies image
scavenging and dislocation generally) and automatic writing in the
manner typical of early Surrealism, Ernst writes, "It is as a spectator
that the author assists, indifferent or passionate, at the birth of his
work and watches the phases of its development. Even as the role of the
poet, since the celebrated lettre de voyant of Rimbaud, consists in
writing according to the dictates of that which articulates itself in
him, so the role of the painter is to pick out and project that which
scat itself iu hint."S For his part, Benjamin the compulsive browser is
a scholarly descendant of Charles Baudelairc's Parisian flaneur, the
hypersensitive and deceptively aimless man- about-town who inspired
Breton and his revelation-ready cohorts to haunt flea markets in search
of talismanic objects and to lose themselves in obscure sections of the
city where epiphanies-personified by Nadja, the protagonist of Breton's
epon mous story-emanated from the uncanny surroundings in ways that were
unimaginable in les beaux quartiers. In his politics as well as in his
way, of inhabiting the city, Benjamin may correspondingly be seen as the
long-lost cousin of the postwar Situationists. Their conception of
revolutionary anarchism was predicated on two principles: la derive,
drift or urban meandering that breaks the regimented traffic patterns of
industry and commerce-and aesthetic ektournement-the deracination and
redeployment of words and pictures-both of which complemented and
updated Surrealist techniques. The coming together of the Situationists
roughly coincides with the moment when Breton, having returned to Paris
from his wartime sojourn in New York, was attempting to revive a once
radical but patently moribund movement. He tried to do this by steering
it away from its previous affiliations with Marxism and toward it kind
of neo-Symbolism that tenuously balanced between anthropological
eclecticism, hand-me-down Freud, and the occult. Seen from the vantage
point of the present, the convergence of Benjamin and the Situationists
has been more significant in terms of setting the agenda for postwar
discourse than Breton and all his acolytes. Why spend time on these
correlations here? Because at the beginning of this century we are far
removed from the nexus of social and cultural factors that fostered
Surrealism and defined the crisis confronting it between the end of
World War 1, when Ernst, recovering from that calamity, came into full
possession of his artistic powers precisely by dissociating himself from
the world the war had shattered, and the onset of World War II, which
extinguished the potential for revolution in which Benjamin and so many
leftist intellectuals of the period had desperately placed their faith.
We cannot go back. Academics cannot recapture or reconstitute the
mysteries of Surrealist practice by art historical means. Nor can ardent
evocations of the original mystique and the credulity upon which they
depend revive its spirit. Not everything about Surrealism has aged well.



Aspects of its method and rhetoric strike the contemporary reader or
viewer as embarrassingly out-of-date, if not preposterous. Acknowledging
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~ I ~1~...4 ~ 111 pb 1 1i' ~ V ~., , ,~ ~ y uu ~. ~ ~ • !~ ^ ~ 1 ~^I YI
~ ^ I 1 ~'=A • .f :.. ~ ~ Fig. 40 Rclicicn Rops, Ma rolonelle! this fact
rather than evading or explaining it away is the necessary first step
toward re- locating and reconnecting with Surrealism's critical and
imaginative essence. The exca- vation of poetic fragments from other
times is a far more delicate affair than the archaeology of knowledge.
Central to the Surrealist mission and essential to the Surrealist
sensibility was the idea of restoring to a brutally disillusioned
culture the openness and avidity of the newborn or, more accurately,
newly reborn. A principal source was Baudelaire, who, in a statement
foreshadowing the dilemma facing the shell-shocked boys-to-men of
Ernst's generation, had described the paradigmatic "painter of modern
life" as a com- bination of the invalid and the child. "But
convalescence is like a return to childhood,' Baudelaire writes. "The
convalescent, like the child, enjoys to the highest degree the faculty
of taking a lively interest in things, even most trivial in appearance.
The child sees everything as a novelty; the child is always drunk.
Nothing is more like what we call inspiration than the joy the child
feels in drinking in shape and color. Genius is no more than childhood
recaptured at will, childhood equipped now with a man's physi- cal means
to express itself, and with the analytical mind that enables it to bring
order into the sum of its experience, involuntarily amassed"6 To this or
text of Surrealism we should add Baudelaire's further qualification that
joy exists in vivid contrast to the emotions that trigger and are
embodied by laughter. Thus, Baudelaire explains, "Joy is unity. Laughter
is the expression of a double or contradictory feeling: and it is for
this reason that it convulsion occurs."7 Then, with a wonderful twist,
he adds, "The laughter of children is like the blossoming of a flower.
It is the joy of receiving, the joy of breathing, the joy of confiding,
the joy of contemplating, of living, of growing up.... And yet, do not
forget that if the laughter of children may, after all is said and done,
be distinguished from the outward signs of animal contentment, the
reason is that this laughter is not entirely devoid of ambition, and
that is as it should he, in mini-men or in other words Satans of early
growth." s These last passages nicely illuminate how Ernst's penchant
for cherubic mischief begins, in his autobiographical sketch-with his
coupling of the Lord's Prayer and the Catechism with Max and Moritz and
the Struwwelpeter as well as mention of his opportunistic impersonation
of the Christ Child in a local religious parade-and slips almost
seamlessly into a gleefully obscene anticlericalism later in life. Black
humor, of which Breton collected and published examples and in which
Ernst spe- cialized in his collage novels, is less the creation of old
reprobates steeped in sin-we must look to the late nineteenth century
and Felicien Rops for the apogee of such "decadence" (see fig. 40)-than
the innocent blasphemy of youth given full expres- sion. In short,
Ernst's understanding of his own "double or contradictory" nature is
Baudelairian to the core. At this point Ernst and Benjamin part company.
For even though it encom- passes irony, Benjamin's critical stance is
fundamentally humorless. The tragedy of his death compounds this



impression. To the extent that Benjamin was ever a child, he was an
enfant sage when he was not an enfant enrage. In keeping with this, his
delectation of hooks is the adult manifestation of an earlier
inclination to dream at   
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Z o ~ o Z o v z Fig. 41 Iax Klinger, b,ternuzzo.c: Cupid, Death and the
Revomt, 1881 Itching .mil aquatint I ria:rtc &lt;nllrctiun the prompting
of words and images. The situation is much the sane for tills writer,
though Ernst's impudence also resonates in me. If I step forward now, it
is merely, to answer in the first person to the charge of book and image
fetishism. In addition I do so to speak of some of Surrealism's motives
and consequences on the premise that the abiding power of the movement
and the discourses surrounding it reside not only or even primarily in
aesthetically disinterested thoughts but also in behavior that stinur-
lates in us the same appetites, intuitions, and capacities that moved
the initiators of that tendency. Thus I claim status as it fellow
traveler of Benjamin and Ernst by virtue, or vice, of habitually
ferreting out and acquiring books and pictures at the dic- tation of
libidinous instinct and intellectual hunch. This has resulted in my
owning three things that are germane to this essay: it portfolio by Max
Klinger discovered at it print fair in East Germany not long after the
Wa11 came down; a cartoon by the American Thomas Nast torn from a
yellowed issue of Harpers Weekly by it second- hand bookseller in New
York; and it slightly damaged copy of Une sentaine dc honk; (no. 563)
found by accident in a shop on Paris's Right Bank. I will partially
explain away my addiction while simultaneously boasting of my luck and
bargaining skills by saying that one of these came as a gift from it
friend who indulged my covetousness and the others I bought at a
discount. The first, Intermezzos, 1881 (fig. 41), is not Klinger's
greatest graphic work; A Glove of the same year unquestionably holds
that distinction and was it direct inspira- tion for the Surrealists.
Nevertheless, the crackling line and the disjunctive sequenc- ing of the
fantastic vignettes of Intermezzos serve, for me, as a touchstone tier
looking at Ernst's work, much as scanning the verses of Verlaine
prepares one for the tar more complex and disturbing poetry of Rimbaud.
In it protomodernist context in which most art was literary, Klinger's
engravings are to be read as well, though not read in relation to
reality but rather against it. That said, the at once nostalgic and
alienating images are so extravagantly contrived, so much it late
nineteenth-century product of Romanticism, so unapologetically it
confection for it restless but still well-ensconced leisure class that
one can only enjoy them as one would operettas and Symbolist en-
tertainments (which they closely resemble), that is to say, as period
pieces. The five fascicles of Ernst's novel are like Klinger's
engravings in that they do not stint on mannered charm, but their effect
could not be more different or profound, constitut- ing, as they do,
compartmentalized Pandora's boxes densely packed with weird melo- dramas
and sardonic commentaries on the pleasures and terrors of modern life.
The best single account of the structure and themes of Une semaine de
honte' is found in Werner Spies's Max Ernst Collages: The Invention of
the Surrealist Universe.` As Spies is at pains to point out, the
narrative format of the hook references the con- ventions of the
nineteenth-century novel mostly, in order to wreak havoc on them. Though
each chapter has a specific cast of characters and certain types occur  
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Fig. 42 Max Ernst, The Lion ofBe/Jort 25 (Illustration from I he semaine
de honte, 1934) Reproduction of collage Private collection sxi 1928
throughout, there are no consistent protagonists and there is no plot.
Despite the similarities between collage and automatic writing that
Ernst addressed in his re- marks cited above, the hook was not
envisioned in an altered state of consciousness, as some of the poems of
Robert 1)esnos and others ostensibly were. Rather it was delib- eratcly
pieced together from materials carefully selected and prepared in
advance. It was not created in a dream or by random procedure but was
composed so as to induce reverie and subvert cognitive patterns.
Furthermore, rather than relying upon it com- paratively small
assortment of diverse components, as he typically did when he made
single collages, Ernst amassed a quantity of images sufficient to
maintain the complex illusions he conjured over the course of assembling
the book's 182 collages. In order to highlight the specific disparities
that are the leitmotifs of his poetic surreality, he had, in effect, to
establish a generally cohesive graphic look based on the prosaic real-
ism of standard illustration. His voyage back in time to wood-and-steel
plate engrav- ing served that function. At the same time it left open a
gap in which a qualified suspension of disbelief occasioned by this
retreat from direct photographic transcrip- tion tended to normalize all
but the most startling abnormalities that resulted from his pictorial
grafting while more subtly estranging the world depicted as it whole.
Even when details culled from various sources are exotic-the ubiquitous
Turk or Persian in the "Cour du Dragon" section or the lions, serpents,
birds, and Easter Is- land heads that ornament various other parts of
the hook-the style in which they appear is workmanlike and leveling,
easing us into one kind of acceptance so that planned surprises have
greater impact. In contrast, then, to his earlier photomontage collages
and to the entire corpus of Dada and Constructivist collages in which
art's rupture with reality is an- nounced by visual cacophony, the
apparent seamlessness of the images in Ernst's novels is
indistinguishable from that of the illustrations of conventional
fictions of the same graphic type. However, that seamlessness is a ruse
expertly con- ceived and executed with deft linear elisions and sutures
so as to hide the fissures that are nonetheless there, fissures that
open not on the page but in the mind's eye. For those raised on
naturalism, supernaturalism of the kind Ernst simulta- neously mimicked
and parodied in his deliciously had Wek of Goodness (see fron- tis., p.
50, figs. 42-47) is tolerable so long as it can he made to fit into it
sequence with a beginning, a middle, and an end. Thus, ghost stories,
mysteries, and Gothic novels are set into motion by aberrations, but the
disruptions caused are ultimately resolved by the unraveling of the
enigma, if not the death of the malefactor. Such closure signals a
return to normal. Though some chapters seem to arrive at climax-the
guillotining of the lion in "Le lion de Belfort," the suicides in the
"Oedipe," and "Le rire du coq" sections are examples-it is hard to think
of a conclusion to something that has started not just in medias res but
0 also in primordial confusion. This is especially so given that the



overall trajectory of the book does not build toward a finale but
instead seems, chapter by chapter, to orbit around a chaotic center.
Indeed, the suggestion that these episodes 0 have the shape of it story
is a tease that (through frustration) accentuates the   
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sernaine de bonté, 1934) Reproduction of collage Private collection sM
2063 desire to align Ernst's mute scenarios with typical genre fictions.
~ U a Except, of course, when they overtly mock the most clichéd
examples. Take the "Ile de Pâques" section, in which, in the space of
nine plates, a grotesque version of the Parisian man-about-town prepares
to leave his dressing room (after first examining his monstrous Easter
Island head in a mirror, as a praying mantis on the chest of drawers
studies him with preda- tory intensity) (fig. 43); then discovers mayhem
in a woman's boudoir; en- ters into a three-way tryst with a courtesan
and a younger man; wanders distraught through the rain-soaked streets of
the city; tries to drown his sorrows with drink at a brothel; assaults a
woman in a carriage; confronts two seminude demimondaines in a
penumbrous chamber; and, finally, col- lapses in dejection next to a
skeleton at the bottom of a pit (fig. 44). The difference between this
txite reading of events, based on stories of debauchery and retribution
retailed by French feuilletons, and the insolu- able pictorial riddles
the artist created on each page confirms Spies's argument that the
essence of Ernst's project is that things do not add up. Ernst's is not
a moral tale. It is instead an immoral one that traduces bourgeois
values not so much by giving the viewer a peek at wanton acts and fell
deeds-both sta- ples of popular fiction then as now-as by refusing to
restore order through the imposition of a conventional storytelling
framework once these exceptions to propriety have been made and their
disturbing effects have been felt. The temptation to replace the
self-protective habits of mind of con- ventional narrative with
interpretations that raise the level of understand- ing through
reference to Freudian or other analytic models is great. Surrealism was
born in literature, but increasingly it is threatened by verbal
mummification. In some instances the metanarratives now used as keys to
Surrealist works do unlock fresh perspectives. More often, however, they
rehash the received wisdom of seminar room and syllabus while performing
the same ritual of containment and stabilization that traditional
narratives effected. Where critical discourse generally seeks to channel
reading and looking, Ernst and his Surrealist colleagues cut their
public adrift. Indeed, a whole section of Une semaine de bonté is
devoted to water. Looking back once again to Klinger-and maybe sideways
to Correggio's painting of lo embraced by Jupiter disguised as a
cloud-Ernst unleashed cascades, tides, and floods that swamp languorous
maidens (fig. 45), beleaguered couples, and shipwrecked men. The
psychophysical experience of reading and look- ing are, or should be,
much the same as the artist's process, which is to say, all-consuming
and imaginatively perilous. At this point, I will reaffirm my identity
as book collector and exert the privileges of possession. Like Klinger's
albums, Ernst's pictorial novels were not meant for frames or cases but
for lecterns and laps. The size, pro- portion, and stiff paper covers of
the fascicles of Une semaine de bonté, each with its own saturated hue
(Spies compares their color coding to the   
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Fig. 45 Max 1?rnst, Water,l' ( Illustration from t m'.',mine de bonle,
1934) Reproduction of collage Private collection SM 1946 synaesthesic
experiment of Rimbaud's poem "Les voyelles," though it is hard to come
up with a satisfying symbolic index of equivalences), and the rich tones
and textures of the hook's inked pages are sensual elements that cannot
be fully savored when the work is on the walls or in a vitrine, nor have
these qualities been rendered in the fac- similes that have been
published over the years.` Yet the full subversiveness of these
book-objects is inseparable from their seductiveness. In that respect
they are as different from the cheap novels from which some of their
imagery was taken as they are from the traditional livres d'artiste
whose commercial status they share. More importantly, they are equally
dissimilar to the dynamic but generally reductive and often raw graphics
produced by the Dadaists, the Constructivists, and the radical
practitioners of pho- tomontage. In their unostentatious but luxurious
way, Ernst's books are both discon- certing and enticing, with the
latter quality drawing the viewer-reader into complicity with the always
self-conscious but self-effacing author. Rather than a public art form,
his is an intensely private one. It is perhaps telling in this regard
that though Unese- maine de bonté was in unexpectedly wide circulation
given the small number of the copies printed (Spies reports that Charlie
Chaplin owned one), almost no one in pos- session of it has had much to
say about it: this suggests that the mood and intimacy the work instills
preempt exegesis and discussion. If this is true, then, I am breaking
ranks, but only to a degree. And here I will invoke a precedent almost
as unfashionable as the style of argument I have chosen. Written during
a period still dominated by the New Criticism, Susan Sontag's Against
Interpretation protested the tendency to as- sume that underlying the
surface of a work of art more profound significance invari- ably lurks
and that the task of the close reader is to divine the essential truth
behind appearances. No modern tendency begs this question more
insistently than Surreal- ism, and no Surrealist work makes it seem more
compelling than Une se- maine de bonté. The very concept of the
subconscious calls into doubt the validity of our ordinary consciousness
of things. Indeed, the revival of in- terest in Surrealism over the past
two decades, after the prolonged reign of less literary or wholly
antiliterary artistic tendencies, not only reflects the rising tensions
behind the facade of rationally organized society-in par- ticular the
sweeping redefinition of desire of a kind that would have caught the
original heterosexual male Surrealist completely off guard-it also
speaks of the insatiable hunger for material that readily lends itself
to exegesis rather than resists it. Once again we are in an era when
scholas- tics hunt persistently, we might even say punitively, for the
hidden texts while denying themselves textuality's revealed pleasures.
Drawing conclu- sions has become the curse of art. Having a position
trumps having an ex- perience, and then another, and another. In that
setting and in the presence of Ernst's actual hook, the last,
one-sentence paragraph of Son- tag's essay seems irrefutable not to
mention irresistible: "in place of a hermeneutics we need an erotics of



art." 11 If, then, I cannot completely surrender myself to the flow of
Ernst's oneiric imagery, it is not because I do not wish to-I do-or lack
the   
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Fig. 46 Max Ernst, The Dragon's Court 41 (Illustration from Une semaine
de bo,,(;, 1934) Reproduction of collage Private collection sm 2006 Fig.
47 Max Ernst, The Draçon'c Court 4.3 (Illustration from Une semaine de
bontf, 1934) Reproduction of collage Private collection sat 2008 Fig. 48
Odilon Redon, Darknecs(Frontispiecc from lwan Gilken, 7i;ni•b, s, 1892)
Lithograph The Art Institute of Chicago opportunity-thanks to my good
fortune, I don't-but because something prevents me. I hit a snag. In the
"Eau" chapter of Une sematne de bosh; men are frequently seen tied to
palettes or rafts, gripping spars, or holding on to someone else for
dear life. This is not my predicament. I would gladly let go and allow
myself to be carried along. However, I keep bumping into women I cannot
recognize, though I know their type. Many are damsels in distress, but
many more arc temptresses (fig. 42), domina- trices, or similar hellish
gynamos. The repertoire is familiar to me, as I said, and should be
familiar to anyone acquainted with the archetypes of Romantic and Sym-
bolist literature (see fig. 48). Aside from myriad manifestations of
what was supposed to be the female principle-softness, moistness, flux,
and dissolution as opposed to the hard, self-contained male-one in
particular stands out, the Vampire who reigns over the claustrophobic
salons and bedchambers of the "Cour du Dragon" chapter. There she
furtively peers through the crack of a door (frontis., p. 50), bends low
over a child in agony-ready to take a bite?-fastens her full alluring
attention on a para- mour, serves a bare-breasted woman in bed, and
greets another-her sister in in- famy?-as a demented man in his
nightshirt cartwheels in front of them (fig. 46). Various dragons,
snakes, and bats cavort through these pictures, and there are two male
figures sporting the same reptilian bat wings-a postman (fig. 47) and a
man who despite these appendages seems to he at the mercy of the
wingless woman kissing him. It is the female of the species who gives me
pause, and it is her morphological twin in the Thomas Nast cartoon of
1872 I picked up that snaps the reason into focus. Nast's cartoon gives
voice to the backlash against the social upheavals of the mid-
nineteenth century and in particular addresses the emancipation of
women. Titled Get thee behind me (Mrs. Satan) (fig. 49), it portrays two
women meeting on a rocky pass. 6o  
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Fig. 49 Fhomus Nast, Get ghee behind me (Mrc. Satan) (Cart ton, lla
per.% Weekly, February 17, 1872) _:. One is impoverished and on her back
carries her entire family, including two young children and it drunken
husband who gesticulates wildly. The extreme pictorial condensation of
this crosshatched personification of mis- ery seems, in light of
comparable elisions in Une semaine de hoirte;, it premo- nition of what
Ernst would do with collage. The second figure is dressed in dark finery
almost identical to that worn by Ernst's vampires, and like them she
sports ominous wings. In lieu of the vampires' hats and hairdos, she
sprouts a pair of horns, and she points to a sign she holds in her hand
as she looks hack at her beleaguered counterpart. It says, "Be Saved by
Free Love." Attributed to the wife "with heavy burden," the caption
below reads "I'd rather travel the hardest path of matrimony than follow
in your footsteps." Nast's message is blatant and unequivocal.12 By
contrast, Ernst has no message, and nothing about his book is
unequivocal. And yet the mas- culine anxieties out of which the Nast
took form are present in equal meas- ure in Ernst's incarnation. The
fact that patriarchy takes if beating from Ernst in the "Cour du
Dragon," "Le lion de Bclfort," "Ile de Paqucs," and other chapters of
the book does not diminish his witty but still insistent demonization of
the sexually assertive woman.1 With obvious Sadcian shadings, Ernst's
images endorse the "Free Love" Nast disparages and in the bargain
acknowledge feminine desire, but only in its morbid, not to mention
rapacious, incarnations. In this sense the outmoded source mate- rials
from which Ernst assembled his counternarratives carry in them the spore
of outmoded social, psychological, and cultural attitudes that permeate
the en- tire work. My purpose in saying this is not to scold Ernst or to
indulge in retrospec- tive political correctness. Rather it is to
register disappointment that my dream, the one on which he has launched
me, runs aground on his too predictable stereotypes and to explain how
it happens that one of the most sustained and literally marvelous
assaults ever mounted on the institutions of marriage, the home, and the
sublimation of passion could have become thus ensnared in its own play
of anachronisms. Putting such ambivalence aside, one reenters Ernst's
phantasmagoria through its play of contrasts and opposites, its
compounding of incommensurable things, Fol- lowing the logic of that
device, the viewer can hardly miss the correspondence Ernst established
between women with bat wings and women with angel wings. The Devil is a
fallen angel; the Devil is a woman. So goes the title of the Marlene
Dietrich vehicle released by director Josef von Sternberg in 1935, the
year after Une semaine de bontt appeared. Evidently, such ideas were in
the air once more-do they ever truly dissi- pate? But Sternberg's movie
doesn't linger in the nether regions, while Ernst's hook does, or rather
Ernst transforms the sanctity of the bourgeois household into the bur-
lesque malefactions of the Grand Guignol stage. Against that primary
backdrop his monstrous menagerie and possessed men and women also
resemble updated versions of medieval drolleries and diableries, the
simultaneously comic and horrific creatures and characters that
decoratively swarm the churches of the Middle Ages. Cheek by   
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jowl with the most pious of figures in the holiest of sanctuaries, they
were the homage that the sacred paid to the profane and that virtue paid
to vice. In Ernst's temporally dislocated universe their modern spawn
invade chapels to domesticity. That Ernst not only was drawn to Gothic
fictions of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, like many of his
Surrealist brethren, but also was fascinated by true Gothic art is
apparent from an autobiographical statement; here he describes Cologne
as "the most radiant medieval culture-center of the Rhineland" and then
writes with relish of the morbid relics and rituals for which its
cathedral was renowned.14 Then come the words of the Baudelairian
humorist who, having imper- sonated the Savior when still a boy, proudly
declares that as a young man, "I had already said `Bonlour' to Satan in
1928." 15 By 1937, when this remark appeared in "Beyond Painting,"
preparations for a genuine inferno were already well under way. True to
his metaphors, Ernst imagined the impending cataclysm in terms of water
rather than fire. Thus, a few lines after boasting of his meeting with
the Prince of Darkness, he writes in an altogether dif- ferent tone;
"Somber vision, that of Europe after the Rain!". 16 That last phrase is
the title of an end-of-the-world allegory Ernst first painted in 1933
(fig. 51), the year I litlcr came to power. As previously noted, Une
.romaine de bonté dates from the next year, demonstrating that in this
period the artist's visions oscillated between deep forebodings
projected onto the high, fortified walls that were closing in around him
on all sides and exuberant mayhem echoing through the muffled interior
realms of comme it faut France. z ~ a a When Surrealism is considered
today, we must separate the movement's some- times bloodthirsty rhetoric
from the mass violence of its time. In the 1920s Breton described the
Surrealists' ultimate gratuitous act as walking down the street shooting
randomly into the crowd; by the mid-1930s this kind of brutality was the
daily business of gangs of German Brownshirts and Italian Blackshirts.
Certainly we must avoid mistaking literary figures of speech for
incitement to actual murder, though given the participation of aesthetes
in politics-particularly such Fascists as Filippo Tommaso Marinetti and
the apostate Surrealist Pierre Drieu de la Rochelle-in the period of the
1920s and 1930s the already thin line between them sometimes disappeared
completely,. Nor should we confuse the Sadeian discourse of libertine
artists and writers with the sadistic policies of totalitarian states.
Still, the reverberations set off by Ernst's scenes of crime and madness
at home were amplified by historical circumstance. Walter Benjamin's
apocalyptic mentality seized upon these correspondences and tried to
deflect their destructive force from the path of Fascism and channel it
toward emancipation. Of Breton's lyrical attraction to things of the
past and that of his move- ment overall, Benjamin says: He was the first
to perceive the revolutionary energies that appear in the "outmoded," in
the first iron constructions, the first factory buildings, the earliest
photos, the objects that have begun to he extinct, grand pianos, the
dresses of five years ago, fashionable restaurants when the vogue has
begun to ebb from them. The relation of these things to rcvolution- no
one can have a more exact concept of it than these authors. No one
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visionaries and augurs perceived how destitution-not only social but
architectonic, the poverty of interiors, enslaved and enslaving
objects-can be suddenly transformed into revolutionary nihilism. . . .
They bring the immense forces of "atmosphere" concealed in these things
to the point of explosion.... At the center of this world of things
stands the most dreamed-of of their objects, the city of Paris
itself.... And no face is surrealis- tic in the same degree as the true
face of a city. No picture by de Chirico or Max Ernst can match the
sharp elevations of the city's inner strongholds, which one must overrun
and occupy in order to master their fate and, in their fate, in the fate
of their masses, one's own.17 With what we can only call Surrealist
condensation, Benjamin the disaffected bour- geois man-of-letters turned
revolutionary-without-a-revolution desperately hypothe- sizes a
dialectical course leading directly from the chance discoveries of the
flaneur who delights in the sled splendor of the city to the rise of a
new Commune of Paris. It is a process wherein poetic combustion,
achieved by compressing and then stirring the nearly extinguished ashes
of the past, ignites the pent-up energies of the present. Through
self-determining action the masses realize their own salvation and that
of the intellectual's as well, by drawing to a close the era in which
the reification of things and other beings dominates consciousness. It
could start anywhere-in one of the claustrophobic period rooms of Une
semaine cfc, bonté, for example-but requires the oxygen of the street to
flare to its full fury. Correspondingly, Ernst occupies an honorable
place in Benjamin's scheme; nevertheless, from the critic's vantage
point, the Surrealists were incapable of rendering the city in all its
magnitude and strange- ness. The only way to comprehend the structure of
such a vast and complex aggregate of the old and the new was to
radically transform it in reality. That did not happen. Nor will it. The
last-ditch Marxism that Benjamin artic- ulated and has come to personify
remains a valuable analytic too] and a compelling modern myth. Compared
to it Ernst's sinister farces may seem ephemeral, even sus- pect in
their beguiling refinements. But claims of historical determinism must
be qualified or set aside when the inevitable fails to cone about.
Avant-garde modernism had a profound effect on culture and society in
the twentieth century and continues to play a significant role in this
century, but successful revolutions do not count among its achievements.
True believers were not gathered up into the rapture of a new he-
ginning, though often they were rounded up or destroyed by those who had
initially co-opted their talents. And more than a few who escaped that
fate were so thoroughly compromised by their political patrons that we
can scarcely look at the images they produced or read their words
without seeing banners and hearing the bark of loud- speakers in the
background. Take Paul Eluard, Surrealism's most mellifluous and visually
evocative poet, who collaborated with Ernst on his earliest collage
book, Repe itions (cat. no. 163). But he also collaborated with Czech
Stalinists in condemning dissident Communists in postwar purges, a
disillusioning ignominy on which Milan Kundera dwells in more than one
novel. I mention of all of this because the great movements of the last



hundred years challenge current generations to grasp the essence of
their contribution to cultural change while disengaging them-without
excuses-from the failure to accomplish   
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the wholesale reinvention of the world they proposed. Is it silly to
think that they could have made good on their promise? Many people
believed it was possible, and mane more continue to use language that
suggests those are still the stakes even when we know they don't mean
it. Today the ranks of critics and scholars are full of writers for whom
radical terminology comes too easily. Meanwhile, understanding of
radicalism's dire predicament and of the maze of misconceptions that ran
this approach into a cul-de- sac weighs far too lightly on their
shoulders. How do we disenthrall ourselves and still act as if the
imagination might he free, especially in a climate hostile to anything
but practical or applied thought. Ernst did not trifle with revolution,
for which, in any case, he would have been ill-suited. For his art, that
was a good thing. We are fortunate, too, that the dream- world he ushers
the viewer into exists at least one remove from historical necessity, in
part because his preference for the "outmoded" resets the clock so that,
having entered his alternate universe, we can never again be quite sure
what time it is. From the sur- real distance we inhabit, it is possible
to look back on reality with both skepticism and hallucinatory
astonishment. That alienating effect, which feeds on ambiguity and
gathers into itself a lust for unfamiliar sensations, is Surrealism's
basic, still intoxicating ingredient. Nowadays, when the world seems to
be whirling further and further out of control, we may ask why anyone
would want to make it spin faster. The answer - which must have been the
same in the threatening 1930s-is that we do not want to stop the world
so we can get off but rather would like it to spin at different speeds
and in other directions. Only the strongest impulse has any chance of
altering or reversing its hell-bent rotation, however briefly.
periodically, then, when the news is bad, the set-piece debates of the
moment are too stultifying, and anticipation of worse to come begins to
eat away at my capacity to spontaneously fantasize a more wondrous exis-
tence, I withdraw from them all and take Une semaine de bonté down from
the shelf, pick one of its slim volumes and cut myself loose to drift
through its image-charged pages for as long as circumstances permit.
Ernst has provided me this perverse and precarious luxury. Yet it is
tinged with the melancholy criticality that is Benjamin's legacy. I am
grateful to both. The first dismembered hooks and harvested their
images; the second hoarded them and devoured their words. I am farther
down the food chain, but I too use books-and use them up-tor survival. r
v ~ Q   
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Max Ernst in America: "Vox Angelica" Werner Sues MY TITLE DOES NOT REFER
TO A NEW STYLISTIC PHASE but rather Max Ernst's flight from Nazi
persecution. At the last moment he managed to escape from the camps of
the Vichy government and the clutches of the National Socialists. His
friend the poet Paul Éluard had written to the president of France on
his behalf: It is because you have always loved and protected art and
artists... I am taking the lib- erty of writing directly to you. One of
the worthiest and most respected painters of the School of Paris, Max
Ernst, has been interned in France since the beginning of the war.
Actually, he had left his native country for good twenty years ago. Ile
was the first German painter to exhibit in a French Salon. I lc is 50
years old. Ile is it straight- f&lt;rrward, proud, loyal man and he is
my best friend. 1f you knew him, you would know immediately that this
internment is neither fair nor necessary. I le owns a small house at St.
1lartin d'Ardcche that he built and decorated himself.... I ,et hint
return there. He wouldn't budge, I vouch for him as I would for myself.1
Ernst landed at La Guardia Airport on July 14, 1941 (fig. 50). In his
autobiogra- phy "Wahrheitgewebe and Lügengewebe" ("Tissue of Truth and
Tissue of Lies") we find only laconic entries regarding this episode.
Under the heading "Liberty, Beloved Liberty" we read: On July 14 [1941]
Max Ernst arrived with Peggy Guggenheim at I,a Guardia Airport in New
York, where his son Jimmy with the Onslow-Fords welcomed him to the
United States. He had just descended from the plane when he was taken
into custody by the immigration authorities ("he is subject to the law
of the German Reich") and interned on Ellis Island. Nice view of the
Statue of Liberty. Released after three days, Max Ernst traveled for
several weeks around the United States: New Orleans, Arizona, New
Mexico, California. He decided on New York and tried "to make friends
with it." He found a number of old friends there and made new ones.
Largely cordial reception within a specific intellectual milieu, by
young painters who would later constitute the New York School. After
"Pearl I larbor" a brief marriage with Peggy Guggenheim.2 In this brief
account I would underline the comment that he "tried to make friends
with it." The strangeness of the city was as much a challenge to Ernst
as it was to other Europeans in American exile. Fernand Léger and Piet
Mondrian, for example, were inspired by New York, and its influence can
he identified in their Max Ernst, work. The ethnologist Claude
Lévi-Strauss's observations about his own en- Vox An' h a, derail, at.
no. 141, 1943 counter with New York are germane in this context." They
help us envision Ernst's   
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Fig. 50 Max Ernst arriving at LaGuardia Airport, New York, 1941
introduction to the city because Lévi-Strauss also arrived in New York
in 1941 and became a close friend of the artist and particu- larly
because he felt that Ernst's responses and way of working were those of
a kindred sou1.4 Moreover, his fascination with the artifacts of New
York parallels the Surrealists' fascination with the world of objects.
Writing like a sort of aimless, inquisitive fla- v z Z neur making his
way through the city, Lévi-Strauss remarks, "1 turned at random into the
streets that met at right angles, whose physiognomy varied unpredictably
from block to block: some- times poor, sometimes middle class or
provincial, mostly chaotic. New York definitely was not the supermodern
metropolis that I expected but instead an immense horizontal and
vertical disorder that could be attributed as much to some spontaneous
upheaval of the urban skin as to the planned projects of builders." The
fla- neur in New York comes to new insights: "New York had to teach me
that the idea of the beautiful could sustain strange avatars.... The
taste for 'kitsch,' the 'retro' style, which here we take for the latest
thing, are as a matter of course taught and practiced currently in New
York." And even the city's museums had much to offer Europeans:
"Generally speaking, American museums impressed the European vis- itor
with a paradox. They had been established much later than ours, but,
instead of being a disadvantage, this time lag made it possible for them
to surpass us in many respects."5 The famous artist was embraced by the
art world: As one author has writ- ten, "Ernst was an enigmatic and
elusive figure who staved in New York only briefly. But his charismatic
personality, his reputation as a founder of both Dada and Surrealism,
his marriage to Peggy Guggenheim, and his link to her gallery, Art of
This Century, attracted the attention of the impressionable Americans
°t' How influential he was in the United States is another matter. Early
on, in a re- view published in Art Front in January 1937, Charmion Von
Wiegand judged Max Ernst's importance as comparable to Picasso's.7
William Rubin echoed her as- sessment many years later in his history of
Dada and Surrealism: No painter more completely personified the interwar
avant-garde than Max Ernst. In retrospect he appears to have been almost
predestined for a leading role in the par- ticular poetic, intellectual,
and anti-esthetic climate that prevailed after 1918 in the plastic arts,
and his work is characterized by the anti-art inventions-and concomitant
pictorial problems-of that era... In the extraordinary range of his
styles and techniques he is to Dada and Surrealism what Picasso is to
twentieth-century art as a wholes Ernst's significance as a major figure
notwithstanding, as any survey of the influence and success of
Surrealism in America tells us, it was largely through Salvador Dalí's
work and especially his eccentric behavior that the general public
gained awareness of the movement. Its intellectual goals, as revealed in
its manifestos and its flaunting of aesthetic convention, could not
capture the public's attention to any comparable degree.   
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Fig. 51 NI AN Ernst, Europe alter th,' Rain 1, 1933 Oil and gypsum on
plywood private collection, Switzerland sn, 1881 Few artists expressed
the political realities of the 1930s and their subsequent years in exile
as clearly in their work as did Ernst. FirecideAngel (cat. nos. 124,
125), and Une semaine de l)onte, for example, took a stand in the 1930s.
The major canvas Europe after the Rain I (fig. 51), painted shortly
after I litler's seizure of power in 1933, suggests how the coming
disaster will change the face of the European continent. And
VoxAnçelica, undertaken in Sedona soon after his escape to the United
States in the middle of the war, reveals his continuing engagement with
the political situation. Vox Angelica is a picture that explores memory
and also one that provides information about the depressing situation of
the emigrant. In ad- dition to recapitulating the feelings of the years
before his escape, it shows Ernst finding his way in his new
surroundings. Incidentally, in its preoccupation with memory and
recollection it is focused on precisely the concerns the painters of the
New York School would attempt to repudiate in the 1950s.9
Autobiographical elements dominate VoxAngelica. Ernst was fifty-two when
he set to work on the painting, which is made up of four separate
canvases di- vided into rectangular compartments. We seem to be
presented with one view, one window, for each year of his life, except
that we are short one window. When asked whether there was some
connection between the number of compartments and his age, he replied-as
always evading a fixed interpretation of his work-that such a thing was
perfectly conceivable. 10 But let us consider this number that doesn't
quite fit if we are interpreting the windows as referring to the
artist's lifetime, with each of the windows representing one year. A
glance at the history of Surrealism reveals a much more important
meaning, still tied to his biography, for the number 51. At an z early
meeting of the Surrealist group, in September 1922, during a
spiritualist seance Robert Desnos revealed that Ernst would live
fifty-one years. 11 Ernst surely never forgot this prediction, and it is
easy to understand why he would have made   
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Fig. 52  1 rthias Grünewald, Saint Anthony I îsiting Saint Paul the
Hermit in the Desert, from the Isenheirn Altarpiece, 1515 Aiusée
d'Unterlinden, Colmar Z an encrypted allusion to it in a painting filled
with clearly autobiographical ele- ments, especially in view of the
Surrealists' preoccupation with premonition. This is a preoccupation
reflected, for example, in the writing of André Breton, who tells us
that he had a premonition that had a direct bearing on his escape from
Europe: in 1925, in his Lettre aux voyantes, he predicted that the next
war would begin in 1939.12 He recalled this prediction in his essay
"Situation du surréalisme entre les deux guerres,"1' which Ernst
illustrated with an appropriate drawing-collage pic- turing death and
mayhem. Ernst also illustrated Breton's poem "L'année 1939," using an
image evocative of Heine's famous poem of homesickness titled "Anno
1839," whose sentiments the artist's own feelings must have echoed: "O,
Germany, my distant love, whenever I think of you I almost cry!" 14 "Vox
angelica," like "vox humana," "unda maris," and "vox coelestis," is a
term applied to one of the registers of an organ; together they make us
think of pulling out all the stops. Inevitably, the words vox angelica
also call to mind the Concert of Angels in the center panel of Matthias
Grünewald's Isenheim Altarpiece. In fact, Ernst invokes the Isenheim
Altarpiece with both the structure of his picture and specific allusions
to his great predecessor's imager%'. Among such references are plant
forms in VoxAngelica that are similar those in the panel of the
altarpiece showing Saint Anthony visiting Saint Paul the Hermit in the
desert (fig. 52), and a bird in Ernst's junglelike scene that recalls
the raven in Grünewald's depiction of the two saints. We can find still
other links between the two works, and, thanks to Ernst's own
description of his state of mind, we can easily understand why he turned
to Grünewald's grave images during the weeks he spent painting VoxAn-
gelica.15 As he explains, his mood matched that of Grünewald's panels,
for he was acutely conscious of his isolation after trading the bustle
of Manhattan and its artistic milieu for the wilds of Arizona and the
company of Native Americans. His mood was underscored by the heroic but
austere and uningratiating land- scape he found in Arizona -which he had
foreshadowed in his earlier series the Garden Aeroplane Trap (see cat.
nos. 110-113), The Petrified City (see cat. no. 114), and The Entire
City (see cat. no. 115). The drab desolation of Ernst's surroundings was
captured by Frederick Sommer in contemporary photographs such as
Chicken, 1939, Glass, 1943, and Arizona Landscape, 1945 (fig. 53), in
which severed animal heads or the innards of chickens are placed in
transparent land- scapes recorded in pitilessly sharp focus. The gloomy
forest scene that fills the entire space of the horizontal panel at the
left in the second row from the top recalls the forbidding vegetation in
his much earlier dramatic, compressed Large Forest (cat. no. 68), while
the horse leap- ing through the treetops of the same scene echoes the
apocalyptic gallop of the fu- rious automatic writing that appears in a
number of Ernst's pictures. Details of plants and crystalline
precipitation depicted throughout the panels speak of his continuing
preoccupation with natural history and make us think of his prose poem



"What Is a Forest?," in which he says of the encroaching woods: "The
trees de- vour the horizon." There his forests are given a kind of
physiognomy and express   
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Fig. 53 Fig. 54 Frederick Sommer, Arizona Lanaseapc, 1945 Mxix Ernst
visiting the studio in Sedona in which Photograph lie painted 1oxAn
elica, 1973 many moods, taking on human psychological traits: "They are
wild and impenetrable, they are black and rust-brown, riotous, worldly,
teeming with life, contrary, unheeding, cruel, ardent, and endearing,
with neither past nor future."16 In many of Ernst's paintings, a
menacing, poisonous at- mosphere suffuses landscapes filled with rank,
spongy decay, 3 1A creating the impression that it is hot. Unhealthy,
pitiless visions, they were produced with the use of the decalcomania
tech- nique, which had begun to play a major role in Ernst's painting in
the late 1930s.17 We can make out no sign of human life in them or in
the similarly apocalyptic scenes that again and again intrude on Ernst's
nature depictions. In their melancholy feel- ing they match the mood of
llürer's Melancholia I and certain pictures by Blake. Yet other
landscapes in Vox Angelica express other moods. For ex- ample, in the
vertical section at bottom right we encounter a crystalline world whose
stratifications suggest the reflections in a kaleidoscope. The redheaded
bird swimming through the colorful crystal landscape in this section is
more than an en- dearing graphic motif, for in Ernst's oeuvre it usually
symbolizes the artist himself and, as he makes clear in his
autobiographical notes, also stands for early injuries.ls He has further
illuminated the significance in his art of birds, as well as trees and
even flies: "Man is the center of my preoccupations. Even though you
rarely find a faith- ful representation of man in my paintings, it can
be said that everything there is an- thropomorphic: the birds, the
trees, and even the non-Euclidean fly. And this quality, probably, is
what distinguishes my work from more abstract concerns."19 The size of
VoxAngelica, unusually large for Ernst, was called for by its con- tent,
as was its unusual structure, which was also necessitated by practical
consid- erations. Photographs taken during his last visit to Sedona, in
1973, show the place in which he painted Vox Angelica (fig. 54). It was
a tiny, miserable shack that could not accommodate a large canvas; so
Ernst made the picture up out of four 1- Vox y'q, J sz~, ,. Pr~ 7c !
./`%, e -,- ~ 1 ." Z   
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separate canvases of identical size. He combined strips of wood framing
the stretchers with painted strips framing the various scenes. The
simple framing with narrow slats was a spartan expedient that did not
accord with current taste among collectors and museums. However, it was
probably influenced by Peggy Guggen- heim's practice of hanging pictures
without frames at her Art of This Century gallery in New York. The real
wood frames Ernst used take on a clear role in the composition, cut-
ting across the entire picture surface and dividing it into a clear and
precise system of axes. They have the character of objects that are
perceived by the viewer as things that can be touched. These strips of
wood and the triangle, the plumb line, and the compass that make
repeated appearances in the picture stand in emphatic con- trast to the
lush vegetal abundance in other scenes. The boxes and grilles are
familiar to us from Ernst's bird pictures of the 1920s. They are
anything but innocuous, for cages imply imprisonment, a degree of
restraint people have to put up with. On the back of one of the 1973
photographs showing the shack where Vox Angelica was painted, Ernst
wrote "It was here that Max Ernst painted VoxAngelica. The owner
(Lillian Wilhelm Smith) was a direct descendant of Leibniz (the monads
man)." Some thirty years after he executed the picture, Ernst still
remembered that the woman to whom he was indebted for allowing him to
use this virtually window- less hovel had some connection to Leibniz.
His mention of Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz's monads is linked not only to
the simple lodging he used as a studio but also to the content of
VoxAn,~elica, for Leibnizian notions pervade the picture's structure and
contribute to its cohesion. Leibniz's concepts are seen in the way Ernst
built up the painting with self-contained monads, achieving balance and
harmony among its various, sometimes contradictory elements. Universals
and particulars form a whole in a composition in which primary and
secondary images evocative of the hierarchy in the philosopher's
doctrine of monads, leading from what he calls the "monad toute nue" up
through sensate monads to the divine monad that exhausts itself in pure
self-involvement. Ernst's concern with Leibniz and his grounding in
philosophy in general had a wider application, beyond Vox Angelica; it
was just such Leibnizian ideas that allowed him to take collage elements
from the most varied realms and bring them together in unified
compositions. And, more- over, we find allusions to various philosophers
and philosophy in many other works, appearing for example in titles such
as Le GrandAlbert (a reference to Albertus Magnus) and The World Is a
Story (Mundus est fitbula) (cat. no. 157), a phrase bor- rowed from
Descartes. The composition of VoxAngelica is as tightly organized as a
city map, and it is necessary to traverse and explore the discrete areas
of the picture as if they were the major and secondary streets that map
charts. In it a pattern of images reaches a monumental conclusion, one
that presents a number of themes synoptically. Tracing the threads of
poetic allusion that give rise to this conclusion is like exploring the
paths through Late Gothic landscape paintings. In the first critical
commentary on the work, Sidney Janis recognized this very quality,
noting: "Ernst in Vox Angelica   
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Fig. 55 "Le monde au temps des surréalistes" from I arif9fe (Brussels),
June 1929 q~ 5 5 1 t~sk . » ~ y ; ._... 7. ~f" ~ ~ ._.... % ` _,... _
...... _... OCEAN ~ekym[r HIN 0C E A N ~CC~m ß10 , ~~ ~y OL ATLAN rlOUf
rLAN77~ OCEAN _ BWAx ' o /NOIEN`q.,~~~~~~` M ~ ~q . ~If Of M S %i r n~wl
portrays his own wanderlust.."211 As in the Gothic pictures, the eye
follows a wind- ing trail without end, never able to find a fixed
vanishing point, and as in them everything is presented with equal
clarity and precision. Distant and nearby objects he close together, so
that our gaze moves between background and foreground. As views into
expansive landscapes and remote cosmic spaces follow close-ups of single
motifs, the eye is forced continually to shift focus. Ernst's vision
oscillates not only between near and far but also between rapture and
depression. In his "What Is a Forest?" the artist suggests what
motivates this duality of vision: "The terrific desire to breathe freely
in open space, yet at the same time the anxiety of being hemmed in by
hostile trees on every, side. Outside and inside at the same time, free
and imprisoned.121 The possible paths through the picture are so
numerous that we constantly create new associations among objects,
colors, and moods. Certain isolated mo- tifs--the Eiffel Tower, the
Empire State Building, a pagoda that recalls Ernst's 1924 trip to
Southeast Asia-serve as emblems of the regions viewers must pass through
on their rambles, underscoring the appropriateness of Janis's use of the
word "wanderlust." Between the Eiffel Tower and the Empire State
Building there is a patch of pure blue sky inscribed with a pattern
representing the harmonious path, of the planets, a pattern already
familiar from The Bewildered Planet (fig. 10), painted precisely a year
earlier than VoxAngelica, shortly after Ernst arrived in New York. The
falling column to the left of the Eiffel Tower is intended, Ernst as-
sured me, to remind us of the revolutionary, rebellious energy of
artists, for it stands for the column on Place Vendôme in Paris that was
toppled by Courbet during the Commune.22 Taken together, the various
motifs are concise allusions to homelessness and exile. Yet the journey
through time and space that is suggested has more than mere
autobiographical significance: moving about, flaunting boundaries,
expresses the Surrealists' aspiration to transcend Eurocentrism, which
they perceived as confin- ing and dangerous. The famous world map in the
special 1929 Surrealist issue of the journal Variét"s makes this clear
(fig. 55).23 On this map, captioned, "Le monde   
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that makes our eyes turn toward Asia. Europe's stereotyping of gestures,
actions, lies has fulfilled the cycle of disgust. It is now the
Mongolians' turn to pitch their tents in our place."24 The Surrealists'
fascination with Asia is not only reflected in the imagery of
VoxAngelica, for their affinity with the barbaric aspect of Asian
history and their rejection of European civilization, its "gestures,
actions" also inspired Ernst's Barbarians and I lordes pic- tures (see
fig. 56) and encouraged him to experiment with spontaneous techniques.
Reflected in VoxAngelica is another of the Surrealists' fascinations:
the magic and glassy inaccessibility of the window display. Louis
Aragon, for example, fills his Paysan de Paris with descriptions of the
shop windows and showcases he sees as he strolls around the city;
phantoms of a locked paradise, they take on an obsessive presence in his
text. And they clearly echo in the division of the composition of
VoxAngelica into display windows of different sizes, each presenting a
tidy arrange- ment of goods. Ernst found yet another inspiration for the
form of his composition in the richly varied panoramas in New York's
American Museum of Natural History and   
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Chicago's Field Museum-the latter one of his favorites.25 Such displays,
each presenting a different aspect of natural history, are paradigms of
the Surrealists' way of looking at things. This way of looking at things
parallels that of Lévi- Strauss, which he describes in his essay about
his walks around Manhattan as one that considers the humblest, most
inconsequential of objects, worthy of attention, erasing distinctions
between high art, folk art, and artifact and challenging accepted
notions of what constitutes a work of art.26 A city stroll, with its
kaleidoscope of impressions, could he a delight for the flaneur
Lévi-Strauss and for the Surrealist attracted to the trivial and
unexpected. VoxAngelica refers to diverse motifs Ernst treated during
the previous decades and recapitulates techniques he used over the
years, including frottage, grattage, decalcomania, spraying, and
dripping. It is a sideshow that underscores Ernst's lifelong quest for
variety, which is of fundamental importance throughout his oeuvre. Again
and again he willfully, often abruptly interrupted a picture series to
paint different themes and change techniques. Vox Angelica places
diversity in the foreground, and at first glance its individual subjects
and techniques seem to he in conflict. But the heterogeneous elements
are accommodated within and controlled by the architectonic framework
Ernst imposed. Rectangular panels of blue, yellow, and brown create an
equilibrium, and sharply contrasting bursts of color provide strong
expressive accents. Even so, the information and meanings encompassed in
this structure seem so varied that it is tempting to suspect that
several different artists were hidden behind the Max Ernst who painted
the picture. We can assume that in this recapitulation the desire to
reclaim pictures lost in exile, pictures from the past, played a role.
But Ernst nowhere copied directly from his own catalogue of paintings:
while sifting through his memories he searched for equivalents, even in
the subtlest details. The predatory bird swooping downward in Vox
Angelica recalls but does not duplicate the bird in his watercolor
Triumph o_ f the Spindle, 1917 (sm 269), the crown atop the pagoda
echoes the star-shaped ele- ment that appears in a Trophy, Hypertrophied
from his Dada years in Cologne, the Empire State Building and the
falling column evoke the prints and the many other works that play with
a precarious equilibrium, such as Trophy Hypertrophied (cat. no. 4),
Young Chimera (cat. no. 28), and Wavering Woman (cat. no. 46). The sug-
gestion of reminiscence takes on particular poignancy when we take into
account the recent experience of Ernst and his circle, the intellectuals
who found their way into American exile and left behind their studios,
their friendships, their libraries, and their collections. Breton, for
example, had to abandon his studiolo in the rue Fontaine in Paris, the
contents of which had deeper meaning for him than a mere collection of
personal possessions. When we consider Vox Angelica against this
background of loss, we can think of it as a painted Kunstkamnmr, or
chamber in which he assembled his precious artistic treasures. We can
offer still other interpretations of VoxAngelica. The picture is based
on the contrast between free natural forms and the pedantic order
imposed upon them to tidily and clearly organize its wealth of content.
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^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^'^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Ernst confront with comparable
vehemence expansive landscapes and lush decalco- manias with planimetric
shapes created by a compass and straightedge. Indeed, we can see its
grid as similar to Mondrian's grids (see fig. 57). To be sure, Ernst's
grid is filled with separate scenes, its monads, as contemporary
detractors of geo- metric abstraction noted. Nicolas Calas, for example,
writes: "We can have great confidence in an artist who rises above the
sea level of infantile dreams and emerges with his powerful
anthropomorphism as one of the most profound inter- preters of the world
of our time. What saves his abstract pictures from filling into the
aridity of conventional non-figurative art is the realistic outcome of
his abstract experiments. He will turn the squares of Mondrian into
windows and fill them with images."27 Here we should note that even if
VoxAngclica had no rep- resentational content, its green tones alone
would set it apart from the model of Neoplasticism, which shunned the
color. Despite the clear distinctions between Vox Angelica and
Mondrian's abstrac- tion, the framework of Ernst's painting is not a
mere quotation of the Neoplastic model. The Constructivist content of
VoxAngelica is inherent in it and cannot be ignored. Moreover, the
Neoplastic ideal is the basis of the organizational system of Ernst's
collages. We encounter it early on in works that combine geometric
struc- ture and visionary elements, such as Paris Dream (cat. no. 61).
It is even tempting to suggest that in its rhythmic organization, the
colorful mosaic-like grid of Vox Angelica parallels the syncopated beat
of the Broadway Boogie Woogie pictures Mondrian produced in New York in
the 1940s (see fig. 57). We can also call Vox Angelica a deluge
altarpiece that suggests inundation and disaster. This is an
interpretation justified by the recurrence of water and floods as
prominent motifs throughout Ernst's oeuvre. Consider the fact that water
is the 76  ..ERR, COD:1..    
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Fig. 58 iAthanasius Kircher, Noah's ark, from Y'I'l'(New fork), no. 1,
June 1942 subject of an entire chapter in his collage novel Une semaine
de honte. Note that he reworked stones rounded by water, transforming
them into painted or relief- decorated egg-shaped sculptures such as
Untitled (cat. no. 102). And remember that swimmers, such as Blind
Swimmer (cat. no. 103), and divers are subjects and self- projections
frequently encountered in his work. In this regard we must not forget
that in 1933, ten years before he produced Vox Angelica, Ernst painted
Europe after the Rain I (fig. 51), a premonitory repre- sentation of the
deluge in response to Hitler's seizure of power. Here, in the con- text
of Ernst's anti-Nazi works, we should mention that in the 1930s he made
a furious caricature of Hitler that he sent to Carola Giedion-Welcker.25
Ernst told me that at this same time he also produced a collage in which
he turned the well- known sculpture showing Goethe and Schiller shaking
hand into a monument to Hitler and Stalin, which he planned to have
printed as a postcard. And before he left New York for Sedona he made a
hitter comment on the Nazis' war on mod- ern art by giving a
reproduction of his Belle jardinif're (sM 615) a caption indicating that
it was owned by the Museum of Degenerate Art in Berlin.29 And his
ominous Europe after the Rain I suggests how the deluge will change the
whole shape of the European continent. As hacking he used a wood panel
that he had pelted with wet plaster, giving this historical painting of
the end of history a blistered appearance and allowing us to literally
feel the desolation, the dried scum of a vanished epoch. A recurrent
preoccupation with water and floods is also clear in his writings and
the texts of authors in whom he was interested. Thus, in 1935, in
response to the question, "Where is painting headed?," he used the
apocalyptic rhetoric of the flood: "Surrealism was horn in the full
flood of Dada, when the ark had struck a peak. The navigators hadn't the
least desire to repair their boat, to settle down on the island. They
preferred to plunge in headfirst."() And he pinpointed the time of the
experience that led him to use material from ordinary nineteenth-century
sources and rework them in his collages as "one rainy, day in 1919."hl
In this context we should note that in the plates of Diderot's
Encycloptdie, on which he relied for material, he would have found a
picture of Noah's ark, probably based on a reconstruction of the ark by
the seventeenth-century German Athanasius Kircher (fig. 58). Kircher was
a fascinating personality for the Surrealists and perhaps in par-
ticular for Ernst, who identified with him as an intellectual forced to
leave his homeland. Kircher's ark perhaps represents a kind of
encyclopedia, which classified the material rescued from the Flood-as
Ernst rescued and classified the material of his collages. The ark may
also have been an existential model for Ernst's Europe after the Rain
pictures (see fig. 51; cat. no. 135) and for his period of exile. An
illustration of Kircher's ark was in- cluded in the first issue of the
journal VVV, which Ernst together with David Hare and Breton published
in New York and which had appeared only a few weeks before Ernst set out
for Arizona and began work on Vox Angelica. In this issue of VVV, the
American house organ of Surrealism, z ~   
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there are still other writings related to water and floods: Georges
Henein's fatalis- tic statement in his "prescriptions hygiéniques" about
deliverance from the flood;32 Harold Rosenberg's remarks that "Noah's
flood was said to have been ordered as a punishment for greed and
wantonness in a period of incredible prosperity," I` and finally
Lévi-Strauss's piece on Kadaveo Indians who live in a region of southern
Brazil, three-quarters of which is flooded.34 Through such references as
well as the repeated use of water and flood imagery in Ernst's work, the
connections with Vox Angelica become apparent. This stirring painting,
one of the most important works of the 1940s, was re- produced in the
fourth issue of VVV. It is a monumental image, a quality made
emphatically apparent in the foldout format of the reproduction. And it
is a picture meant to convey many meanings. Among the European painters
forced into exile in new and unfamiliar surroundings, Ernst alone
expressed the loss of the history of a personal past in a deeply felt
memory picture.   
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Terrors of the Encyclopedia: Max Ernst and Contemporary Art Pepe Karmel
AFTER 1950 SURREALISM SEEMED A SPENT FORCE. One part prestidigitation,
one part kitsch, one part porn, there was something petty and smarmy
about it, especially compared to the boldness of Abstract Expressionism,
the immediacy of Pop Art, or the severity of Minimalism.' By the 1980s,
however, these movements were also ex- hausted. Irritated by the
pretensions of Postmodernism, enthralled by the bathos of
Ncoexpressionism, the art world was ready for a Surrealist revival. What
sparked the revival was "Corpus Dclicti," a brilliant essay published by
Rosalind Krauss in 1985. Reworking the ideas of the fiery Surrealist
dissident Georges Bataille, Krauss redefined Surrealism as a movement
dedicated to the experience of the body, the collapse of all categories,
and the subversion of the Cartesian ego.2 Many of these themes had been
adumbrated by the Postminimalism of the late 1960s, with its rejection
of formalist aesthetics and its emphasis on bodily experience.1 What was
merely implied in Postminimalism, however, now became relentlessly
literal. The immediate beneficiary of the Surrealist revival was Hans
Bellmer, a sculp- tor and photographer hitherto regarded as a marginal
figure in the history of the move- ment. Bcllmer's amusingly perverse
sculptures, assembled from doll parts, were all breast, belly, buttock,
and thigh. In the photographs he made of dirty stairs and bed frames,
they acquired some of the lurid shabbiness of genuine pornography.
Bellmer's disjointed figures provided the perfect symbol for Krauss's
theory of Surrealism as the art of the shattered self. Younger artists
looked long and hard at the Bellmer photo- graphs published with
Krauss's essay. Their influence is obvious, for instance, in Cindy
Sherman's pictures of the late 1980s. It gradually became apparent,
however, that the Surrealist who had most pro- foundly explored the
themes of bodily experience, category breakdown, and the di- vided self
was Max Ernst. Since 1990 Hal Foster, David Lomas, and other critics
have focused with increasing intensity on Ernst's work.4 Ernst's
influence is both more in- direct and more pervasive than Bellmer's. The
history of the reception of Ernst's work is complicated. I Its eminence
in the 1950s and 1960s gave way to relative oblivion in the 1970s and
1980s. After 1980 younger artists were rarely familiar with his work,
but they could not avoid being aware of his innovations, which had
profoundly affected Bernd and I fua Becher popular culture. If they had
not encountered Ernst's collage novels, assembled from BLa.u hurnu ee
11cads, 1988 nineteenth-century engravings, they had seen the
neo-Victorian illustrations of Edward 9 black and white photographs iux
67 Gorey and the animated collages that Terry Gilliam contributed to the
Monty Python - , Courtesy Sonnabend Gallery, New York movies that were
indebted to them.   
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Already in Ernst,, first collages of 1919-20, he abandoned the idea of
the whole- ness and self-sufficiency of the work of art. Inspired by
Francis Picabia and Giorgio de Chirico, he set himself the task of
making art from borrowed, contradictory fragments. Historically, these
works by Ernst have been classified as contributions to the interna-
tional Dada movement, but their metaphysical disquiet exceeds the usual
Dada scale of emotions, which merely extends from glee to petulance. In
1922 Ernst moved from Cologne to Paris, joining a group of poets and
critics clustered around André Breton. In 1924, when Breton published
his first Mani/i•sto of Surrealism, Surrealism was essentially a
literary movement. Groping for visual equiv- alents to the poetry of
Breton and his colleagues, the artists associated with the circle -
Ernst, André Masson, Joan Miró, Yves Tanguv-experimented with different
combinations of the styles of Picasso, Arp, and de Chirico. Toward the
end of the decade, Surrealist painting divided into two main currents:
biomorphic abstraction and onciric realism. It was the latter style,
popularized by the younger artists Salvador Dalí and René Magrittc, that
became identified as "Surrealism" in the popular imagination. Although
Ernst worked brilliantly in all styles of Surrealist picture making, his
collage novels are his most distinctive contribution to the movement.
The first, La femme 100 fetes (The Hundred Headless Woman), was
published in 1929. Its fantastical narrative was spiced with large
helpings of sex and violence like similar works by Dalí and Magritte but
set apart from them by Ernst's exclusive reliance on nineteenth- century
engravings as source material. Drawn from the vast reservoir of visual
culture, Ernst's images seemed to offer a commentary on the collective
unconscious, not on his private dream life. They were Postmodern before
Postmodernism. ~ &gt; a o z o u 0 z a z a IN THE FAMOUS OPENING PASSAGE
of his autobiographical essay "Beyond painting," Ernst describes a dream
he had between the ages of five and seven, in which a father figure drew
on a mahogany panel, transforming the random striations of the wood into
images of animals. These mysterious and frightening transformations, he
implies, were the model for his own activity as an artist. It seems
likely, however, that this dream was an artifact of Ernst's maturity, a
fantasy that corresponded to the preoccupations of the Surrealists in
the 1920s, not to those of Ernst's childhood in the 1890s.ß The passage
in "Beyond painting" that more credibly represents the starting point of
Ernst's mature career appears a few pages after his account of the
dream: One rainy day in 1919 [when Ernst was 28], finding myself in a
village on by writing later in the passage: "Thus I obtained it faithful
fixed image of my hallucination and trans- formed into revealing dramas
my most secret desires I quoted above p. 82 from what had been before
only sonic banal pages of advertising." Although Ernst later used some
images from advertisements, most of his earl' collage sources, including
the Lehimittel, are not advertising catalogues. It is possible that the
reference to advertising here is an allusion to the extraordinary
collage novel What a Li/i'a, published in 1911 by E. V. Lucas, With
Punch humorist George Morrow. What a I.i/ea draws exclusively from
images fintnd in ,m adver- tising catalogue. The Surrealists recognized



Lucas's use of found images its an important anticipation of their
approach. See Werner Spies, Max Ens/ Collages: "l'heInvention of the
Surrealist Universe, trans. john William Gabriel (London: "hhames and
Hudson, 1991), p. 247. 8. The firm of Les Fils d'Enule Deyrolle
published both educational posters and scientific catalogues, such as
the Catalogue methodique: physigi . irashrum,vats de prevision,
nuatériel de lnhoratoire iahirtets de physigue et do chimie (Paris: Les
Fils (I'Emile Deyrolle, 1907). The Deyrolle firm is still in business at
its original ad- dress, 46, rue du Bac, although it is now primaril' a
taxidermist's shop dedi- cated to rare specimens. 9. In "Beyond
fainting," p. 13, Ernst offers a Surrealist definition of collage, 103  
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Fig. 59 Iax I,rnst, Lea/ l,andc,ape, ca. 1920 Collage of cut printed
reproductions, gouache, and ink on printed reproduction Collection
Irançois Petit, Paris sm 361 Fig. 6o ( aa,as workshop from Denis
Diderot, I:n,i~11ldir, Paris, 1751-65 (Cologne Catalogue of Educational
Aids).' This was a visual atlas illustrating the vast variety of things
with which students needed to be familiar: letters of the alphabet,
geometric shapes and constructions, parts of the body, animals,
primitive micro- organisms, geological formations, maps, landscapes,
industrial machinery, different kinds of scientific apparatuses, and so
forth. Ernst came upon the Köhter Lehrmiitel- Katalog because he was
living in Cologne. If he had been in Paris, he would have en- countered
similar charts for children, illustrating animals, foodstuffs, tools,
and the like, as well as more sophisticated catalogues intended for
scientists and other savants.s Leaf Landscape (fig. 59) shows how much
(or how little) work was required to transform a page from one of these
catalogues into an "artistic" composition. Here Ernst began with a sheet
illustrating different types of deciduous leaves, added at left the
image of an embroidered tunic (its pattern rhyming with the veins of the
leaves), and transformed the "background" of the sheet into a landscape
by inserting it series of curving contour lines separated from one
another by a ground of chalky white. The in- dividual leaves assume the
appearance of full-grown trees planted in regular rows on the irregular
terrain. A few leaves seem to have been suppressed, creating an open
area at lower right. In other examples, Ernst suppressed most of the
items on the original sheet and added more dramatic backgrounds. In T be
Master's Bedroom (cat. no. 21), an incongruous assortment of animals and
furniture appears in a room with alarming]' canted floorboards; in a
Still Liff» of about 1924 (sM 775), two monumental apples are planted in
a road traversing a desertlike landscape.9 The particular interest of
Leaf Landscape lies in the fact that its pedagogical ori- gins remain so
clearly visible. As Werner Spies has shown, Ernst's use of teaching
charts places his work in a tradition reaching back to Diderot's
Encyclope'die, published in multiple volumes from 1751 through 1765.
Visual illustrations played a considerable role in this enterprise,
which in the end included 2,800 plates. 1" Diderot's aim in cre- ating
the Encyclope'die was to to transfer knowledge-and, ultimately,
power-from it narrow clerical class to it broader public. Once the
volume appeared, it was no longer necessary to he a scholar and to read
Latin to have access to the full range of human knowledge. In principle,
anyone who could read the common language, French, could take advantage
of the Encyclope'die, which covered both abstruse topics such as math-
ematics and philosophy and everyday, ones such as papermaking and
fishing.   
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The E,ncyclopédie includes two principal kinds of plates: perspectives
and charts. The plates devoted to glassmaking, for instance, show both
an overall view of a glass workshop, with craftsmen performing various
tasks, and several charts of the different implements used by
glassmakers, with the tools laid out in a grid, as if arranged neatly on
a tabletop (see fig. 60).11 Other plates feature charts that illustrate
variations of form: the five basic types of columns, or the seemingly
infinite variety of antique sandals, for example.'2 The apparent
simplicity of these illustrations, and of the encyclopedic project as a
whole, conceals surprising philosophical complexities. The goal of
difíiising knowl- edge to a broader public was bound up with a new idea
of history as progress: now history was notjust a random sequence of
events but a meaningful evolution of the nature of society.
Nineteenth-century philosophers such as Auguste Comte and I Iegel trans-
formed this idea of historical progress into a kind of secular religion
in which practical and scientific knowledge played a critical role.
Mired in ignorance, primitive man was prey to superstitious beliefs and
to kings who claimed to rule by divine right. The advance of knowledge
meant not only that men could gain power over the natural world but also
that they were prepared to claim power over their own lives-that is,
political power. In Hegel's famous chapter the "Master-Slave Dialectic,"
knowledge overturns old relationships of power. At the beginning of
Hegel's metaphysical allegory', the master enjoys the fruits of power
while the slave does all the work. However, the slave, through his
labor, acquires real knowledge of the world, while the master, reduced
to a mere consumer, becomes ignorant and disempowered. Ultimately the
slave gains the power to overthrow his master. Hegel's allegory provided
the blueprint for Marx's vision of a communist revolution to come: the
workers, who operated and therefore understood the factories, would rise
up and reject the capitalists, who merely provided the money for them.''
Hegel and the Encyclopedists shared the optimistic belief that to
acquire information about the world was to feel more at home in it. What
men had made, they could understand. What they could understand, they
could master. The discovery that this was not true produced what was
perhaps the greatest in- tellectual shock of the twentieth century. This
fallacy became brutally evident in the period 1914 to 1918, when the
accumulated scientific, industrial, and administrative skills of Western
civilization led to a bloodbath whose scope no one had anticipated and
that no one knew how to stop (the military had estimated that a general
Euro- pean war would last five to six weeks-the duration of the
Franco-Prussian War of ó 1870-71). For Max Ernst-who served in the
German army throughout the war- as for other artists and intellectuals
of his generation, the experience of World z War I led to a profound
disillusionment with the Enlightenment ideals of reason and progress.
Already in the eighteenth century the philosophers of the Enlightenment
felt some uncertainty about the validity of the Encvrlopédie project. D'
Alembert, in his Prelimi- nary Discourse to the Encyclopedia of'Diderot,
admits that there is no one best way of organizing or explaining the
totality of human knowledge. It can be presented genealog- ically, in



terms of its actual development, or it can be presented logically, in
terms of   
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basic categories such as memory, reason, and imagination; sacred history
and secular history; science of man and science of nature; and so forth.
The choice of categories, d'Alembert acknowledges, is arbitrary;
different viewpoints might call for different sys- tems of
classification. Paradoxically, a logical exposition might prove useless,
since readers would not know where to look for the information they
want. The editors of the Encyclopédie chose, therefore, to publish their
articles in alphabetical order, in the hope that the underlying logical
arrangement of topics would somehow remain evident despite this
arbitrary presentation.14 The idea of logical clarity is hound up, for
the editors, with what d'Alembert calls "enchainment," the dream of a
comprehensive and coherent summary in which noth- ing is omitted and
everything is given its appropriate place. "The most natural arrange-
ment," d'Alembert writes, "would be the one in which the objects
followed one another by imperceptible shadings which serve
simultaneously to separate them and to unite them." As d'Alembert's
editor remarks, the model for this "natural arrangement" is to be found
in Buffon's Natural History, with its assumption that all living species
could he organized into regular sequences, one species separated from
the next by the smallest possible quantum of difference.15 The chart
used in Leaf Landscape embodies just this kind of enchainment. The
contours of the leaves modulate from left to right, while the number and
complexity of the veins increase from bottom to top. The chart is not
just a compendium of indi- vidual examples; it is a guide to the
analysis of leaves. To this extent it is it model for the Encyclopédie
enterprise as a whole. However, Ernst's emendations of the chart consti-
tute it subversion of the logic of the Encyclopédie: he deletes some
leaves, breaking the enchainment, while adding other items that are
similar in texture but do not belong in this particular sequence.
Ernst's attack on the logic of categories prefigures Magritte's word
paintings, with their intentional contradictions between image and
caption. But Ernst's true heirs in this respect are the Conceptual
artists of the 1960s and later decades, who re- turned to the
dictionary, the encyclopedia, and the atlas as material for their work.
A long list of artists, including Edward Ruscha, Mel Bochner, Joseph
Kosuth, Hanne Darboven, Gerhard Richter, Hans Haacke, Mary Kelly, and
Martha Rosler, imitate and parody the formal language of encyclopedic
documentation. The closest to Ernst in spirit, however, are Bernd and
Hilla Becher, who have, over the last fifty years, assembled a vast
atlas of photographs recording blast fur- naces, water towers, gas
tanks, mine pitheads, and other industrial structures. Their work began
to attract attention in the late 1960s, and their first book, Anonyme
Skulp- turen: Formvergleiche Industrieller Bauten (A Typology of
Technical Constructions), was published in 1969. During these years no
one was quite sure what to make of their work. For architectural
historians, the Bechers' photographs were neutral documents; the "art"
was in the buildings they recorded. For artists and critics attuned to
contem- porary art, however, there was something powerful and compelling
about the way the Bechers assembled their photographs into series and



grids of closely related structures (see frontis., p. 80). In a 1972
essay on the Bechers, the Minimalist sculptor Carl Andre   
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133 Totem and Taboo, 1941 Oil on canvas 28518x361/2 in.(72.5x92.5cm)
Loans of Theo Wormland Stiftung at the ßarerische Staatsgem
:ildesammlungen, Pinakothek der Moderne, Modern Art, New York, Purchase
sM 367 &gt; o z o v ~ Z Z noted that their work included "structures
with the same function (all water towers); structures with the same
function but with different shapes (spherical, cylindrical, and conical
water towers); structures with the same function and shape but built
with difter- cnt materials (steel, cement, wood, brick, or some
combination such as wood and steel)." 1(' ]'his methodical exploration
of permutations within a closed system was close in spirit to much
Minimal and Postminimal work of the late 1960s-to the open and closed
cubes of Sol LeWitt's SerialProjectNo. 1 (ABCD) (The Museum of Modern
Art, New York), the stacked cubes of Mel Bochner's 36 Photographs and 12
Diewrams (Städtische Galerie im Lcnbachhaus, Munich), the rearrangcable
fiberglass sections of Robert Morris's Untitled (Staelium) (Panza
Collection, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York), and Andre's own
"carpets," floor-hound grids made up of squares of various metals (lead,
steel, copper, or zinc). In a 1966 essay, "I Ionic." for America,"
artist Dan Graham had analyzed the tract housing of the post-World War
11 era as the product of a similar system of permutations: buyers in one
Florida development could choose from eight different models and eight
exterior colors, so that 2,304 arrange- ments were possible in a typical
block of eight houses. 1, The Bechers' work seemed to offer an
industrial counterpart to Graham's investigation of residential
architecture. The Bechers themselves saw their work as more in the
tradition of "the 19th century, with the encyclopedic approach used in
botany or zoology, where plants of the same variety or animals of the
same species are compared with one another on the individual pages of
the lexicon."" Similarly, the architectural historian Joseph Masheck had
com- pared their approach to the teaching methods of art historians and
architectural his- torians, who explore styles by juxtaposing related
but different works in pairs.1m" The Bechers' work is not art history or
architectural history, however. Although they usually identify the
functions, owners, and locations of the structures in their pho-
tographs, they do not explain the engineering problems that determine
the forms of their subjects. Their no-frills photographs seem designed
for naxinun clarity. Each structure is photographed from a direct,
frontal point of view, selected to minimize visual drama. There are no
shadows, no clouds, no movement, and no people. In the end these
strategies, as Masheck observed, often make it hard to understand what
you are looking at-how the structure is really organized, and how it
relates to the land- scape or the other structures around it. The
Bechers' formal choices make their pic- tures more impressive but less
informative. Like the less polished photographs in Edward Ruscha's photo
hooks (Twenty- six Gasoline Stations, 1962; Every Building on Sunset
Strip, 1966; Thirty Form Parking Lots in I.osAngeles, 1967), the
Bechers' work is a kind of parody of architectural history. The artists
evoke the encyclopedic tradition only to subvert it. Instead of
rupturing the logic of a taxonomic chart by arbitrarily deleting items



(as Ernst did in Leaf Landrcape), they collapse taxonomy by providing an
excess of information. If your goal is simply, to understand how blast
furnaces are designed, the 223 examples in the Bechers' 1990 hook Blast
Furnaces tell you far more than you want to know.20 Studying one beauti-
fully printed image after another, you confront so many intricate
details, so many similarities and subtle differences, that You cannot
make sense of it all. Whether   
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arranged in linear sequences (in their books) or in monumental grids (on
gallery walls), the Bechers' pictures function as a kind of visual
mantra, repeating one architectural form over and over, with minute
variations, until the overwhelmed viewer achieves a state of catatonic
bliss. Yet there is more to the Bechers' photographs. There is also, as
Masheck suggests, a kind of Romantic melancholy transferred from Gothic
ruins to industrial structures on the verge of ruin. Their images can be
linked to Robert Smithson's vision of the wastelands of Passaic, New
Jersey, as "ruins in reverse." (Smithson visited the Bechers in 1968 and
with them toured the slag heaps around the steelworks of Obcrhausen.)21
The abandoned industrial structures photographed by the Bechers seem to
he sym- bols for the intellectual bankruptcy of the two economic
philosophies that dominated the twentieth century (free-market economics
and communism). For the Bechers and their contemporaries, as for Ernst,
the Enlightenment belief in the redemptive power of reason founders on
the random currents of history. MAX ERNST'S COLONIZATION OF THE
ENCYCLOPEDIA claimed for art new realms of imagery hitherto reserved for
technical illustrators. Pictures of chemical apparatuses revealed an
unfamiliar but suggestive vocabulary of tubes, beakers, vials, wires,
and rods, which Ernst brilliantly transformed in works such as his
Hydrometric Demon- stration of Killing by Temperature of 1920 (sr 346).
Similar firms played an impor- tant role in the work of Marcel Duchamp
and Francis Picabia, and they, have been revived in more literal fashion
by contemporary artists. Among the last are Wim Dclvoye, Eve Andree
Laramie, and Monika Kulicka, who use tubes and beakers bor- rowed from
the laboratory to construct elaborate parodies of chemistry experiments,
impressive for their allegorical allusiveness rather than for their
scientific content." Medical and anatomical illustrations provided Ernst
with a source of imagery even more striking than the Lehrmittel. As
William Camfield notes, Ernst's collage Stratified Rocks, Natures Gift
o, f Gneiss Lava Icelandic Moss... (fig. 61) is based on a plate from
the Bibliotheca Paedagogica, revealing the internal anatomy of a horse
(fig. 62). In the original, the animal's side has been cut away to
expose its internal organs. The lungs, the rib cage, and a section of
the intestines have been folded back to show the heart. It is a
disturbing, even "Surrealist" image in its own right.23 Ernst's first
move in adapting the plate was to make the horse less recognizable by
rotating it so that it was upside down.24 Ile then overpainted it,
turning the image into a desert land- scape, curiously divided between a
perspectival view of distant buttes and mountains in   
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Fig. 63 Kiki Smith, How I Know In Here, 1985-2000 Linoleum cut on 4
sheets of machine made Thai paper Courtesy the artist and Editions
IFawbush, New York the upper two-thirds of the picture and a
stratigraphic view of subsoil layers in the lower one-third. (For a
German audience, this desert landscape would have recalled the immensely
popular Wild West novels of Karl May.) The still-visible internal organs
of the horse-lungs, ribs, intestines-are transformed into strange cacti
growing from the barren soil. Similar imagery of internal organs has
been a recurrent feature of art since 1960, sometimes disguised,
sometimes represented literally.25 In the 1990s the English artist
Damien Hirst found a way to go one up on anatomical illustration by
slicing open animals and putting their neatly cut-up corpses on display
in large glass boxes filled with formaldehyde.25 Hirst's work is notable
largely for its shock value. A more subtle and effective use of such
imagery occurs in the work of Kiki Smith, whose oversized print How I
Know I'm Here (fig. 63) offers an elegant, white-on-black catalogue of
the artist's lungs, intestines, ovaries, tongue, kidneys, liver,
stomach, and brain, all tied together by a delicate web of veins. When
scientific or medical imagery enters the realm of art, it loses its
purely scientific character and begins to function as symbol or
allegory. In How I Know I nm Here the interstitial images of the artist
closing one eye, clasping her foot, holding a hand to her ear, biting
into a piece of fruit, and (less delicately) picking her nose present an
updated, funky version of the traditional allegory of the senses. The
image of the body's interior represents a return to what Mikhail Bakhtin
calls the "grotesque body" of medieval culture. The medical theories of
Antiquity and the Middle Ages saw the body as a microcosm of the
universe, dominated by four humors (black bile, yellow bile, phlegm, and
blood) corresponding to the four basic elements (earth, fire, water, and
air).27 Beneath this relatively abstruse symbolism lay a popular
understanding   
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to eat without loud chewing, not to snort and pant, to keep the mouth
shut, etc.; in other words, to close up and limit the body's confines
and to smooth the bulges." 3') Proper behavior includes a new definition
of "correct" speech, "prohibit[ing] all that is linked with fecundation,
pregnancy, childbirth. 3' The new image of the body and the new canon of
behavior express the new Renaissance ideal of "a closed individuality
that does not merge with other bodies and with the world."32 Art and
manners collaborate to define an aristocratic self profoundly different
from the shapeless, permeable body characteristic of common people. I
however, this new definition of social difference opens up new
possibilities for humor as social criticism. The bodily humor of the
commedia dell'arte reverses the bodily hierarchy of high and low and, in
doing so, suggests a carnivalesque inversion of social classes.33 In a
similar vein, the critic Simon Taylor writes about Kiki Smith's work:
"The way Smith explores the exterior and interior regions of the body,
examining the nervous, digestive, and urogenital systems, skin,
orifices, and bodily fluids, suggests an investi- gation of body
symbolism, one that rejects the bourgeois hierarchy of the body, which
privileges the head and denigrates the lower bodily stratum." 34 It is
not clear, however, whether social criticism is in fact the goal in
Ernst's Strati- fied Rocks, Nature's G ft of Gneiss Lava Icelandic Moss
or in Smith's How I Know I'm Here. Their imagery seems closer to the
medieval vision of the body as a stage for the natural activities of
procreation and digestion. It is significant, in this context, that
Ernst thor- oughly disguises the overall form of the horse as it appears
in his source image. In his collage there is no sense of a ruptured
body; rather the anatomical fragments (ribs, veins, viscera) seem to be
growing spontaneously amid a natural landscape. Similarly, Smith
arranges her internal organs into an abstract frieze, not a simulacrum
of a bodily   
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&gt; o z O V z z x f4l':- cavity. Other works by Smith evoke a sense of
horror or abjection, but not this one. I Icre the body is revealed, not
dismembered. The theme of the revelation of the body's interior also
plays an important, albeit subliminal role in the work of Bernd and I
lilla Becher. Many of the structures they photograph are designed for
the transfer of gases, liquids, or molten substances. The tubes and
tanks that appear so often in the Bechers' pictures are the industrial
equiva- lent of the body's circulatory system. They contrast with the
rectilinear girders around them, setting up an opposition between
functional and structural elements-in effect, the arteries and bones of
their subjects-that is especially clear in the pictures of entire
industrial complexes (see fig. 64). The Bechers' interest in industrial
structures was shared in the I 960s and I 970s by both architectural
historians and practicing architects. As early as 1961 the British
architectural group known as Archigrani had proposed temporary buildings
that could be assembled and reassembled in different configurations,
like elements from a child's Erector set. The end products looked more
like machinery on a factory floor than like traditional buildings.
Nevertheless, many of these temporary structures assumed a curiously
human appearance, as demonstrated by Ron I lerron's Walking Cities
project of 1964 and Peter Cook's Exhibition Tower project for Expo 67.
The modular, science-fiction quality of these proposals was echoed in
Renzo Piano and Richard Rogers' Centre Georges Pompidou, built in Paris
from 1971 to 1977. Seeking maximum flexibility as Archigram had done,
Rogers and Piano moved the structural frame of the building to the
outside, leaving the interior space empty so that it could be
reconfigured at will. Moreover, they moved not only the building's
skeleton but also its internal organs to its exterior. It is this
innovation that makes the design truly novel. The front facade is
decorated by the building's system for pedestrian circulation: a series
of glass-enclosed escalators, connecting with other glass-enclosed tubes
that serve as external hallways (fig. 65). Other circulatory
systems-heating vents and elevators-ornament the rear facade. In an echo
of the anatomical dia- granms discovered by Ernst, the functional organs
are exposed instead of hidden. ERNST'S WORK CHANGED SIGNIFICANTLY after
he moved to Paris in 1922. Living in close contact with pan] Eluard,
Andre Breton, and the other writers of what would later become known as
the Surrealist group, Ernst increasingly adopted transgression rather
than subversion as an aesthetic goal. Certain pictures of the 1920s,
such as The Blessed Virgin Chastises the InfàntJesus be fora Three
Witnesse_:A.B, P.E. and theArtist (cat. no. 64) seem to illustrate
scenarios suggested directly by Breton." Rebelling against his own
Catholic upbringing, Ernst also played with blasphemous parody in his
1923 canvas Pietà or Revolution by Night (frontis., p. 52) which revised
the traditional Piers 9o  
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Fig. 64 Benin and I Iilla Becher, Blasi Furnarr Plant B, 1969 Photograph
Courtcsv Sonnabend Gallcrv, New York Fig. 65 Renu&gt; Piano and Richard
Rogers, Centre Georges Pompidou, 1971-77 theme by showing the Christ
figure as a beardless young man in modern clothes, sup- 3c' ported not
by the Virgin Mary but by an older man with a mustache and bowler hat.
Such parodies remain a staple of art today, particularly works by
Catholic artists. In a 1983 performance Marina Abramovic posed herself
as the Virgin Mary, with her companion Ulav sprawled across her lap.
Andres Serrano gained notoriety, it not tame, with his 1987 Piss Christ,
a photograph of a plaster statue of Christ plunged into a tank of golden
orange urine. Ten years later, in 1997, Robert Gober created an
elaborate installation centering on a cast-concrete statue of the Virgin
Mary traversed by a sheet- metal culvert pipe and seated atop a roadside
drain, as though she were the receptacle for all the dirty ditchwater of
the world." However compelling Ernst's paintings were, it is in his
collage novels-La /f'nvne 100 totes (1929; frontis., p. 106; figs. 30,
37, 72; cat. nos. 76-R1, 167, 167a), Réve d'tntc• petite fille qui
voulut entrer an Carmel (1930; frontis., pp. xviii, 282; fig. 38; cat
nos. 82-92, 169, 169a), and Une senxaine de bonté (1934; frontis., pp.
20, 50; figs. 42-47, 67; cat. nos. 172, 172a)-that Ernst invented what
Spies aptly describes as a Surrealist universe. There is no
hard-and-fast line between Ernst's earlier collages and his Surrealist
work: the early collages foreshadow his later themes, while many of the
later collages retain it Dacia flavor. And vet, overall, there is a
perceptible shift in his technique and symbolism. As early as 1920, in
The Master's Bedroorn and other works, he had used the motif of canted
floorboards, borrowed from Giorgio de Chirico, to create an artificial,
stage- like space, simultaneously vast and claustrophobic. In adapting
de Chirico's style to the new medium of collage, Ernst was reviving, at
second hand, the German Symbolist tradition of Arnold Bíicklin, Franz
von Stuck, and Max Klinger, who had been de Chirico's first models. Of
course, Ernst had direct access to this tradition, and some of his later
collages paraphrase specific works by the Symbolists.;' Symbolist
elements were of relatively minor importance in Ernst's Dada work but
play a major role in his collage novels, as they do in the contemporary
paintings of 1alí and Magritte. As Spies has shown, this change in
emphasis, from the intellec- tual rupture of the early collages to the
uncanny melodrama of the later work, is ac- companied by it change in
Ernst's source material. After arriving in Paris, he had continued to
use educational and scientific images, replacing the KolnerLehrmittel-
Katalog with similar French sources, for example the popular science
magazine La Nature.3' In 1929, however, Ernst began to rely heavily on
nineteenth-century illus- trated novels such as Les damnées de Paris and
Le secret de Germaine. Spies points out that these attracted Ernst on
account of their melodramatic subject matter and also be- cause they
were illustrated with wood engravings executed in a uniform manner; this
uniform technique allowed Ernst to maintain a consistent style in his
finished col- lages even when he combined images from different
sourccs.30 Gustave Doré was another important model, for similar



reasons. Doré's illustra- tions to Dante's Inferno (1861) and to
Cervantes's Don Quixote (1863) blurred the bor- ders between the real
and the fantastic, mingling horror, sensuality, fantasy, and
(occasionally) humor. As Spies notes, Doré's draftsmanship was
spectacular but de- liberately anonymous, designed to guide the
engravers who carved the blocks for ]its   
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Fig. 66 Fig. 67 Gustave Doré,LudgateHi//(Illustration from Max Ernst,
Water 2(IIlustration from London, 1872) Un&lt;„vnaine dr bonté, 1934)
Reproduction of collage Private collection illustrations, translating
flesh, stone, water, clouds, and sky into shimmering fab- rics woven
from parallel lines. His pursuit of realism culminated in a general air
of unreality-what Spies calls the "effect of reproduction." 41 Doré's
1877 volume London is meant as a piece of reportage, but his
melodramatic imagination and his fantastical style transform the city
into a modernized version of Dante's Inferno. Doré's depiction of
Ludgate Hill (fig. 66) shows the city streets filled with a crowd of
intolerable density. It calls to mind T. S. Eliot's description of
London in "The Waste Land": Unreal City, Under the brown fog of a winter
dawn, A crowd flowed over London Bridge, so many, I had not thought
death had undone so many. ~ &gt; K o a z o lJ (Eliot here borrows from
Dante [In, Jërno 3.55-57]: "ch'io non avrei mai creduto/ the morte tanta
n'avesse disfatta.") In Doré's print the stream of traffic passes
beneath a classical arch-a monumental pile worthy of John Martin or
Thomas Cole-that turns out, on closer inspection, to be merely a railway
bridge. In the distance the dome of Saint Paul's rises like a heavenly
vision. The city views in Ernst's collage novels manifest a similar
combination of realism and unreality. A typical plate from Une semaine
de bonté (fig. 67) shows a city under siege, with armies clashing on the
ruins of a suspension bridge. The shattered obelisk in the foreground
rhymes uncannily with the spires of the Gothic church in the dis- tance,
while the span of the bridge, its cables severed, has collapsed into the
river. The contrast between serenity and destruction, between the
geometric architecture and the frenzied figures, appears fantastic in
its own right. To all this, which seems to have existed in Ernst's
source, he added the nude sleeping in the foreground, like a   
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naiad from Greek legend. With her appearance, the emotional key of the
picture shifts abruptly from sublimity and aggression to beauty and
desire. Or, the viewer wonders, is there a connection: is the beautiful
woman in the foreground somehow the cause of the violence in the
background? The insertion of a beautiful nude figure into an everyday
environment is also a popular strategy in contemporary art. From Hannah
Wilke through Marina Abramovic, female performance artists have appeared
nude in museums and galleries. More re- cently Vanessa Beecroft has
hired phalanxes of nude or scantily clad models to stand motionless in
public. In these performances, as in Ernst's work, two different orders
of reality intersect. One is the social world of streets and public
spaces; the other is the ideal world of the classical nude or its
profane double, the world of erotic fantasy.42 Ernst sometimes
underscored the difference between these worlds by utilizing nudes
engraved in a linear, Neoclassical style that contrasted with the tonal
style of the source material into which they were inserted.`t3 These
Neoclassical nudes conform to the ideal body of the Renaissance-"closed,
smooth, and impenetrable," as Bakhtin described it-as opposed to the
"grotesque," penetrable body found in Ernst's earlier collages (see fig.
61). They stand, in effect, for an idea of "beauty" that Ernst had tried
to demolish in his earlier Dada work. This is not to say that Ernst's
Surrealist col- lages are "beautiful" in any conventional sense. Rather,
they suggest a dramatic tension between real life and ideal beauty. In
Ernst's view of a fallen bridge (fig. 67), for example, the furor of
battle is silenced or rendered insignificant by the peaceable slum- ber
of the nude in the foreground. The nude functions as a kind of fetish.
In contemporary criticism the term "fetish" is generally meant in either
a Marx- ist or a Freudian sense. Social historians use "commodity
fetishism" to describe our tendency to endow expensive objects with
quasi-magical powers, so that they serve as a distraction from
exploitative social relationships. For psychoanalytic critics, a fetish
is a stimulus or even a sine qua non for sexual excitement. Obviously,
both kinds of fetishism can be found in real life. But do the Marxist
and Freudian analyses actually explain fetishism? In Capital, Marx says
that a product becomes a fetish when people begin to attribute value to
it in excess of the quantity of labor it contains-that is, its "labor
value." Insofar as it varies from the labor value, the price-or
"exchange value"-is a distortion. It should be noted, however, that
economists have spent more than a cen- tury arguing over the validity of
the labor theory of value. If it is impossible to define the labor value
incarnated in a product, then it is meaningless to describe a deviation
from that value as commodity fetishism. Moreover, Marx has little to say
about fac- tors such as advertising or conspicuous consumption, which
clearly contribute to com- modity fetishism as a social phenomenon.aa
The Freudian analysis of fetishism is based on the argument that the
sight of female genitals causes men castration anxiety and that the
revelation of a woman's naked body can therefore destroy the sexual
desire aroused by her partially clothed body. The sexual fetish helps
overcome this anxiety by providing a symbolic substi- tute for the



alarmingly absent female phallus.4' However, the explosion after 1970 of
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&gt; o a z o ~ z hard-core pornography, in print and more recently on
the Internet, demonstrates that it is possible to be anatomically
explicit without stifling desire; sexual fetishism is om- nipresent in
contemporary culture while castration anxiety seems to he disappearing.
Perhaps it would be prudent to adopt the everyday understanding of a
fetish as something that is desired because it can fend off not only
castration anxiety but anxiety in general. The child's security blanket
is a precursor to adult fetishes such as cars and jewelry. Unlike the
security blanket, the adult fetish possesses qualities of beauty and
harmony that offer some compensation for the ugliness and discord of
everyday life. In this sense, physical beauty is a common fetish. We try
to be attractive, or to have an attractive partner. Much of popular
culture consists essentially of the display of attractive men and women.
This was not always the case. Our visual culture, in which we are
constantly surrounded by images of beautiful bodies, clothed and un-
clothed, dates only from the fifteenth century. It came into being with
the emergence of new techniques of visual reproduction, together with
the "new bodily canon" de- scribed by Bakhtin. Of course, this bodily
canon was not completely new; rather, it was the result of the revival
of classical art. Without printmaking (and its descendant, photography)
there could not have been such a proliferation of images. And without
the classical revival the new reproductive technology might not have
been devoted to idealized images of the body. Images of the body were
not absent from medieval art. For the most part, how- ever, the medieval
body, was clothed in heavy robes that concealed its anatomy. When the
naked body was revealed, it appeared as a collection of disparate parts:
knobby shoulders and knees, skinny arms and shanks, bulging stomach and
thighs, sometimes rendered with remarkable realism but no longer
integrated into the harmonious schemata of classical art.-4" This does
not mean that the body represented in this way appeared unattractive to
the medieval viewer, for beauty inhered in individual parts of the body
to the medieval eye. Medieval descriptions of beauty tend to take the
form of enumerations. In one of Chrcticn de Troyes's romances, written
in the twelfth century, it man praises his beloved for her "fair"
tresses;" her "bright" brow; the "brilliance" of her eyes; her -radiant"
face, "where the hue of the rose suffuses that of the lily;" her
"delicate" nose; her "dainty" mouth; her "ivory" teeth; her neck, which
is "four times as white as ivory;" and her bosom, which is "whiter than
freshly fallen snow."4' To some extent, the literary strat- egy of
enumeration simply reflects the nature of language, which cannot
describe coin- plex structures all at once (as a picture can) but must
first list their elements and then describe their relationship.
Nonetheless, the literary evocation of beauty begins to shift after the
Renaissance. On one hand, beauty continues to be identified with
radiance: in Madame de La Fayette's eighteenth-century novel La
Princessc' de Ckz'e~s, the heroine is praised for "the paleness of her
skin and her blond hair." On the other, the enumeration of individual
details tends to give way to more generalized descriptions. Beyond the
heroine's generic paleness and blondness, we learn only that "her



features were regu- lar, and her face and body were full of grace and
charm." Instead of listing her attrib- utes, the other characters in the
novel refer over and over to the heroine's "beauty" as   
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Fig. 68 left Nall, The Giant, 1992 'l'r:uisparcncy in lighthox Courtesy
of the artist Fig. 69 Kurt Kaupcr, Cary Grant #1, 2001 Oil on panel
Collection of Dean Valentine and Amy AdClson, Los Angeles, and ACME.,
Los Angeles if it were an abstract, metaphysical quality. Beauty has
become something that in- heres in the body as a whole, a quality of
proportion that is less susceptible to verbal de- scription than the
beauty made up of separate elements.45 This change in literary
conventions corresponds to a change in the visual culture of European
society. Botticelli and Leonardo modified the classical ideal even as
they revived it, and the ideal body type as represented in art has
changed numerous times since the fifteenth ccntury.4t What has remained
constant, however, is the fixation on the nude (or seminude) body seen
as a whole, positioned and depicted so that there is a harmonious
relationship among its parts, bulges and hollows tastefully, balanced,
one contour leading gracefully into another. It is this unified,
idealized body, not the real thing, that serves as the preferred fetish
of Western culture since the Renaissance. In the illustrations to his
collage novels, Ernst both exposes and exploits this fetishistic image
of the body. The disparity between the nude bodies (invariably female)
and their realistic settings reminds us of their unreal character.
Nevertheless, they continue to play their fetishistic role, arousing and
consoling the viewer.'0 In today's perform- ance art the body generally
retains its fetishistic character. Contemporary artists working in other
modes, however, sometimes recycle Ernst's imagery in ways that
defetishize the image of the body. In The Giant (fig. 68), Jeff Wall
combines the images of a nude woman and a university library. The twist,
here, is that the two images are reproduced at different scales so that
the woman towers like agiant over her surroundings. At first glance, the
image seems to be a simple update of Ernst's collages, made with
photographs and im- aging software instead of engravings, scissors, and
glue. The setting speaks of intellect, studiousness, self-discipline,
while the nude, with her full breasts, trim figure, and erect posture
suggests the untrammeled pleasures of the body. On closer inspection,
how- ever, the viewer discovers that the nude is not a twenty-something
babe but a mature woman with gray hair and a wrinkled face who is
studying a piece of paper. The an- ticipated image of the fetish breaks
down. In our gallery of visual stereotypes, we have a place for sexy
young women, and a place for desexualized older women; but we are not
accustomed to seeing sexy older women. A different kind of
defetishization is at work in Kurt Kauper's Cary Grant #1 (fig. 69).
Kaupcr here invokes several different iconic images. One is of course
the image of Grant himself, the suave, glamorous movie star, always
impeccably attired. Another is the image of the desirable male nude (or
seminude), familiar from adver- tisements, bodybuilding magazines, and
the photographs of Robert Mapplethorpe.   
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The third is the nineteenth-century society portrait, showing a
beautifully coiffed and clothed woman posed in an elegant interior. (In
his picture Kauper alludes specifi- cally to Ingres's 1845 Portrait
o!'th(, Comtesse d'Ilaussonville, in the Frick Collection -)'l Each of
these images could serve straightfirrwardly as a visual fetish, but in
combina- &gt; o 2 ~ Z o u z Lion they are disorienting. The Ernstian
image of a female nude appearing unexpectedly in an elegant in- terior
is by now familiar, retaining just enough shock value to serve as a
staple of edgy fashion photography (in the work of I lehnut Newton, for
instance). We are less ac- customed, however, to encountering a male
nude in this setting. Furthermore, Kauper's handling of anatomy is
subtly designed to subvert our desire to fetishizc the body. The
iuscular curves of the model's abdomen and thighs are interrupted by tan
lines cutting across them, so that the exposed flesh of the groin looks
pale and sad. Even in cul- tures where the depiction of the male
genitals is not taboo, their representation poses an artistic problem,
since they are so different in form and scale from the limbs stir-
rounding them. The ancient Greeks dealt with this by shrinking and
stylizing the gen- itals, so that they appear as a jewelry-like pendant
to the muscular curve of the groin.s2 Representing them as larger and
more "realistic" (and vet not exaggerated in the man- ner of Robert
1Vlapplethorpe), Kauper makes it difficult to reconcile the resulting
im- of a beautiful woman is unquestionably the most poetical topic in
the world."SS This image recurs with alarming regularity in paintings,
among them Anne-Louis Girodet's Burial o/'Attala,   
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Fig. 70 Gregory Crewdson Untitled (Ophelia) from the Twilight series ,
2001 Edition of 10 plates plus 3 artist's proots Courtesv of the artist
and I.uhring Augustine Gallery, New York Fig. 71 André Rrouillct,
Clinical UemaratYration at thr Salparioe, 1887 Oil on c.utvas Nlusce d'
I listoirc de 1,1 .Altdecine, Paris Fig. 72 Max Ernst, Material
Fz'idenee (Illustration from La / rnnne 100 tNrc, 1929) Reproduction of
collage PriV ate collection 1808 (Muséc du Louvre, Paris), Paul
Delaroche's The E'xecrttiorr o/'LadyJane Grey, 1833 (National Gallery,
London), and Léon Cogniet's Tintoretto Painting His Dead DauOte•r; 1843
(Muséc des Beaux-Arts dc Bordeaux). Shakespeare's tragic image of
Ophelia throwing herself into a brook, singing old songs until she
drowns, provided inspiration for paintings by Eugene Dclacroix in 1844
and John Everett Millais in 1852; and Dclarochc appropriated the motif
of a beautiful girl floating lifelessly downstream for his Young Martyr;
1855 (Muséc du Louvre, Paris). A photograph from Gregory Crewdson's
Twilight series (fig. 70) reproduces the image of the drowned Ophelia
but trans- fers it to the interior of it house whose living room has
been mys- teriously flooded. It typifies Crewdson's pictures, which are
intended to look like film stills or entire films condensed into sin-
gle images, and whose combination of quotidian detail (the out- of-date
furniture, the lace curtains) with uncanny lighting effects is strongly
reminiscent of movies such as Steven Spielberg's Close Encounters o/'the
Third Kind. The discrepancy between action and setting characteristic of
Ernst's collages has migrated from high art into popular culture and
back again. From Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley's Frankenstein onward,
science and medicine have played an important role in melo- drama.
Toward the end of the nineteenth century medicine and melodrama
intersected in the psychiatric study of hysteria. 1lys- terical women
seemed to be possessed by forces or even distinct personalities beyond
their conscious control; their seizures often took the form of violent
physical movements of it sexual charac- ter, punctuated by lapses into
deathlike passivity. Andre Brouillet's 1887 canvas Clinical
Demonstration at the Salßcitriire (fig. 71) shows the influential
psychiatrist Jean Martin Charcot lecturing while his most famous
patient, Blanche Wittman, gives a com- mand performance of a hysterical
seizure. As David Lomas has demonstrated, Ernst and the Surrealists were
fascinated by hysteria, which they saw as offering an escape from the
fixed self of bourgeois culture. In Ernst's collages the med- ical
laboratory becomes the stage for the Romantic melodrama of beauty under
siege.°° In one plate from La/'mnre 100 fetes (fig. 72), a courtroom is
transformed into a medical theater with it beautiful unconscious patient
recumbent on the operating table; the lawyers become doctors, staring
uncertainly at their patient while two more hysterical women rise up in
the audience, baring their breasts. Sometimes the medical theater seems
to become it torture chamber. This anxiety is particularly evident in
representations of   
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a o z o u surgery. In Thomas Eakins's Gross Clinic, 1875 (Jefferson
Medical College of Thomas Jefferson University, Philadelphia), the
patient's mother, at left, throws up her hands in horror at the wounds
being inflicted on her son, even though the present injury will lead to
his future well-being. Ernst played on our fear that doctors are
motivated not by benevolence but by pleasure in inflicting pain.
TheAnatomy (fig. 73), one of his early, photo collages in this vein,
anticipates the image of the dismembered body in a 1992 photograph by
Cindy Sherman (fig. 74). In Sherman's photograph we see a series of
plastic body parts (manu- factured for medical instruction), reproducing
a woman's head, shoulders, arms, breasts, hips, and sex. Lit in garish
hues of green and yellow, they are arranged on a crumpled red satin
sheet, as if to suggest an expensive hooker with her throat slit by a
demented client. In Ernst's 1921 collage segments of a woman's (real)
body are combined with mechanical elements and placed in a tin tub. We
seem to see a dissected body placed in a tub so that the blood can drain
out of it. The eerieness of Ernst's collage is in- creased by the play
on the ambiguous border between animate and inanimate: what appears at
first glance to be the spinal column proves, on closer inspection, to he
a length of pipe. Both images are rendered more disturbing by the tact
that the figures are upside down, their heads dangling limply at the
bottom of the image while their genitals (realistic or abstract) are
thrust into the place usually reserved for the head. The linkage of
desire and sadism in these examples is typical of early Modernist works
ranging from Otto Dix's 1922 etching Sex Murder to Giacometti's 1932
sculp- ture Woman with Her Throat Cut. It is not clear whether these
pieces condemn mas- culine aggression against women or celebrate it, and
Sherman',, photograph is freighted with a similar ambiguity.'' The
transformation from living female body to inanimate mannequin has been
read by some observers not as an expression of aggression but as a
demonstration of the effect of the masculine gaze, suppressing the
awareness of indi- vidual character in order to fetishize the body."
Other critics, among them Julia Kristeva, have taken a more positive
view of the image of the abject or disassembled body, seeing it as an
allegory for the deconstruction and reconstruction of the self. In their
view, if the natural body is defined by conventional social roles, the
unnatural body is one that we can reinvent according to our own dreams
and desires.'`) Apart from its sources in Surrealism, this line of
thought seems to have been influenced by the English psychoanalytic
school, especially R. I). Laing's popular books   
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Fig. 73 Fig. 74 I,cx I!rnst, The Anatomy (The Sichool-Prepared Cindvv
Sherman, Utitled #261, 1992 ,4na1omy), 1921 Photogr.iph Photographic
enlargement of collage with gouache Courtesv Cindy Sherman and and ink
mounted on paperhoard Metro Pictures Gallery Private collection sta 423
creates, in meticulous detail, a man's foot and calf emerging from the
wall (fig. 75). The difference here is that the feminine arm in Ernst's
collage re- tains, even in its severed state, the sense of harmonious
proportion that characterizes the fetishized body as a whole. Gober's
severed leg, by con- trast, is a compressed version of the defetishized
masculine body depicted by Kauper. Instead of evoking the desirable
grace of it well-turned calf, it summons up the embarrassment of a hairy
strip of pale flesh emerging in the gap between hiked-up trousers and
too-short socks. FINALLY, WE SHOULD CONSIDER THE IMPACT of some of Max
Ernst's technical innovations. Other than his assembling of collages
from old engravings, the most significant of these is probably the
technique of frot- tage, or rubbing. Ernst claimed to have discovered
frottage in it mystical revelation inspired by the discussion of random
forms and landscapes in Leonardo da Vinci's Treatise on Painting. On
August 10, 1925, finding himself obsessed with the patterns of grooves
in the floorboards of his hotel room, he placed sheets of paper on the
floor and rubbed them "at random" with a black lead pencil to see what
images might emerge.62 99 Fig. 75 Robert Goher, Untitledl.q, 1989-90
IIeessvm, cotton, wood, leather, atol human hair hlic 7lu.cum of Modern
:Art, New York, Uaunhci-cr C'oiledion (c) Robert Goher of the 1960s,
such as The Politics of Experience. Arguing that schizophrenia reflects
the horror of actual life in modern society, Laing proposed a curative
descent into the depths of the soul, an experience he described in
anatomical terms: "When our personal worlds are rediscovered and allowed
to reconstitute themselves, we first discover a shambles. Bodies
half-dead; genitals dissociated from heart; heart severed from head;
head dissociated from genitals.... Torn-body, mind, and spirit-by inner
contradic- tions,... a half-crazed creature in it mad world."')') This
vision of the inner self corre- sponds closely to the imagery in Hans
Bellmer's photographs, in Ernst's Anatomy, and in Sherman's work of the
later 1980s and early 1990s. At first glance modern images of dissected
bodies such as those in Kiki Smith's How I Know I'm Here (fig. 63) or
Ernst's own Stratified Rocks (fig. 61) also seem to be throwbacks to the
grotesque body of medieval art and literature. ]'here is an important
difference between the medieval and the twentieth-century examples,
however. The grotesque body is not really grotesque. It is more
accurately described as a physical body within a worldview that accepts
the coexistence of interior and exterior and the permeability of the
boundary between self and world. In contrast, the dissected body in
Sherman's photograph, in Smith's prints, and in Ernst's photo collage is
a shattered fetish; once unified, it has been ruptured by violence. Its
multiplicity is not natural or self-sufficient because it is haunted by
the memory of unity' and perfection.'') This sense of ruptured wholeness
finds its most effective symbol ill the image of individual limbs that
have become detached from the body. In one collage from La f come 100



totes (cat. no. 80), a woman demands of a gentleman who is running away,
"Open your hag, my good man." The request is unnecessary, because we can
already see the guilty evidence the man meant to conceal in his
suitcase: it is a woman's severed arm. Similarly, a recent sculpture by
Robert Gober re- ~~~. ~.~., ~. ~ -,- ~ . -~ _. ~ AIN r I T ~'• ~,  
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&gt; K 0 ~ Z 0 lJ Fig. 76 Kiki Smith, My Blue Lake, 1994 Photogravure
and monoprint Kiki Smith and Universal Limited Art I?ditions, Courtesy
Pace-Wildenstein, New lurk A survey of Ernst's first essays in the new
technique suggests that the process was not in fact random. I lis
compositions resemble illustrations for texts on natural history, a
choice appropriate to the materials the rubbings are taken from: wood,
leaves, chest- nuts, and other natural substances. We are back in the
encyclopedic world of Ernst's collages of 1919-20. In the frottages,
incongruities of scale induce it sense of surreal- ity. Thus, wood grain
is used to suggest the furrows of a field; individual chestnuts
represent large clumps of foliage; and a single leaf rises up, as large
as the tree trunks around it (cat. no. 57). What is especially striking
about the frottages, apart from their imagery, is the tact that they are
not representations but impressions. What we see (at least in terns of
texture) is the result not of artistic mimesis but of a cause-and-effect
relationship be- tween material and mark. In this sense, frottage is
like photography, in which the image results from the interaction of
reflected light and silver salts. Indeed, some of Ernst',, frottages
resemble the contemporary photographs of Karl Blossfeldt, who
specialized in close-up views of leaves and other natural forms.
Blossfeldt framed his motifs against blank backgrounds and lit them from
the side to accentuate their sculp- tural character. Ernst's technique
of rubbing with it pencil produced an effect of alter- nating light and
dark areas like that in Blossfcldt's photographs (which lie may have
seen when they were exhibited at the Nicrendorf Gallery in Berlin in
1925). Kiki Smith's 1995 self-portrait My Blue Like creates a similar
effect. It is as if she had used her face as it printing plate, rubbing
it with ink and then rolling it from side to side across the paper (fig.
76). The immediate antecedent for this process was Jasper Johns's
technique in his 1962 studies for Skin, in which lie put oil on his face
and hands, pressed them against sheets of paper, and then rubbed
charcoal lightly over the sheets, so that it adhered to the oily areas
but not to the dry paper." In fact, Smith used an unusual periphery
camera to nuke her self-portrait, which she then printed as a
photogravurec'4 Difference in technique notwithstanding, the impulse
underlying Smith's work and Ernst's frottages remains the same: to give
a sense that the visible image is a literal trace and not it mimetic
rendering. Smith, like johns before her, lends new meaning to this
procedure, reviving and transforming the mythology asso- ciated with
Jackson Pollock, according to which the work of art is important, not as
an image, but as a record of the artist's activity-indeed, of the
artist's self. In the late 1930s frottage was succeeded in Ernst's work
by the new technique of decalcomania, invented by his fellow Surrealist
Oscar Dominguez. Decalcomania is effected by putting paints down on
canvas, pressing a sheet of paper or glass on top of them, and then
lifting the sheet. The combination of pressure and suction (produced   
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Fig. 77 Fig. 78 lack Uavis 1?C Comics, Illustration from Ravnwnd
I'cttibon, Uniil&'d Tiles fiow Me Ci vpl, ca. 1950 (Rel My Alolhrr i
king Lips when the sheet is lifted) pushes and pulls the colors into
strange, visceral ridges, like those on the surface of a sponge. As in
frottage, the illusion of three-dimensional form is accentuated by
shading that alternates rapidly from light to dark. Ernst primarily
deployed this technique in a series of landscapes, revising and en-
larging his frottage landscapes of the late 1920s. The masterpiece of
this new series was Europe after the Rain (cat. no. 135), begun in a
European prison camp in 1940 and completed in 1942, after Ernst had
escaped to the United States. Here decalcomania evokes a decaying
landscape, where the organic forms of dying humans and animals mingle
indistinguishably with the inorganic forms of buttes and mesas
(recalling his 1920 collage Stratified Rocks ). A sunny blue sky,
slickly illusionistic, presides ironi- cally over this scene of horror.
'T'here is an unexpected affinity between such works by Ernst and the
contem- porary works of Ivan Albright, a leading American painter of the
1930s and 1940s. Albright's style had evolved from it kind of mannerist
Regionalism to it weird, cari- catural realism. In effect, it was it
home-grown American version of Surrealism, based on the multiplication
and exaggeration of wrinkles and creases, so that every figure in his
pictures seemed to be a hundred years old, and every surtàce seemed to
be decav- ing.6s A similar combination of Surrealist imagery and
hypertactile paint handling ap- peared in the canvases of Pavel
Tchclitchew and David Alfaro Siqueiros, artists championed by the Museum
of Modern Art at the same time Albright was in vogue. In the late 1940s
and early 1950s, after the "triumph" of Abstract Expressionism, this
kind of creepy, tactile Surrrcalism no longer seemed to be an
avant-garde style. And so it migrated to the realm of popular
illustration, where it proved to be lust the right vehicle for the
horrific, blood-and-guts comic books of the era, such as 7 i/es from the
Crypt (see fig. 77). Public outcry against these comics led to a hearing
in front of the Senate Committee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency and
the institution of it new Comics Code forbidding their kind of
imagery.'''' The memory lingered on, however, inspiring R. Crumb and the
other artists who began to draw underground comics in the late 1960s.
The style's weirdness and creepiness, its claustrophobia, and its
insistence on embarrassing details of anatomy were perfectly suited tor
mocking the sanitized facade of mainstream American culture. More
recently, creepy Surrealism ~ ~   
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Fig. 79 David Rced, #502,2000-03 Oil and Alkyd on linen Private
collection } a o z o ~ has reentered the world of high art in the work
of artists such as Mike Kelley and Ray- mond Pettibon (see fig. 78),
whose small, deliberately offhand drawings offer casual homage to the
banished comics of the early 1950s.ß'7 Other contemporary artists share
Ernst's fascination with the physical substance of paint but embrace it
as a source of visual pleasure. In David Reed's paintings, for instance
(see fig. 79), the studied improvisation of Abstract Expressionism
generates compositions of measured, baroque elegance. At first glance,
his brushwork recalls the thick, painterly strokes of Willem de Kooning.
However, Reed's paint seems to have been applied with a squeegee rather
than a brush: the pigment modulates from dense to thin and back again
across the width of each stroke. As in Ernst's decalco- manias, the
smooth modulation of density creates a quasi-photographic illusion of
three-dimensional modeling. The brushstrokes look like satin ribbons
twisting and turning in space. The coils of paint are sublime not
visceral. But Reed fights against the sheer visual seductiveness of his
technique by dividing his canvases into rectangular quadrants or by
outlining the twisting skeins of modulated paint with bands of flat
color. Another artist, William Wood, utilizes the illusionism of the
squeegee tech- nique to create sci-fi abstractions that look like
microphotographs of leaf tissue or of molecules arrayed in a crystaL68
BEHIND THE DAZZLING VARIETY OF MAX ERNST'S OEUVRE, as seen over the
course of decades, a few basic antitheses are visible: landscape and
figure, grotesque realism and fetishism, the abstract space of Cubism
and the perspectival space of Surrealism. These remain, to a striking
extent, the oppositions that define the situation of art today, at the
beginning of the twenty-first century. The Enlightenment idea of
historical progress suggests that the story of modern art should he the
story of a transition from one category to another: from fetishism to
realism, or from perspectival space to two- dimensional space. Perhaps
this was credible in 1860 or 1960. Today, however, the idea of progress
no longer seems useful as a basis for thinking about modern art. It has
be- come evident that the issues defined in the work of modern masters
such as Picasso, Duchamp, and Ernst remain the crucial issues of
contemporary art. The yardstick of innovation once used for the
avant-garde no longer serves to measure artistic achievement. What
counts, instead, is the creation of a distinctive personal idiom or a
distinctive response to the challenging realities of a global society.
From his first collages to mature masterworks such as Europe after 1h e
Rain, Ernst demonstrated what it meant to be an artist in a world of
constant change.   
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NOTES In addition to the individuals cited below, I acknowledge my
profound indebted- ness to AVerner Spies. "1i paraphrase Alfred North
Whitehead, this essay is es- sentially it series of footnotes to Spies's
masterwork, Max F,rnit Collages: The invention o/ the Surrealist
Universe, translated by John WiIIiitin Gabriel (I_on- don: 'I'hamcs and
I Judson, 1988). i. In the catalogue for his 1936 exhibition
l'irntarsticArt, Dada, Surrealism (New York: Museum of Modern Art,
1936), p. 13, Alfred 11. Barr Jt. wrote that the goal of the Surrealists
was to expand the "freedom of the creative imagination." 'I'his remained
the (orthodox wisdom about Surrealism even in the 1960s. See, for
instance, William S. Robin's comments in his introduction to Dada,
Surrealism, and Thcirlleritage, exh. cat. (New York: Museum of Modern
Art, 11968 ), p. 15. "I'hc problem with Surrealism as defined in this
way was that later movements such as Nlininalism and Pup had little use
tor traditional ideas of the "creative imagination." 2. 1 listoricallv,
Surrealism had been understood primarily in terms of the con- cepts of
automatism and the unconscious, which played prominent roles in the
writings of Andre Breton, the official leader of the Surrealist
movement. Krauss now proposed that these be supplemented by two new
concepts taken from the writings of Bataillc: l'in/órme (Harmlessness)
and hassesse (lowness). L'in/àrme challenged nut just the categories of
traditional art but also the very idea of cat- egories. Rasscsse
signified the rotation of the image of the human body from "the axis of
loftiness" (associated with an upright posture) to the "axis of mate-
rial existence" (associated with animals and with the lower bodily
functions). 'I'hese concepts are powerful because they can apply to
either content or form: it photograph of water night be ira/brnic and so
might at painting by Jackson Pollock. See Rosalind Krauss, "Corpus
Dclicti," in Rosalind Krauss and Jane Livingston, with Dawn Ades,
L'anaour/ou: Photography and Sunealism, exh. cat. (Washington, D.C.:
Corcoran Gallcrv of Art; New York: Abbeville press, 1985), pp. 55-100,
esp. pp. 64-65. Krauss's novel focus on Bataille seems to have been
prompted by Denis I Iollier's hook La prise de la concorde (Paris:
Gallimard, 1974) and by his anthology hecollcegedesociologie:
19.17-l939/textes de Gcorges Bataille (Paris: Gallimard, 1979). Bataille
had also received attention in Dawn Ades's exhibition catalogue Darlaa
and Surrealism Reviewed (London: Arts Council of Great Britain, 1978),
pp. 228-49. 3. 'i'he idea of bassessc, for instance, is clearly
operative in Carl Andre's sculpture of 1966 to 1969, which consist of
bricks or metal plates arranged on the floor. Although his work seems
rigorously abstract, its placement links it subliminally to the human
body. Discussing his 1966 sculpture Lever a row of bricks placed on the
floor, Andre remarked: "All I am doing is putting Brancusi's tindless
Columns on the ground in stead of in the sky. Most sculpture is priapic
with the hale organ in the air. In my work Priapus is down to the floor.
The engaged position is to run along the earth"; quoted in Enno
beveling, Car/Andre, exh. cat. (Thhe I Irgue Gen teentenmseuna, 1969),
p. 40. Similarly, Robert Morris valorized Pin/óinae in it 1968 essay,
"Anti Form" (Art/brunt 6, no. 8 1 April 19681, pp. 33-35). Minimalist



artists in general justified the repetitive symmetry of their work its a
rejection of outdated humanist ideals. Building on this rhetoric, Krauss
argued in it 1973 essay, "Sense and Sensihilite: Reflection on post
'60's Sculpture" (Art/órum 12, no. 3 [November 1973 1, pp. 43-53), that
Abstract Ex- pressionist painting aimed to express the artist's private
self, while Minimalist sculpture demonstrated that there is no private
self-and that the self exists solely in its interaction with others.
Krauss buttressed her argument with cita- tions front Ludwig
Wittgenstein and Maurice Merlcau-Ponty. In her later writings, these
authorities were replaced by Jacques Lacan and Roland Barthes. But the
point remained the sane: that the integrity of the self is it delusion,
that we are torn apart by social tiarces beyond our control, that the
wholeness of the body is merely it mask for the fragmentation of the
soul. 4. See especially Hal Foster, "Armor Fort," October, no. 56
(Spring 1991), pp. 65-97; Foster's more recent publication, Compulsizv
Beauty (Cambridge, Mass.: xin' Press, 1993), pp. 56-98; and David Loni
as, 7h(, Ilaunicil Sell: Surrealism, Psycho- analysis, Suhjectiz'ity
(New I laven: Yale University Press, 2000), pp. 53-93. 5. Max Ernst,
"Beyond Painting," trans. Dorothea Tanning, in foie Ernst: Beyond
Painting and Other Writings by the Artist and Ili,, Fiiends, ed. Robert
Motherwell (New York: Wittenhorn, Schulz, 1948), pp. 3-4. 'Phis dream
se- quence was first published as "Visions de demo-sonnneil," in
Bréton's journal La rse,olutiaa surr,aliste, nos. 9-10 (October 1,
1927), p. 7.'l'hc importance of wood grain in the dream suggests that
the narrative actually dates from 1925, when Ernst discovered frottage.
The automatist procedure, which begins with a pattern of random markings
in which imagery is fintnd, offered a visual coun- terpart to the
practice of automatic writing. As such, it became it commonplace of
Surrealist technique. loan Mini, firr instance, implied that he spread
paint on his canvas and then discovered images within it; see Junes
Johnson Sweeney, form Miró, exh. cat. (New York: Museum of Modern Art,
1941), p. 53. '['tic Surrealists found a precedent for this procedure in
Leonardo da Vinci's `T'reatise on Painting (which Ernst referred to in
Beyond Painting") and contemporary authors also accorded it it central
role in the origin of art. George Luquet, for instance (L'art
primiti/[Paris Gaston Duin, 193111, pp. 33, 61-65), suggested that the
first cave artists had started with blank surf ices but had recognized
and augmented the suggestive natural contours of carve walls. On sonic
of the later history of the idea of found imagery, see Pepe Karmel, "A
Sum of Destructions," in Jackson Pollock: New Approaches, ed. Kirk
Varnedoe and Pepe Karmel (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1998), pp.
87-88. 6. Ernst, "Beyond Painting,' p. 14. 7. William Catnfield, Max
T',nut, Dada, nand the Dawn o/ .Surrealism, exh. cat. (I louston: Mend
Collection; Munich: Prestcl, 1993), chap. 3, it. 38, cites two key
publications by Dirk 'I'euher in which Ernst's source is identified and
dis- cussed: "Max Frnst's Lehrmittel," in Max Ernst in kohl, exh. cat.
(Cologne Külnischer Kunstvcrcin, 1980), pp. 206-40, and "Bihliothe,a
Aiedagogiaa-roar Neuerwerbung im Kunstnutseum Bonn," in Max limit, exh.
cat. (Bonn: Kunst- museum Bonn, 1989), pp. 35-49. Ernst confuses matters
by writing later in the passage: "Thus I obtained it faithful fixed
image of my hallucination and trans- formed into revealing dramas my



most secret desires I quoted above p. 82 from what had been before only
sonic banal pages of advertising." Although Ernst later used some images
from advertisements, most of his earl' collage sources, including the
Lehimittel, are not advertising catalogues. It is possible that the
reference to advertising here is an allusion to the extraordinary
collage novel What a Li/i'a, published in 1911 by E. V. Lucas, With
Punch humorist George Morrow. What a I.i/ea draws exclusively from
images fintnd in ,m adver- tising catalogue. The Surrealists recognized
Lucas's use of found images its an important anticipation of their
approach. See Werner Spies, Max Ens/ Collages: "l'heInvention of the
Surrealist Universe, trans. john William Gabriel (London: "hhames and
Hudson, 1991), p. 247. 8. The firm of Les Fils d'Enule Deyrolle
published both educational posters and scientific catalogues, such as
the Catalogue methodique: physigi . irashrum,vats de prevision,
nuatériel de lnhoratoire iahirtets de physigue et do chimie (Paris: Les
Fils (I'Emile Deyrolle, 1907). The Deyrolle firm is still in business at
its original ad- dress, 46, rue du Bac, although it is now primaril' a
taxidermist's shop dedi- cated to rare specimens. 9. In "Beyond
fainting," p. 13, Ernst offers a Surrealist definition of collage,   
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brought forth an illusive succession of con- tradictory images.... It
was enough at that time to embellish these catalogue pages... [withj a
color, it pencil mark, it landscape foreign to the represented ob-
jects, the desert, it tempest, a geological cross-section, a floor, it
single straight line signi ving the horizon." Although Ernst became
increasingly adept at seamlessly joining material from diftircnt
sources, in his early collages the "con- tradictory" combinations of
images :re often already present in the source nta- te•rial. In T!'
Master'r R' /loom, for instance, the animals on the left (lamb, bear ,
whale, hats, and so firth) and the domestic furniture on the right (bed,
table, cupboard) arc• all there in the original image; see the relevant
sheet from the Bihliotheca Paediigogica, reproduced in Canfield, Max
Erma, chap. 4, n. 68. 10. Spies, if la.v Em v Collages, pp. 97-98. For
selections of images from the Encyrlo- p4/ie, see Clara Schmidt, cd.,
Diderot: L'encyclop,'die (Paris: I:Avcnturine, 1996), and A Diderot
Pictorial Enryclopedi,r of i radec and bulrah y (New Bark: Dover, 1959).
11. Spies, Max Era,t Collage,, pp. 97-98. 12. For the five orders of
classical architecture and the varieties of classical san- dals, see
Schmidt, l )iderot, pp. 245, 242-43. 13. G. W. F. Hegel, Phcnonrenology
o!' Spirit (1807), trans. A. V. Miller (Oxford: Oxford University press,
1977), chap. 4(A): "independence and Dependence of Self-Consciousness:
Lordship and Bondage," pp. 111-19; I lerbcrt Marcuse, Reason and
Rcz'olution: Ilcge! and the Rise o/ Social Theory (1941; rev. ed.,
Boston: Beacon Books, 1960), pp. 114-20. 14. Jean I.e Rond D'Ale•ntbert,
Prclinrinary Disrorrrs' to the lincyclopedin of Diderot, ed. Richard N.
Schwab; trans. Richard N. Schwab and Walter E. Rex (Indianapolis:
Bobbs-Merrill, 1963), pp. 45-57, 113, 144-45. 15. Ibid., pp. 49 (text
and n. 59), 111. 16. Carl Andre,"A Note on Bernhard and 1 lilla
Becher,"Art_forrnrr ll, no. 4 (December 1972), p. 59. 1 7. Dan Graham.
"Homes for America." Art, 41, no. 3 (December/January 1966-67), pp.
21-22. 18. 1 lilla Becher, in Ulf Erdmann Ziegler, "The Bechers'
Industrial Lexicon" J interview], /h't in America 90, no. 6 (June 2002),
p. 99. 19. Joseph Masheck, "Unconscious Formalism: A Response to Andre's
Note on the Bechers,"Art/orum 11, no. 7 (March 1973), p. 75. 20. Bernd
Becher and I (ills Becher, Blast Furnaces (Cambridge, Mass.: mrr Press,
1990). 21. Robert Smithson, "The Monuments of Passaic,"Artforunr 6, no.
4 (December 1967), pp. 48-51 (quote on p. 50). On Smithson', visit to
Oberhausen, see Robert A. Sobieszek, Robert Smithson: Photo Wo,'ks, exh.
cat. (Los Angeles: Los Angeles County Nfusc•um of Art, 1993), p. 35. 22.
Sec Dan Cameron, ed., Winr De!z'oye: Cloaca, exh. cat. (New York: New
Museum of Contemporary Art, 2002); Eve Andrée Laramic's Appuatnsloithe
Distillation o/ !ague Intuitions, 1994-95, in Laura Steward Hcon and
john Ackerman, eels., UnnatunrlScierra exll. cat. (Nort) Adams, Klass.:
Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art, 2000), pp. 90-91; and Monika
Kulick'ls Krroruhrrr'tion, 1995, in Claudia (iiannini, ed.
Installations, Mattress hirctory, 1990-1999 (Pittsburgh: Mattress
Factory and University of Pittsburgh Press, 2001), pp. 80-81. 23. Other
Dada artists employed similar medical imagery in less disguised harm.
Note, fir example, the cutaway torso and exposed brain in Raoul 1



lausntann's Darla T riunrph.a!, 1920 (private collection), reproduced in
Camfield, Max harts/, p. 74, fig. 49. 24. Ernst probahh' derived this
strategy of' dcfainiliarization by rotation tiom Picabia's collages;
compare, for instance, Pic ahia's Cu,'! Born Il'itbout Tier AJolber,
1916-18 (Collection Arthur Cohen?), which is based on an upside-down
illus- tration of it locomotive's drive wheel. On the signif icance of
rotation in carp' modern art, see Pepe Karmel, "Marcel Duchamp, 1917:
The Not So Innocent Eve,' in Modern Art acrd America: A/lied Sticglitz
and Ills Nrtc 1'rn'k Callcrics, cd. Sarah Greenough, exh. cat.
(Washington, D.C.: National Gallery of Art, 2000), p. 225. 25. See, for
instance, At a Grating's glass sculpture Untitled (Merman Digestitr
Syst,vn), 1961 (Staatsgalcrie Stuttgart), reproduced in Gudrun Inboden,
Slaals- ga/erie Sta tt,gart: Conternporart' Art (Stuttgart:
Staatsgalcric Stuttgart, 1999), p. 23. The coiled and glistening loops
of spaghetti in tomato sauce that often appear in Junes Rosenquist's
paintings of the early 1960s seem intended to suggest digestion in
genera and intestines in particular; in Rosenquist's 11.oza' You'ssith
My hors/, 1961 (Moderna NIuseet, Stockholm), the juxtaposition of the
spaghetti with it car grille anti it pair of lovers evokes it backseat
encounter and it bloody accident. 26. Sec, for instance, I first's This
/itNe p{ggy Brent to m,n'ket, this /ittie prggy stayed at hone, 1996
(Saatchi Collection), reproduced in Norman Rosenthal et al., Scmertiwr:
Young Briti.ah Arti t, lionr the Saatchi Collection, exh. cat. (London:
Royal Academy of Arts; 'litanies and I Judson, 1997), p. 98. 27. Mikhail
Bakhtin, Rabelais and Ili, 11 kri, (1940), trans. i lclenc Iswolsky
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1968), intro., p. 27, and chap. 5: "The
Grotesque Image of the Bach', pp. 319, 336, 360-62. 28. Ibid., p. 317;
on the svmholism of the female genitals, see pp. 312-13. 29. 1 bid., pp.
317, 320. 30. ibid., p. 322, it. 8. 31. Ibid., p. 320. 32. This/. 33.
Ibid., pp. 304, 308-9. On the social significance of carnival, see
ibid., chap. 3: "Popular-Festive Forms and Images in Rabelais," passim,
and, more re- Alain Faurc, Paris Caron"prcnant: Du rern,rzal ~r Puri, rn
.A7.Ysirclc (Paris: I lachette, 1978). 34. Simon Ta,vlor, "The Phobic
Object: Abjection in Contemporan Art," in Craig Houser, Leslie C. Jones,
and Simon Taylor. A!',' t Art: Repu/iwr and Desire in American Art
Selection., / om the Pcrmm~cnt Collection, cxh. cat. (New York: Whitney
Museum of American Art, 1993), p. 65. 35. Camfield, Max Ià'nst, p. 158.
36. See C:unfield's summary of various interpretations of this work;
ibid., pp. 137-38. 37. See Marina Abramovie, Artist Body: PcrJornranrec,
1969-1995 (Milan: Charta, 1998), p. 257; Andres Serrano, Body and Sorel
(New York: Tak:rajima Books, 1995); and, fir Gohcr, David Josclit,
"Poetics of the Drain," .4if in Anrerint 85, no. 12 (December 1997), pp.
64-65. More generalh•, see Eleanor Ileartnev, Prr.,tnroderrr lleretirs:
CatholicImaginrtion in CwNenrporary/1,1(Nese York: Alidmarch Arts Press,
2004). 38. Sec Gunter Metken, "lm Zcichen des I landschuhs: Max Ernst,
Klinger und'Oedipus Rex,"' in Max Ernst in Kobe, pp. 275-77, cited in
Camfield, .lla.r Ernst, pp. 114, 345, n. 93. Metken and Camncld identih'
Klingcr's 1881 print cycle The The%t o/ the G/oza', with its series of
uncanny images, as a source oar IE;rnsst's 1922 painting Oedipus Rex. A
G/oz'c: Abduction, tlic Klinger etching reproduced by Camfield (ibid.,
p. 345), also seems to have served as the Inspira- tion for plate 190 in



Ernst's Um° scmaine de bonté. 39. Spies, Max Ernsl Col/ages, pp. 107-8.
40. Ibid., pp. 96-97, 126.   
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41. Ibid., p. 98. 42. l'or Wilke and Abramovie, see the sources cited in
note 37, above. For Beccrott, see Wayne Kostenbau,"Bikini Brief,"
Art/orrnn 36, no. 10 (summer 1998), pp. 23-24, and the artist's Web
site, www.vanessabeccroft.cont. 43. Sec, for instance, plate 30 of La
f°mme 100 áItt's, in which the classical whiteness- of the nude is
highlighted by its proximity to the tonal figure of an African American
boy; the Neoclassical source for the nude is reproduced in Spies, Max
Ernst Collages, fig. 689. 44. Karl Marx, Capital: 4 Critique of
Political Fcononr_y, vol. 1 , The Pror,'sss o j' Production of Capital
(1867), trans. Ben Fowkcs (New York: Random I louse, 1977), pp. 163-69;
Raynwnd Aron, Main Currents III S'ocioiogical Thought, trans. Richard
Howard and I lelen Weaver, vol. 1 (New York: Basic Books, 1965), pp.
128-31. 45. Sigmund Freud, "Fetishism" (1927), in Sigmund Freud,
Sexuality and the Psychology of /.o-ze, cd. Philip Rieff (New York:
Collier, 1963), pp. 214-19. 46. On medieval representations of the body,
see Kenneth Clark, The NudcA Study to Ideal Form (Garden C itv, N.Y.:
Doubleday, 1956), pp. 400-415. For Clark, medieval representations of
the bode display a willed ugliness that expresses the Christian doctrine
of original sin. While this interpretation may he apt in some cases, in
most it perhaps is not, but rather reflects Clark's strong prefer- ence
for the classical ideal. 47. Citréticn deTroyes, "Cligés" in Arthurian
Romances, ed. 1). 1). R Owen (London: J. M. Dent, 1993), pp. 103-4. I am
indebted to Elizabeth Monti for this reference. 48. Madame dc I
•afitvettc, l.a Prino,sse de (Nves (1678), intro and ann. Alain Seznec
(Ithaca: Integral Editions, 1961), pp. 9-12. 49. On changes in the ideal
body type and their relation to fashion, see Anne I lollandcr, Seeing
through Clothes (New York: Viking, 1978), esp. chap. 2, "Nudittt" 50.
Lomas (Ilarnrtrd Se(, pp. 76-83) interprets the sexually provocative
imagery of I mist's collage novels as an assault on the patriarchal
order of Victorian society. I ant not convinced that Frost's imagery
here is as subversive as Lomas argues it to be, 51. The setting of
Kauper's Cary Grant #1, with its mantelpiece and mirror, seems
implicitly to refer to Ingress Colniessi' d'llarssonville. In April 2004
I mentioned this to the Ingres scholar Robert Rosenblum, who is my
colleague at New fork tlnivcrsity. Soon thereafter, Professor Rosenblum,
in conversation with Kauper, confirmed that lie had Ingres's picture in
mind when he painted Ca/ t' Grant #1. 52. Kenneth J. Dover, Greek
Homosexuality (New York: Random I louse, 1978), pp. 125-27, suggests
that, in life as well as art, the Greeks believed that small made
genitals were more attractive than larger ones. 53. Walter Benjamin,
"Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth Century," in Walter Benjamin,
R,_/lectios: Easayts, Aphorisms, Autobiographical Ifriting.e, ed. Peter
Dcntetz; trans. Edmund jephcott (New York: I Iarcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1978), pp. 154-55; cited in Poster, Compulsive Beauty, pp. 178-79. See
also Spics's discussion of this topic in Max Ernil Collages, p. 215. 54.
Mario Praz, The RomranticAgony, trans. Angus Davidson, 2nd ed. (Ox-
ford: Oxford University Press, 1970). 55. Edgar Allan Poe, "The
Philosophy of Composition" (1850), in 'l'he Book of Poe: Td,'s,
Criticism, Poems, cd. Addison I libbard (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday,



Doran and Co., 1929), p. 48. 56. Lomas, llarurted Self, chap. 2:
"Seductions of I Iysteria," pp. 53-93; Lomas (pp. 74, 88-89) identifies
the setting of Frnsst's Collage in La fa'mse 100 tt'tes (chap. 1, p. 2)
as the studio in which Charcot had his patients photographed. For
another psychological interpretation of Ernst's collage novels, see
Poster, Compulsive Beauty, pp. 75-84. Foster identities dic fundamental
drama of boast's collages as the reenactment of what Proud called the
"primal scene"- that is, the scene revealed to the child who glimpses
his or her parents making love. Drum this perspective, I';rnst's nudes
arc meant to imply a complete sexual act, even if their male partners
are invariably absent irons his collages. 57. Sec Carol Duncan,
"Virility and Domination in Earle 20th-Centun• Van- guard
Painting,"Art/órum 12, nu. 4 ( l)ecemher 1973), pp. 30-39, reprinted in
Carol Duncan, The Aesth,'ticr of Power: Essays in Critical Art lItutu y
(Cain- bridge: Cambridge university Press, 1993), pp. 81-108. On
Sherman, sec Rosalind E. Krauss, Cindy Sherman, 1975-1993 (New York:
Riztuli, 1993), p.207. 58. Sec Laura Mulvey, "Visual Pleasure and
Narrative Cinema," Snreu, 1975, reprinted in Laura Mulvey, Visual and
Other Pleasures (Bluontingnon: Indiana university Press, 1989), pp.
14-26, and Craig Owens, "Thc Medusa Effect, or The Spectacular Ruse," in
Barbara Kruger, 1E, won't play nature to your rultmse, ext. cat.
(London: Institute of Contcn)poran• Arts, 1983), reprinted in Craig
Owens, Bt'yon,/Recognition: Representation, Pow,v; an,l (vulture
(Berkelev: ( Ini- versity of California Press, 1992), pp. 191-200. 59.
Sec, for instance, Julia Kristcva, Po'tt'ers o% Ilorror: An Essay on
AbjeNion, trans. Leon S. Roudicz (New York: Columbia University' Press,
1982); Georges Bataille, Visions of Exeers: Su•h'eted Writings,
1927-19,19, trans. and ed. Alan Stoekl (Minneapolis: tlnivcrsity of
Minnesota Press, 1985); and Yvc-Alain Bois and Rosalind Krauss,
Formless: A Uver't Guide, ext. cat. (Paris: Centre Georges Pompidou; New
York: Zunc Books, 1997). See also Krauss, (.'in,ly Sherman, pp. 208-12,
which summarizes rite argument of her 1985 essay "Corpus Delicti" (sec
nuts 2, above) and of Hal Poster's 1991 essay "Armor Fuu" (see note 4,
above). 60. R. D. Laing, The Polities o% Experience (New York:
Ballantinc Bucks, 1967), p. 55. I,aing's work tolls in a specifically
English tradition of interpreting very early childhood experience in
terms of body intagcrv that derives from Melanie Klein's work. See the
two key essays by Klein, "Early Stages of the Oedipus Conflict" (1928),
and "The Importance of Svnthol-Formation in the Develop- ment of the
Ego" (1930); both reprinted in Mclanic Klein, Lore, Guill, and Re
jum,rtion, and Other Works, 1921-1945 (New York: I )clatcortc, 1975),
esp. pp. 188 and 219-20. See also Kristeva, Po---nn of Ilorror, pp. S4,
60. 61. For a thoughtful discussion of other contcntpurarv renditions of
the dis- sected body, sec John C. Wclchntaut, "New Bodies: The Medical
Venus and the Techno-grotesque," in John C. Welchmaut, Art
afn'rAppropriation: l',ssays o111111 in the 1990s (Amsterdam: G+B Arts
International, 2001), pp. 111-27. 62. l?ntst, "Beyond Painting," p. 7
63. David Shapiro,Jasperfohns-Draeuin,gs, 1954-19R4 (New York: flurry N.
Abrams, 1984), p. 30 and pls. 59-62. 64. Wendy Weitntan, Kiki Smith:
Prints, Rooks &Thir{qs, ext. rat. (New York: Museum of Modern Art,
2003), pp. 26-27, and pl. 71. 65. See Courtney Graham Donnell et al.,



Ivan Albright, cxh. cart. (Chicago: Art Institute of Chicago, 1997). 66.
Rigby Diehl, T,rles / os the Crypt: The Ofjieia/Arehirev (New York: Si.
Mastitis Press, 1996), pp. 81-93. 67. Sec R. (:rush's !lead Coarrix
(1968; reprint, New York: Simon and Schuster, 1988). For Alike Kelley's
drawings, see David A. Russ and )(irgen I larten, The RiNational:
Anrtriearr Art o/'the Late SOs, German Art of the Late NO.,, ext. cat.
(Boston: Institute of' Contemporary Art and Museum of Fine Arts, 1988),
pp. 115-20. 68. Sec David Rintauielli, 11'illiant !rood, cxh. cat.
(Paris: Galerie Xippas, 1999).   
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2 Battle of the Fish, 1917 Watercolor on paper 51/2x8'/u. in. (14 x 20.5
cm) Ernst Art Limited Trust sM 268   
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3 Town with Animals, 1919 Oil on canvas 261/4x26in.(66.6x66.2cmn) The
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York 48.1172.280 SM 290   
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6 Ambiguous Object, ca. 1919 Rough proof assembled from commercial
intaglio plates with pen and India ink on paper 9% x 14°7u, in. (25.1 x
38 cm) Francey A. and Dr. Martin L. Gecht sM314 114 I ...: . .~1H4- t-.4
I  
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.  ..ERR, COD:1..  Katharina Ondulata, 1920 Gouache, pencil, and paint
on print, mounted on cardboard 12'/,xWIN in. (31.2x27cmn) Scottish
National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh, purchased with help from the
Heritage Lottery Fund and the National Art Collections Fund, 1995 sM356
, I a   ..ERR, COD:1..    
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11 The Emperor of Wahaua, ca. 1920 Oil on canvas 32/8x30'/a in. (83.5 x
78 cm) Museum Folkwang Essen sroo 350   
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), ca. 1919-20 Collage, gouache, India ink, pencil, and paint on print
mounted on paperboard 10x7`/i,.in. (25.4x18.5cnm) Collection Michael and
Judy Steinhardt, New York SM 348 irke/ &gt;?óf(ri14fehriro~l/' 7
i'ákehder meyro'i ii9  
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13 The Little Tear Gland That Says Tic Tac, 1920 Gouache on wallpaper
mounted on cardboard 141/4x10in.(36.2x25.4cm) The Museum of Modern Art,
New York, Purchase, 1935 sM 353   
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~.~~ 125 i 18 The Cormorants, 1920 Collage of cut printed reproductions,
gouache, ink, and pencil on photographic reproduction 61/sx 51/8 in.
(15.5x13cm) Private collection sm 392 19 The Flamingos, 1920
Photographic enlargement of photomontage with watercolor and ink mounted
on paperboard 11°/inx 91/1,, in. (29.3 x 23 cm) Private collection sM
393 1l ~ , :k1  
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22 Sleepwalking Elevator I, 1920 Gouache, watercolor, and pencil on
engraving on paper Iii/i, x 41/4 in. (19.5 x 12.1 cm) Collection limothv
Baum, New York Not in sm   
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NOTES 1. Walter Benjamin, Illuminations, ed. Ilannah Arendt; trans. I
Iarry Zohn (New York: Schockcn Books, 1969), p. 258. 2. See Walter
Benjamin, "Surrealism: The Last Snapshot of the European In-
telligentsia," in Walter Benjamin, Reflections:
Essays,Afrhorisnvs,Arrtobiographiea/ Writings, ed. Peter Demetz; trans.
Edmund Jephcott (New York: Shocker) Books, 1978). 3. Max Ernst, "Bevond
Painting," trans. Dorothea Tanning, in Max Ernst: Beyond Painting and
Other Writingsi by the Artist and Iris Friends, ed. Robert Mother- well
(New York: Wittenborn, Schulz, 1948), p. 3. 4. Walter Benjamin, "A
Berlin Chronicle," in Benjamin, Reflections, p. 37. S. Ernst, "Beyond
Painting," p. 8. 6. Baudeirire: ,Selected Writings on Art andArtists,
trans. P. E. Charvet (Carl)- bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981),
pp. 397-98. 7. Ibid., p. 1 S1. 8. Ibid. 9. Werner Spies, Max Ernst
Collage: 'The Invention of the Surrealist Universe, rev. eel. trans.
John William Gabriel (London: Thames and Hudson; New York: Harry N.
Abrams, 1991). 10. For example, the translated facsimiles Une semaine
rte bonze A Surrealistic Nome/ in Co//a.P, (New York: Dover
Publications, 1976), and 'Phe HunrGrd Neodlr.cr Woman (New York: George
Braziller, 1981). 11. Susan Sontag, Against Interpretation (New York:
Farrar, Strauss & Giroux, 1966), p. 14. 12. In a recent hook Sarah Burns
identifies the subject of Nast's caricature as the feminist Victoria
Woodhall, further noting, "For a promiscuous temptress, Woodhall is
surprisingly modern in dress," though she does sport curved horns that,
to Burns's sharp eye, recall Medusas snakes. I would only add that this
visual pun makes her a horned-horn v devil and thus even more
monstrously an example of the phallic woman. Sec Sarah Burns, Painting
the Dark Side: Art and the Gothic Imagination in Nineteenth-Centu
yAnrerica (Berkeley: I Iniversity of Cali- fornia press, 2004), pp.
182-83. 13. Further evidence of Ernst's hostility toward patriarchy can
he found in a waking dream he recounts in "Beyond Painting" (p. he found
in a waking dream he recounts in "Beyond Painting" (p. 4), in which a
procession of men and women converges on his bed and then separates. "I
am too occupied by the women to give any attention to those passing on
the men's side. But I know without seeing that I shall now commit the
contrarv error: All these gentleman begin by frightening me with their
precocious senility and their remarkable ug- liness, but upon close
examination only rnv father, among all these, hears the traits of an old
man." 14. Max Ernst, "Some Data on the Youth of 11.I',., as "Fold by I
limsclt," in Max- 1-.'i ml. Beyond Painting, p. 26. 15. Ernst, "Bevond
Painting," p. 10. 16. Ibid. 17. Benjamin, "Surrealism: I ast Snapshot of
Europe:ut Intelligentsia;' pp. 181-83. 65  
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25 Sambesiland, 1921 Photographic enlargement of photomontage with ink
mounted on paperboard 6"/i x 91/8 in. (17.3 x 23.2 cm) Private
collection sM 414 7~ // / / 130 . . ..  
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31 Untitled (Illustration from Paul Éluard and Max Ernst's Les malheurs
des immortels), 1922 Collage of cut printed reproductions and gouache on
paper 7"4, x 4112 in. (19.2 x 11.5 cm) Nluséc "l,crvos, Vczclal ski 471
32 Broken Fans (Illustration from Paul Éluard and Max Ernst's Les
malheurs des immortels), 1922 Collage of cut printed reproductions and
gouache on  ..ERR, COD:3..    
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35 The Year 55: Very Gentle Earthquake, ca. 1922 Oil on canvas 281/4x
23% in. (73x60cm) Private collection Not in sM I }~ l',;~ • ~~ ~ ~ ~ Mk 
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39 Baudelaire Returns Late, 1922 Pen and India ink on paper
71/2x5`'6,in.(19x14.2cm) Private collection, Courtesy 13FAS Blondeau
Fine Art Services, Geneva svi 509   
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42 A Very Gentle Earthquake, ca. 1923 Oil on wood 71/2x91kin.(19x24cm)
Private collection SM 621 ^ I p 1Lá~~&gt;~~ J ~ •g~~ L~ 1,. &lt;~:`47
4~&gt;~Y 1.-~" ~,~ ~."ld`J/3 ci~ti c_„ , i.~. ~'4 :vd   
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43 Long Live Love or Charming Countryside, 1923 Oil on canvas
513/4x385/e in. (131.5x98cm) Saint Louis Art Museum, Bequest of Morton
D. May SM 616 ' -ti-" -m ._• ,• ä •k,;r~ , •,~ ~,i .~ ~~_ • -   
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44 Castor and Pollution, 1923 Oil on camva' 2844 x 39YN in. (73 x 100
cm) Private collection sn1 623 I   
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45 Saint Cecilia, 1923 Oil on canvas 393/sx32;/ain.(101x52cm)
StaatsgalBrie Stuttgart sM 630 1 -K, I Am FI , ,áa . ^   
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47 Ubu Imperator, 1923 Oil on canvas 393/s x313's in. (100 x 81 cm)
Centre Georges Pompidou, Musée National d'Art Moderne, Paris, Gift from
the Foundation for Medical Research in Homage to l lélcnc Anavi in 1984
AM 1984-281 SM 631 r e- LV „¡=.m.. _....,. . `~ jli, :.9   
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48 Woman, Old Man and Flower, 1924 Oil on canvas 381/4 x 511/4 in. (97 x
130 cm) "hhe INluscum of illodern Art, New York, Purchase, 1937 sM 660  
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49 Bird, ca. 1924 Wood 40/sx8'/4x11/8in.(102x21x30.2cm) Kunsthalle
Karlsruhe SM 672 5o The Forest, ca. 1924 Oil on canvas
28114x197sin.(73x50.3cm) Philadelphia Museum of Art, The Louise and
Walter Arcnsberg Collection, 1950 sM 674   
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53 Two Children Are Threatened by a Nightingale, 1924 Oil on wood with
wood construction 271/2 x 221/2 x 41/2 in. (69.8 x 57 x 11.4 cm), with
frame The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Purchase, 1937 SM 668   
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54 She Guards Her Secret, 1925 Frottage with pencil and gouache on paper
16"/1,, x 101/a in. (42.7 x 26 cm) Scottish National Gallery of Modern
Art, Edinburgh, purchased with help from the I leritage Lottery Fund and
the National Art Collections Fund, 1995 SM 799 16o  
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59 Solar Money-System, 1925 Frottagc with pencil on paper 16"4„x10"4in.
(43 x 26.5 cm) Courtesy Calorie Jeanne-Bucher, Paris SM 820 . {h ¡ 4 y
)~y .-' • . / /p~~: (\i`~~y- ~~I .. /~ ~ ,, ~•'~.~ . _ p /yJ 9" ( . i"..
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61 Paris Dream, 1924-25 Oil on canvas 251/zx211/4in.(64.8x54cm) Yale
University Art Gallery, Bequest of Katherine S. Dreier to the Collection
Société Anonyme sM 981 i66  
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63 The Inquisitor: At 7:01 Justice Shall Be Done, 1926 Oil on canvas
39IN x 281/4 in. (100s73cm) Private collection sM 966 F, I   
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64 The Blessed Virgin Chastises the Infant Jesus before Three Witnesses:
A.B., P.E. and the Artist, 1926 Oil on canvas 77'/4 x 511/4 in. (196 x
130 cm) Museum Ludwig, Cologne srw 1059   
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72 Monument to the Birds, 1927 Oil on canvas 64x51/a in. (162.5x130cm)
Private collection stir 1216 179 I r  
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73 Sea Shell, 1928 Oil on canvas 251/2x21Yain.(64.8x54cm) The
Philadelphia Museum of Art,The Louise and Walter Arensherg Collection,
1950 sro 1370 ,8o  
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76 The Hundred-Headed Woman Opens Her August Sleeve (Illustration from
La femme loo têtes), 1929 Collage of reproductions of nineteenth-century
engravings mounted on cardboard 12%x 6/8 in. (32.7 x 16.8 cm) 'l'lie
Menil Collection, I louston sm 1449 0' 4 Ill   
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8o Open Your Bag, My Good Man (Illustration from La femme ioo têtes),
1929 Collage of reproductions of nineteenth-century engravings mounted
on cardboard 511/i, x43/4in.(14.5x12cm) Private collection sm 1469 _ w
i86  
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81 And the Butterflies Began to Sing (Illustration from La femme ioo
tétes), 1929 Collage of rchroductions of nineteenth-century engravings
mounted on cardboard 6,/1,x5Yi,.in.(16.3x14.8cm) Private collection Sn1
1537 187 /I ~. ',"- . ~ .rz---- ~ ,L- , . ~ /! 'k, -.r .~r, .,~ S .%li
1~.., ~ ,,~  
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the palaces, not the hovels. I'm going now and I leave you my anger."
(Illustration from Rêve d'une petite fille qui voulut entrer au Carmel),
1929-30 Collage of reproductions of nineteenth-century engravings
mounted on cardboard 4'/1, x 6IN in. (11 x 16.2 cm) Private collection
sM 1661 195  
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85 "... come with me under my white slip, you very insensitive and
well-mitered rats. And you, beetles, you who pick up the suburban
garbage, follow me with your little bells and...." (illustration from
Rêve d'une petite fille qui voulut entrer au Carmel), 1929-30 Collage of
reproductions of nineteenth-century engravings mounted on cardboard 93/4
x 7'/4 in. (24.7 x 19.7 cm) Private collection SM 1616 19o  
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92 Marceline: "You are in especially bad taste!" The celestial
bridegroom: "Certainly, I always charge too much. I am the weed of the
palaces, not the hovels. I'm going now and I leave you my anger."
(Illustration from Rêve d'une petite fille qui voulut entrer au Carmel),
1929-30 Collage of reproductions of nineteenth-century engravings
mounted on cardboard 4'/1, x 6IN in. (11 x 16.2 cm) Private collection
sM 1661 195  
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9o The first ship-wrecked barbarian: "stab my child, because you are the
holy child." (Illustration from Rêve d'une petite fille qui voulut
entrer au Carmel), 1929-30 Collage of reproductions of
nineteenth-century engravings mounted on cardboard 5114, x 7 in. (14.5 x
17.8 cn1) Private collection smi 1652 193  
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The announcement to papa: "Don't be sad, papa. My heavenly bridegroom
has gone crazy. But in my sanctuary, I keep the head and the arms that
touched thunder." (Illustration from Rêve d'une petite fille qui voulut
entrer au Carmel), 1929-30 Collage of reproductions of
nineteenth-century engravings mounted on cardhoard 97s x 71/e in. (24 x
18.8 cm) Private collection sM 1665 194  
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95 Loplop Presents Loplop,1931 Collage of cut printed reproductions and
pencil and India ink on paper 251/2 x 193/4 in. (64.8 x 50.2 cm)
Collection of Dorothea Tanning sM 1790 fifiif fT .,i{ g, ---- ~ ® a
,-70( ~ , 11 - ,-e A ti `y I ~ 1 I T` rl 198  
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/; - ; - ~ --- ---- -- - 98 Loplop Presents, 1931 Collage of cut printed
reproduction, and pencil and gouache on paper 25'/8 x 19í1/i,. in. (64.5
x 50 cm) Private collection sra 1767 99 Loplop Presents, 1932 Collage of
cut printed reproductions and pencil on paper 24"4,x19Ym in. (63x49cm)
Private collection s m 1861 ~ ". ¡ O ~/ I   • 200  
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loo Glass, 1932 Collage, truttagc with pencil on ball 19`/I, x 25Ym in.
(49 x 64 cm) Private collection, Courtesy Blundeau & Assocics, Paris SM
1853 IMPI6NIF IRRISIENNE DE`DISTRIiUTIDN D'EEECTRICITE stttINNWS[Y,
±~.w~~_~ ,=M~ 201  
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102 Untitled, 1934 Granite painted with oil 2'/4x4'/4x4/s in. (5.8 x
10.7 x 11.7 cm) The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Gift of Mrs. Bliss
Parkinson, 1968 sM 2112 xc. ~r 103 Blind Swimmer: Effect of Touch, 1934
Oil on canvas 365/sx 291/8 in. (93x74cm) Private collection SM 2147 204 
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104 Bird Head, 1934-35 plaster; this cast 1955-56 Bronze Unnumbered
example/possibly 6 or 9 I l. 201/2 in. (52 cm) The Museum of Modern Art,
New York, Acquired through the James Thrall Soby Bequest, 1983 sN1 2157
I 206  
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105 Gay, 1935 plaster; this cast 1956 Bronze Edition 6/9 141/s x 9 x 6
in. (35.7 x 22.8 x 15.2 cm) Courtesy Michael Werner Gallery, New York
and Cologne sm 2160 I 207  
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106 The Beautiful German Girl, 1934-35 plaster; this cast 1955 Bronze
Unnumbered example/10 23/H x 10' in. (60 x 26.7 cm) The Menil
Collection, I louston sru 2158 1 208  
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107 Oedipus/, 1934 plaster; this cast 1960 Bronze Edition 4/6 24112
x11112 x71/2in.(62x29x19cm) '1'l1c Menil Collection, 1 louston sm 2153 I
1o8 Oedipus 11, 1934 plaster; this cast í96o Bronze I?dition 5/6 11.
241/2 in. (62 cm) The ;llenil Collection, Houston sx1 2153 II 209  
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112 Garden Aeroplane Trap, 1935 Oil on canvas 21'/4x281/4in.(54x73cm)
Centre Georges Pmpidou, Musée National d'Art Modcrne, Paris, Ration
(1982), AM 1982-88 sM 2188 214  
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Ills Nrtc 1'rn'k Callcrics, cd. Sarah Greenough, exh. cat. (Washington,
D.C.: National Gallery of Art, 2000), p. 225. 25. See, for instance, At
a Grating's glass sculpture Untitled (Merman Digestitr Syst,vn), 1961
(Staatsgalcrie Stuttgart), reproduced in Gudrun Inboden, Slaals- ga/erie
Sta tt,gart: Conternporart' Art (Stuttgart: Staatsgalcric Stuttgart,
1999), p. 23. The coiled and glistening loops of spaghetti in tomato
sauce that often appear in Junes Rosenquist's paintings of the early
1960s seem intended to suggest digestion in genera and intestines in
particular; in Rosenquist's 11.oza' You'ssith My hors/, 1961 (Moderna
NIuseet, Stockholm), the juxtaposition of the spaghetti with it car
grille anti it pair of lovers evokes it backseat encounter and it bloody
accident. 26. Sec, for instance, I first's This /itNe p{ggy Brent to
m,n'ket, this /ittie prggy stayed at hone, 1996 (Saatchi Collection),
reproduced in Norman Rosenthal et al., Scmertiwr: Young Briti.ah Arti t,
lionr the Saatchi Collection, exh. cat. (London: Royal Academy of Arts;
'litanies and I Judson, 1997), p. 98. 27. Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and
Ili, 11 kri, (1940), trans. i lclenc Iswolsky (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT
Press, 1968), intro., p. 27, and chap. 5: "The Grotesque Image of the
Bach', pp. 319, 336, 360-62. 28. Ibid., p. 317; on the svmholism of the
female genitals, see pp. 312-13. 29. 1 bid., pp. 317, 320. 30. ibid., p.
322, it. 8. 31. Ibid., p. 320. 32. This/. 33. Ibid., pp. 304, 308-9. On
the social significance of carnival, see ibid., chap. 3:
"Popular-Festive Forms and Images in Rabelais," passim, and, more re-
Alain Faurc, Paris Caron"prcnant: Du rern,rzal ~r Puri, rn .A7.Ysirclc
(Paris: I lachette, 1978). 34. Simon Ta,vlor, "The Phobic Object:
Abjection in Contemporan Art," in Craig Houser, Leslie C. Jones, and
Simon Taylor. A!',' t Art: Repu/iwr and Desire in American Art
Selection., / om the Pcrmm~cnt Collection, cxh. cat. (New York: Whitney
Museum of American Art, 1993), p. 65. 35. Camfield, Max Ià'nst, p. 158.
36. See C:unfield's summary of various interpretations of this work;
ibid., pp. 137-38. 37. See Marina Abramovie, Artist Body: PcrJornranrec,
1969-1995 (Milan: Charta, 1998), p. 257; Andres Serrano, Body and Sorel
(New York: Tak:rajima Books, 1995); and, fir Gohcr, David Josclit,
"Poetics of the Drain," .4if in Anrerint 85, no. 12 (December 1997), pp.
64-65. More generalh•, see Eleanor Ileartnev, Prr.,tnroderrr lleretirs:
CatholicImaginrtion in CwNenrporary/1,1(Nese York: Alidmarch Arts Press,
2004). 38. Sec Gunter Metken, "lm Zcichen des I landschuhs: Max Ernst,
Klinger und'Oedipus Rex,"' in Max Ernst in Kobe, pp. 275-77, cited in
Camfield, .lla.r Ernst, pp. 114, 345, n. 93. Metken and Camncld identih'
Klingcr's 1881 print cycle The The%t o/ the G/oza', with its series of
uncanny images, as a source oar IE;rnsst's 1922 painting Oedipus Rex. A
G/oz'c: Abduction, tlic Klinger etching reproduced by Camfield (ibid.,
p. 345), also seems to have served as the Inspira- tion for plate 190 in
Ernst's Um° scmaine de bonté. 39. Spies, Max Ernsl Col/ages, pp. 107-8.
40. Ibid., pp. 96-97, 126. 104  
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117 Frontispiece for Gilbert Lély's I Don't Want This Woman Killed, 1936
Collage of rut printed reproductions mounted on paperboard
57/ax3"/i„in.(14.9x10cm) Private collection SM 2250 219  
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118 Le déjeuner sur l'herbe, 1936 Oil on camas 181/8x215Yxin.(46x55cm)
Private collection, New York stir 2254 119 Loplop Presents a Young Girl,
1936 Oil, plaster, and fund objects on wood 76/ax351/sin.(195x89cm)
Centre Georges Pompidou, Alusee National d'Art Moderne, Paris, llation
(1982), AM 1982-187 so 1711 220  
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121 The Joy of Living, 1936 Oil on cmvas 28Y8x36in.(72.7x91.5cm)
Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh, purchased with help
from the I Icritage Lottery Fund and the National Art Collections Fund,
1995 sni 2263 223  
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123 The Nymph Echo, 1936 Oil on canvas 181/4 x 21 % in. (-16..3 x 55.2
rnl) l'hc Museum of Modern Art, New York-, Purchase, 1937 snt 2266 225  
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126 With Astonishment I Note That the Horse...., 1938 Collage of cut
printed reproductions mounted on paperboard 5112 in. (17.8x14cm) Indiana
University Art Museum, Bloomington SM 2319 in.y •~- i d 228  
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129 A Moment of Calm, 1939 Oil on canvas 70 i8 x128in.(I80x325cm)
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., Gift of Dorothea 'I, anning
Ernst SM 2329 230  
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131 Human Figure, 1939 I cottage with pencil and gouache on paper 9 Vi,,
x 7'/i,, n. (2 3.4 x 18.2 cm) Private collection SM 2345 ..ï..~..t.. ..
.• , , i. ' . 'f di .~Yt. ~~~ yi. • . ' . . . . . . ~ ~ . ' .. . ~. , •
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133 Totem and Taboo, 1941 Oil on canvas 28518x361/2 in.(72.5x92.5cm)
Loans of Theo Wormland Stiftung at the ßarerische Staatsgem
:ildesammlungen, Pinakothek der Moderne, Munich, and Kunstdia-Archie
ARTOTHEK, D-Weilheim SM 2383 134 Napoleon 28518x361/2 in.(72.5x92.5cm)
Loans of Theo Wormland Stiftung at the ßarerische Staatsgem
:ildesammlungen, Pinakothek der Moderne, Munich, and Kunstdia-Archie
ARTOTHEK, D-Weilheim SM 2383 134 Napoleon in the Wilderness, 1941 Oil on
canvas 181/4x15in.(46.3x38cm) The Museum of Modern Art, New York,
Purchase and exchange, 1942 sM 2381 236  ..ERR, COD:2..  der Moderne,
Munich, and Kunstdia-Archie ARTOTHEK, D-Weilheim SM 2383 134 Napoleon in
the Wilderness, 1941 Oil on canvas 181/4x15in.(46.3x38cm) The Museum of
Modern Art, New York, Purchase and exchange, 1942 sM 2381 236   
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135 Europe after the Rain, 1940-42 Oil on canvas
211/sx581/4in.(55x148cm) Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art, I Iartfbrd,
Connecticut. The Ella Gallup Summer and Marv Catlin Sumner Collection
Fund sM 2.395 238  ..ERR, COD:2..  135 Europe after the Rain, 1940-42
Oil on canvas 211/sx581/4in.(55x148cm) Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art,
I Iartfbrd, Connecticut. The Ella Gallup Summer and Marv Catlin Sumner
Collection Fund sM 2.395 238   
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day, paralysis to exhilaration: Ernst gives us both nightmare and
deliverance. Encountering Max Ernst's work, we soon realize that it is
impossible to catego- rize his extremely diverse oeuvre in terms of
style. Yet we find in everything he did a  ..ERR, COD:1..  ~ .. Í ~   
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139 Surrealism and Painting, 1942 Oil on canvas 77 x 92 in. (195.6 x
233.7 cm) The Menil Collection, I louston sm 2419 242 . h'&gt;. I . ~..
~ ~ ~. •á.. . ~ Y'4  ..ERR, COD:2..  139 Surrealism and Painting, 1942
Oil on canvas 77 x 92 in. (195.6 x 233.7 cm) The Menil Collection, I
louston sm 2419 242 . h'&gt;. I . ~.. ~ ~ ~. •á.. . ~ Y'4   
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140 Surrealism, 1942 Oil on canvas 441/8x601/4in. (112 x 153 an) Isidore
Uucasse Pine Arts SM 2429 ¡k. 001,1 .' ~ • / ~ ~.  y ~ , ;. . ti- ---'
~- ----' i . 243  ..ERR, COD:2..  140 Surrealism, 1942 Oil on canvas
441/8x601/4in. (112 x 153 an) Isidore Uucasse Pine Arts SM 2429 ¡k.
001,1 .' ~ • / ~ ~.  y ~ , ;. . ti- ---' ~- ----'   
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142 Day and Night, 1941-42 Oil on canvas 441/ x57'hin.(112.4x146co) The
Mend Collection, I louston. Purchased with funds provided by Adelaide de
Mend Carpenter sM 2443 246  
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143 Le déjeuner sur l'herbre, 1944 Oil on canvas 261/4 x 591/8 in. (68 x
150 cm) Cleveland Museum of Art, Leonard C. Hanna, Jr. Fund 2002.55 sM
2459 247  
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145 The King Playing with the Queen, 1944, Great River, Long Island,
plaster; this cast 1954 Bronze Edition 2/9 371,'4
x.13x211/4in.(95.9xR3.8x54cn1) 'l'he Menil Collection, I IOUSton SM 2465
1 146 The Table Is Set, 1944 plaster; this cast 1955 Bronze Unnumbered
example/10 111/4x21Y8 x 211/4 in. (29.9 x 55 x 55.2 cm) Hirshhorn Museum
and Sculpture Garden, Smithsonian Institution, Gift of Joseph H.
Hirshhorn, 1966 SM 2468 1 251  
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147 Moonmad, 1944 plaster; this cast 1956 Bronze Unnumbered example/10
3618x12'/2x1P/z in. (92.2x31.7x29cm) I Iirshhorn Nluseum and Sculpture
Garden, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., Gift of Joseph H.
Hirshhorn, 1966 snt 2-373 II 252  
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148 Temptation of Saint Anthony, 1945 Oil on canvas -12'/ x 501/s in.
(108 x 128 cm) Wilhelm I,ehmbruck N1useunl Foundation -Center of
International Sculpture, Duisburg, Germany sNi 2487 253  
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15o Design in Nature, 1947 Oil on calivas 20x261/4in. (50.gx66.7cm)
'l'hc Nienil Collection, I louston ssi 2562 255  
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151 The Painter Come Again, 1948 Collage 7"/1,, x 57s in. (19.5 x 15 cm)
Private collection sM 2677 Wi aVi9c. 6-4..er,w ~a. (- oCie Áw. c{ t.. .~
d,r.ncl~ d'. k'. deàG.. la r. ea. CL ó.4.fE.~. 'Iy rcCf fi (~G...1~.,t1
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152 Hermes and Dorothea (Illustration from Paramyths),1948 Collage of
cut printed reproductions on paperboard 5°/i,, x 314, in. (13.1 x 7.7
cm) Collection Timothy Baum, New York sm 2674 257 ^'%, 4 1r t.....,., ^ 
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157 The World Is a Story (Mundus est fabula), 1959 Oil on canvas 511,4 s
64 in. (130 N 162.5 cm) The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Gift of the
Artist, 1961 sm 3416 262  
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158 The Sky Marries the Earth, 1964 Oil oil Canvas 60%s x 78'/4 in.
(154.6 x 200 cm) The IVlenil Collection, I louston Not in sn1 263  
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159 The Garden of France, 1962 Oil on canvas 44% 8x 661/8 in.
(114x168cm) Centre Georges Pompidou, Nlusée National d'Art Nloderne,
Paris, llation (1982), All 1982-190 SNI 3614 264  
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16o The World of the Naive, 1965 Oil on canvas
457/sx351/4in.(116.5x89.5cm) Centre Georges Pompidou, Musée National
d'Art Moderne, Paris, Dation (1982), AM 1982-92 sru 5001 266  
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162 Max Ernst, Fiat modes pereat ors, Cologne: Schlömilch Verlag, 1919
Portfolio of 9 lithographs including title page 171/Hx 12 in. (43.5 x
30.5 cm) each Museum Würth, Kin ielsau Snt 309 162a Ernst (Truncated) S
"I 309 1 162b max ernst sni 309 VI 269  
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163 Paul Éluard, Répétitions, Paris: Au Sans Pareil, 1922 163a Untitled
Poems by 1•1uard and 1,3 reproductions of collages by Ernst sni 438 1
8-/1,,x 5A in. (21.5x13.5cm)each Collection Timothy Bauni, New York sm
438-448 270  
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164 Paul Éluard and Max Ernst, Les malheurs des immortels: 164a
Amenities and Usefulness Révélés par Paul Éluard et Max Ernst, Paris:
Librarie Six, 1922 ,t 4RK Poems and texts by Eluard and Ernst, and 21
reproductions of collages by Ernst 9' Yu, x 71k in. (25 x 19 cm) each
Collection Timothy Baum, New York sxi 471-491 271  
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165 Paul Éluard, Au défaut du silence, Paris: N.p., 1924 165a Untitled
Pocros by Huard and reproductions of 20 pen and ink sM 681 portraits of
Gala Eluard by Ernst 11'/~x9x'/;in.(28.6x22.9x.6cm) Spencer Collection,
The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox and "hilden V undations SM
680691 272  
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166 Max Ernst, Histoire naturelle, Paris: Éditions 166a Eve, the Only
Remaining One Jeanne Bucher, 1926 sM 823 Intnuluctis,n by Jrtn Arp and
portfolio of 34 collorvpc plates after pencil frottages by Ernst
134x201/si n. (35x51.8cm)cich Collection Timothv Baum, New York SM
790-823 273  
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167 Max Ernst, La femme ioo têtes, Paris: Éditions du Carrefour, 1929
Reproductions of 147 collages with captions 9 x 71/2 in. (22.9 x 19.1
cm) each Spencer Collection, The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox
and Tilden Foundations sM 1417-1563 167a In silence one increases by
fiery washes the charm of raptures and injuries sM 1436 168 Hans Arp,
Gedichte: Weisst du schwarzt du, Zürich: Pra Verlag, 1930 Poems by Arp
and reproductions of 5 collages of 1929 by Ernst
91/4x67s,in.(23.5x16.3cm)each Collection Timothy Baum, New York SM
1672-1676 168a Untitled (frontispiece) sM 1672 274  
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169 Max Ernst, Rêve d'une petite fille qui voulut entrer au Carmel,
Paris: Éditions du Carrefour, 1929-30 Reproductions of 80 collages with
captions 91/sx 71/s in. (23.8 x 18.8 cm) Collection Timothrr Baum, New
York sm 1587-1666 169a Marceline and Marie (of one voice): "Through the
fact and the wish, darling husband, you are the god of my heart and my
lot for eternity. " The eagle: "Strike! Because I can hardly stand and
I'm completely naked; I am God without woman." sm 1641 275  
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It is two little birds she has closed up in her dress si. 13 VIII 171
Benjamin Péret, Je ne mange pas de ce pain-là, Paris: Éditions
Surréalistes, 1936 Poenis by Péret, 1 drvpoint on chine by Ernst as
frontispiece 45/e x 31/4 in. (11.8 x 8.3 cm) Spencer Collection, 'l'he
:dew )York Public l,ibrarv, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations, Gift of
Dorothea Tanning sL 18 1I 171a Untitled SL IS II 276  
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172 Max Ernst, Une semaine de bonté; ou, Les sept éléments capitaux,
172e Oedipus 25 5 volumes, Paris: Éditions Jeanne Bucher, 1934 sit 20,34
Reproductions of 182 collages with captions I I '/4 .s 9 in. (28.6 x
22.9 cin) each Spencer Collection, 1'lie New lork Public Library, Astor,
Lenox and Tilden Voulidations sni 1904-2085 277  
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173 Max Ernst, At Eye Level/Paramyths, Beverly Hills: The Copley
Galleries, ca. 1949 Reproductions of 10 collages including cover
accompanying poems and commentary by Ernst 101/4 x 71/2 in. (26 x 19 cm)
each Collection Timothy Baum, New York si. 30 C 173e To and Fro. Under
the Walls among the Frolicsome Maidens. S1,30 r; . ' .~ ?9 278  
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174 Max Ernst, Maximiliana: L'exercise illégal de l'astronomie, Paris
Imprimerie Union, 1964 34 color etchings with aquatints 16'/t
x131/4x1114in.(42.5x33.7x3.2cin) Spencer Collection, The New York Public
Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations, Gift of Dorothea finning
si. 95 í74a Folio no. 5 Aquatint printed in 4 colors: black, blue,
brown, and green si. 95 1V 279  
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Not Illustrated 175 Johannes Baargeld and Max Ernst, eds., die
schammade, Cologne: Schloemlich Verlag, í92o Unique issue of Dada
magazine, woodcut by I Inns Arp on cover and frontispiece by Ernst
12'Yv, x 9'Yv, in. (32.5 x 25 cm) each Collection I'imothv Baum, New
York sn1 328 176 Benjamin Péret, Au 725 du boulevard Saint-Germain,
Paris: Les Presses du Montparnasse, 1923 One reproduction of a drawing
by Ernst on front cover and one drvpouat frontispiece 2"6, x 2'/v. in.
(6.5 x 5.5 cm) each Collection hiniotliv Baum, New York sl. 9 177
Benjamin Péret, La Brebis galante, Paris: Éditions premières, ca. 1949 3
etchings with aquatint printed in color, reproductions of 22 drawings
with collage, 18 of which are colored with pochoir, and original
lithograph on cover by Frost 91/2x7°/1,.in.(24.2s19.3cm) Collection
l'imothv Bauns, New York si, 28 281  
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I lavtcr, Stanley William, 19n.24 I Ieartfield, John, SI I Icgcl, George
Wilhelm Friedrich, 84 I leinc, I leinrich, 10, 70 lh'inrich z,on
Ofterdingen (Novalis), 4 I lencin, Georges, 78 I lermann, Alfred, 33
I/ernnosand Dorothea (illustration from Pa umv/hs) (rat. no. 152), 257 I
lerron, Ron, 90 1 lei zfelde, W island, 21 I lirst, Damien, 88 Ilistoirc
nature/le (cat. no. 166), 27.3 I litter, Adolf, 3, 25, 27, 28, 62, 69,
77 Iloch, Ilannah,51 1 Iodler, Ferdinand, 40 I loftinann, F. T. A., 10 I
Iofmann, Ludwig von, 40 I Iülderlin, Friedrich, 39 1 lolocaust, 48 "I
Ionics (dr America" (( ;raham), 86 1 lordes paintings, 13, 74 I
lorkhcimer, Max, 31 horse anatomy from Bihliothe,a I in rlagogica (fig.
62), 87, 87-88, 89 ILowc I Know flu here (Smith) (fig. 63), 88, 88-90,
99 1 Iugnet, Georges, 11, 30, 31 I logo, Victor, 5-6 Ilunnm figure (cat.
no. 131), 233 Humboldt Current (cat. no. 154), 259 hundred-Llead,al
lieonian Opens Her August Sleeve, The (illustration from La /rmme 100
totes) ((-at. no. 76), 18.3 100,000 Doges (cat. no. 69), 176
Hvdronretric Dcvnonstration of Killing by T•mperalrae, 87 I D O n't
lVant This Woman Killed (I.11v), Ernst's frontispiece for (cat. no.
117), 219 illustrated hooks (cat. nos. 162-177), 269-79, 281 see also
collage novels; spe c i/ c till"s I Love You with ML' /"orl
(Rosenquist), 1041.25 Immaculate Comcplion, The (illustration from La
/inane 100trles) (cat. no. 78), I,S'S immorlrlit1, (cat. no. 1), 109
Impressionism, 40 hr/rrno (Dante), 42-43, 91, 92 l'in/brow
(formlessness) concept, 103nn. 2 and 3 lugres, )can-Auguste-Dominique:
Port rail of/he Comteue ed'llaussotrville, 96, 1(151.51 Inqui.dlor: At
7.01 Justice Shall Be Done, The (cat. no. 63), 169 In iilenee one in,
row.ws hylie y washes the charm of raptures and injuries (illustration
from La/ivnme 1001, tes) (cat. no. 167a), 274 Inspired Hill (cat. no.
153), 258 Intermezzo: Cupid, Death and the Beetn/ ( Klinger) (fig. 41),
56, 56 International Writers Congress for the Defense of Culture (1935),
23 Isenheins Altarpiece (Grünewald) (figs. 35, 52), 47, 47, 70, 70 It is
two little birds she has closeel up in her dress (illustration from
Crevel's Mr Knife, Miss Fork) (cat. no. 170), 276 i Janis, Sidney, 17,
72-73 Jarrv, Alfred, 35n.27, 39 Je it,, mange pas tie, w pain-hl (Peter)
(cat. no. 171), 276 Johns, jasper, 100 Joy o/ Li e,ins;, The (cat. no.
121), 223 Joy o/ Lis ~du , The (originally titled L'mrgc' clu /óyer), 28
Justinin (fig. 5), 7, 7 K Katka, Franz, 3-4, 19n.3 Karmel. Pepe, 81-105
Katherina Onclulata (cat. no. 10), 117 Kauper, Kurt: Cary Grant #1 (fig.
69), 95, 95-96, 99, 105n.51 Kelley, Mike, 102 Kelly, glary, 85 Kerner,
Juctinus, 5-6 King Pla ring 'zcith the Queen, The (cat. no. 145), 6, 250
Kircher, Athanasius, Noah's ark depicted by (fig. 58), 77, 77 Klee,
Paul, 10 Angelus Noon,, 52 Klinger, Max, 40, 58, 91, 104n.38 Inlcrmezzo:
Cupid, Death and the Beyond (fig. 41), 56, 56 Kokoschka, Oskar, 27
Kollektiv Deutschcr Künstler (KDK), 24-26, 32 Kolnv
l.ehrnuiN,/-Kataloi', ice Bihliotheea P!, dogogiea Kosuth, Joseph, 85
Kralik, I lanns, 24, 25 Kraus-, Rosalind, 81, 103nn. 2 and 3 Kristeva,
Julia, 98 Kuhn, Alfred, 28 Kohle Wampe, 25 Kulicka, Monika, 87 Kundcra,
Milan, 63 Kunstvercin (Cologne, 1919), 11 L La Fayette, Madame de, 94-95
Laing, R. D., 98-99, 105n.60 Landsap' Changes Three Times, The 0 10
(illustration from La /;game 100 /c/cO (art. no. 79), 185 Landscape with



Sea, 16 Landscape with Sprouting Corn (cat. no. 120), 212 Laramie, Eve
Andres, 87 Large l'órest, The (cat. no. 68), 70, 175 Lateine, Die, 31
Lautrcamont, le Comte de, 10, 39 Leaf L.andscup,' (fig. 59), 83, 83, 85,
86 Lehel, Robert, 28 Leger, Fernand, 67 I,eibl, Wilhelm, 40 Leibniz,
Gottfried Wilhelm, 72 Leh,, Gilbert: 1 Don) B ntt This l1/ornan Killed,
Frost's frontispiece for (cat. no. 117), 219 I,empereur, J. D.:
Description rtes travaux qui out prc4,4/c( accompagne, et suiz'i la//nte
(de la stature fquestre de Louis XV) (fig. 34), 46, 47 I,enva, Litte, 26
Leonardo da Vinci, 7, 39, 95, 99, 1031.5 Leppicn, I Iclmut, xvii Let's
(o.' Lets dance the Bmehreuse (illustration from Reve dune petite file
qui z'oulut entree au (:,motel) (cat. no. 84), 189 Lettre aux voyantes
(Breton), 70 Let its a/lgive thanks to Satan and rejoice in thegood will
he has shown its (illustration from La/i•mnn' 100 totes) (fig. 30), 43,
43-44 Lever (Andre), 103n.3 Levi-Strauss, Claude, 9, 67-68, 75, 78
LcWitt, Sol, 86 L.ILO.O.Q. (Duchamp),38 Lichtenberg, Georg Christoph, 10
Licbknecht, Robert, 24 Lion Man, nwjestically... (illustration from Reve
d'ru,e petitelille qui vouhd sob's all ("armel) (cat. no. 86), 191
Making Lime from Bonus (fig. 1), 4, 4, 13 ,na/heun des inunrortels:
Rev,'les par And I'luard et Max Ernst, Les (Eluard and Ernst) (eat. no.
164), 26, 271 Amenities and U.ce/ùhuess (cat. no. 164x), 271 Broken Pans
(cat. no. 32), 1.15 Encounter of Two Sruiles (fig. 8), 13, 1.?
Untitled(cat. no. 31), 1.15 Slalraux, André, 26-27 Jlamdrot, I lélcne
de, 27 SIaanet, Edouard, 40 Mani/into of Surrealism (Breton), 82
Mannerism, 39, 40 Alappe, Die, 25 Mapplethorpe, Robert, 95, 96
Marceline: "You are in especially had ladThe celestial bridegroom:
"Certainly, I ctlwcrys change too much. I um the weed o f the palaces,
not the hoveIi. / ' a going now a nd I leue'e you my anger (illustration
from Rrv,' drone petitefille qui 'oulut enhrrau Carmel) (cat. no. 92),
195 Marceline and Memie (o/ on' voin'). "7hrough the fhe t and the wish,
darling hushend, Vou are tbegod of my herm l and nay lot làr eternity.
"The eagle. "Strike.' Becaucse Lan hardly Bland and I in completely
naked; I am Cod uz ithout -,roman. " (illustration from Rrve dime
pc/iteli/le qui voulut enh'er,nu Carmel) (cat. no. 169x), 275 297  
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Or, down there, that indecent amazon in her little private desert...
(illustration from Rive dune petitetitle gui you/art entrer au Carmel)
(cat. no. 83), 188 oscillation technique, 15-18 P Paalen, Wolfgang,
19n.24 Pagan Void (Newman), 16 Painter ComeAgain, The (cat. no. 151),
256 ,painters Daughters, The (frontis., p.2), 2 Palais Idéal
(Saint-Nlartin d'Ardeche), 28, 67 Parana yth. s, 1lernues and Dorothea
from (cat. no. 152), 257 Paris. 38 community of émigré German cultural
figures in, 23, 24-26, 31-32-33 Ernst's sojourn in (figs. I5, 16), 7,
22-33, 25, 82, 90-91 Ernst's studio in (figs. 15, 16, 19), 24, 25, 29,
29 revolutionary energies and, 63, 73 "Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth
Centurd (Benjamin), 96 Pa? is Dream (cat. no. 61), 76, 167 Paris World's
Fair (1937), 27 Parmigianino, 39, 40, 45 "parole, La" (Fluard), 42 Paul,
Jcan, 10 Paul, 0., 25 1 ucvsage sage. 49n.20 payrran de Paris, Le
(Aragon), 5, 74 "peinture meditative, line" (Levi-Strauss), 9 Penrose,
Roland, 26, 27 Peret, Benjamin, 27 Au 125 du boulevard Saint-Germain
(cat. no. 176), 281 La Brebisgalante (cat. no. 177), 281 fe nc mange pas
de ce pain-ld (cat. no. 171), 276 pert ormance art, 93 perspectival
space, 102 Perugino, 39 I 'tats and Garden o_l'Nympb Ancolie (cat. no.
109), 211-12 Petri/i,d City, Ti',' (cat. no. 114), 70, 216 Pettihon,
Raymond, 102 Untitled (Rain/ Mt' Mother/ùekin,g Lip) (fig. 78), 101
Pettigrew, J. Bell: Design in Nature (fig. 12), 16, 16 °Philosophv of
Composition' (Poe), 96 photomontage (cat. nos. 17, 19, 25), 51-52, 57,
59, 124, 125, 1.30 Piano, Renzo: Centre Georges Pompidou (fig. 65), 90,
90 Picahia, Francis, 7, 11, 82, 87, 1()4n.24 Picasso, Pablo, 9, 11, 40,
68, 82, 102 Piero della Francesca, 39 Pietd or Revoolution by Night
(frontis., p.36), .16, 45-46,90-91 Piss Christ (Serrano), 91 Poe, Edgar
Allan, 96 Poles, Stefanie, 46 Polish Ride,; 40 Politics o/'Experience,
The (Laing), 98 Pullock,Jackson,17,100 Pop Art, 81, 103n.1 Poplars, The,
13 Portrait of the Comhcssr ct rl /anrssonville (I ogres), 96, 105n.51
Postminimalism, 81, 86 Postmodernism, 81, 82 Princess de Cloves (La
Fasrtte), 94-95 Prinzhorn, }Ions, 7 progress notion, 8, 52, 84, 102
Promptly IdentiliedAttack Plans of theAuuumilu t Threads on the Fortress
DADA, 8 Pullman, Philip, 96 Punching Ball or the Lnmortality
o/'Buonarotti (fig. 36), 51 R Rachilde, 23 Raphael, 39, 40, 44, 45 The
Disputii (fig. 31), 44, 44-45 298  
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Camfield, William, 87 Capital (Marx), 93 Capriehis (Goya), 3 Capricorn
(cat. no. 144), 249 Carpaccio, Vittorc, 39 Carpeaux, jean-Baptiste: ('
olino and IIi.% Sons (fig. 29), 43, 43-44 Carrington, Leonora, xvi,
19n.24, 28, 33, 34n.23 La dame ovale, Ernst's illustration for (cat. no.
127), 22S Carroll, Lewis, 10, 39 C,ny Grant #1 (Kauper) (fig. 69), 95,
95-96, 99, 105n.51 Castor and Pollulio n (cat. no. 44), 5, 13, 15, 149
Celebes (cat no. 33), 5, 137 Ca lehr» lion of llunger (cat. no. 116),
21S Centre Georges Pompidou (Paris) (fig. 65), 90, 90 Cervantes, Miguel
dc, 91 Cczannc, Paul, 40 Charcot, Jean Martin, 97, 105n.56 Chemical
Nuptuals (fig. 3), 6, 6 Chinese Nir;htingale, The (cat. no. 16),123
Chirico, Giorgio tic, 10, 11, 39, 44-45, 46, 82, 91 Chretien do Troyes,
94 Clemen, Paul, 38, 40 Clinical Demonsvration at the Salpétriere
(Brouillct) (fig. 71), 97, 97 Close Fncounterr of the Third Kind, 97
Cogniet, Icon, 97 collage (cat. nos. 12, 15, 16, 18, 21, 23, 24, 26, 28,
29,31,32,41,9S-100,117,126-129,136, 151,152,163,164,167-169,172,173;
frontis., pp. 20, 50; figs. 1, 7, 8, 11, 20, 22, 30, 36-39, 42-47, 59),
3, 4, 4, 8, 8-9, 1.3, 16, 20, .30, .31, 43, 50-5.3, 53, 54, 57, 57-60,
83, 119, 122, 123, 125, 126, 125, 129, 131, 1.3.3, 134, 135, 146,
198-201, 219, 225, 229, 240, 256, 257, 270, 271, 274, 275, 277,275
art-historical sources of inspiration in, 7, 37, 38,40,41-44
contemporary art and, 81-82, 93-99 as designs for paintings, 13
evolution of Ernst', technique and symbolism in, 91-93 Neoplasticistn
and, 76 nineteenth-centurv engravings as source material for (cat. nos.
75-92), 57, 77, 81, 82,91-92,182-95 nonartistic sources and, 9-10, 16,
82-83, 91, 103n.7, 104n.9 postwar attitude symbolized by, 8 Surrealism
and, 11, 47, 48, 103-4n.9 see also photomontage; specific collagen
collage novels, 5, 51, 55, 82, 91-93 cohesive graphic look in, 57, 91
contemporary art and, 81, 93-99 models for, 91-92 nudes and sexually
provocative imagery in, 92-96, 105nn. 43, 50, and 56 realism and
unreality combined in, 91-92 see also /i'mme 100 (,rtes, La: Rive dune
petite f lle qui voulut entrer au Carmel; senunbne de borate, Gn•
Coloruds'au de Methse, 40 "... come with me under my white slip, you
very insensitive and well-mitered rats. JInd you, he•etler, you who pick
up the wbunhangarbage, fol%zc rate stub your little bells and..."
(illustration from Rive d'utie petiteh/le qui voulut entrerau Cannel)
(cat. no. 85), 190 comics (fig. 77), 101, 101-2 Communists, 22, 23, 24,
25-26, 63 Comte, Auguste, 84 Conceptual Art, 85 Consrructivism, 57, 59,
76 Contrc-Attaque, 24 Cook, Peter, 90 Cormorants, The (cat. no. 18), 125
"Corpus Dclicti" (Krauss), 81 Correggio, 58 Cosinso, Piero di, 39 Cossa,
Francesco del, 39 Carph, The (cat. no. 41), 146 Courbet, Gustave, 40, 73
Cranach, Lucas, 39, 40 Creation of Ft's', la belle jaralinirre, The, 27,
28, 77 Crevel, Rene: Mn. Knife, Miss Fork (cat. no. 170), 276 Crewdson,
Gregory: Untitled (Ophelia) from Twilight series (fig. 70), 97, 97
Crivelli, Carlo, 39 Cruc i/ixion (fig. 25), 38,38 Crumb, R., 101 Cry
ol'the Sea Grad/, The (cat. no. 156), 261 Cubism, 7, 102 Curt Valentin
Gallery (New York), 15 Cycle Svstématique de Conférences sur les Plus
Réccntcs Positions (in Surrealismc (1935), 26 Cypress, The, 13 D Dada,
4, 8, 10, 17, 18, 21, 22, 30, 38, 44-45, 59, 68, 77, 93, 104n.23 and
emergence of Surrealism, 11-12 photomontage and collage and, 51-52, 57,



82, 91 Dada Triumphs! (Hausmann), 104n.23 Dada Vorfiuhling (Cologne,
1920), 11 Dalí, Salvador, 19n.24, 68, 82, 91 dame ovale, La
(Carrington), Ernst's illustration for (cat. no. 127), 22S Danner am/cr
the Sky (The Nodm-nal) (fig. 13), 17, 17-18 Dante, 42-43, 91, 92
Darboven, I lance, 85 Darkness (Redon) (fig. 48), 60 Davis, Jack: Talcs
from the Crypt (fig. 77), 101, 101 Dst and Night (cat. no. 142), 246
decalcomania, 5-6, 13-14, 15, 47-48, 71, 75, 76, 100-102 Degas, Edgar,
40 déjennersm l'herhe, 1,e (Ernst) (1936) t 'cat. no. 118), 220
ds!jeruter .cur 1 herhre, Le (l(rnst) (1944) (cat. no. 143), 247
drjeunersur I'hn-be, Le (N'lanet), 40 Dclacroix, Eugcnc, 40, 43, 97
I)elaroche, Paul, 97 Dclaunav, Robert, 7 I)clvove, Wim, 87 Derain,
Andre, 9 Derenthal, Ludger, 21-35 Desavre,, de laguerra (Goya), 3
Descartes, René, 72 Description der travaux qui ont pren4/é, assompaKne;
et snivi la Jonte (de la statue equestre de Low,, XI') (Maricttc and
I,empercur) (fig. 34), 46, 47 Design in Nature (Ernst) (cat. no. 150),
6, 255 Design in Nature (Pettigrew) (fig. 12), 16, 16 Dcsnos, Robert, 69
Deutsch, Niklaus, 39 Deutschcr Künstlerbund, 32 Devil Is a If/scat, The
(film), 61 Dichtung and (Vaahrheit (Goethc), 6 Diderot, Denis, 1{ney
lope'die of, 77, 83-85 glass workshop from (fig. 60), ,5'.3, 84
Dietrich, Marlene, 61 Oisputh, The (Raphael) (fig. 31), 44, 44-45 Dix,
Otto, 98 Dolei, Carlo: Saint Cecilia (fig. 33), 46, 46-47 Dominguez,
Oscar, 100 Dan Quixote (Cervantes), 91 Dore, Gustave, 38, 91-92
l,rrdKate hill (illustration from I,ans/on) (fig. 66), 92, 92
Dostoyevsky, Eyodor, 4 Dragon's Court 12, The (illustration front
Unesemaine deG(mn') (frontis., pS0), 50, 60 Dragon's Court 41, The
(illustration from Une semaine de bond) (fig. 46), 60, 60 Dragon's Court
4.3, The (illustration from Une senusine de bon1c) (fig. 47), 60, 60
Dream and Rez'olntio n (c.tt. no. 149), 6, 254 Drieu de la Rochelle,
Pierre, 62 Duchamp, Marcel, 7, 11, 14, 18, 38, 87, 102 Dudow, Slatan, 25
Dürcr, Albrecht, 7, 38, 39, 40 ddam and T-.,e (fig. 28), 42, 42, 43-44
IIcla rcholia 1, 71 E Eakins, Thomas, 98 Faster Island 2 (illustration
from Une semaine de honta')(fig. 43), 58, 55 Faderl.s/and 10
(illustration from Une senrnine de bans,') (fig. 44), 58, 58 Ehrhardt,
Gregor, 40 Einstein, Carl, 21 Eliot, T. S., 92 Eluard, Gala, xv, 44
Ernst's portraits of (illustrations front Eluard's Au dl_/dust fill
silence) (cat. no. 165), 272 295  
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Fluard, Paul, xv, xvi, 7, 24, 26, 44, 63, 67, 90 Au d~laul du silence
(Iauard) (cat. no. 165), 272 see also inalhenrs des inrmortel: Révéles
par Paul Eluaral et Max Ernst, Les; Rc pétition s Emergency Rescue
Committee, 14 Emperor of iVahaua, The (cat. no. 11), 118 Encounter o/
Tuwo Smiles (illustration from Eluard and Ernst's Les ma/hems des
immoriilc) (fig. 8), 13, 1.3 Encyclopédie (Diderot), 77, 83-85 glass
workshop from (fig. 60), 83, 84 Endangered Hanail (Giaconietti), 4
Enlightenment, 84, 87, 102 Entartete Kunst (Munich, 1937) (fig. 17), 27,
27, 28 Entire City, The (cat. no. 115), 5, 70, 217 E'rnst('lruncated)
(illustration from Fiat modes pereat ars) (cat. no. 162a), 10, 269
Ernst, Jimmy (son), 67 Ernst, Max aquatints by (cat. no. 174, fig. 14),
18, 279 in Arizona (fig. 54), 69, 70, 71, 71-72 art-historical
references and, 7, 37-49 autobiographical writings of, 8, 55, 62, 67,
71, 82 bourgeois culture disdained by, 22, 29, 30, 32, 53,58,61,89
Christian iconography and, 44-48, 90-91 in community of émigré German
cultural figures, 23, 24-26, 31, 32-33 contemporary, art and, 81-105 in
Dada period, 4, 8-11, 17, 21, 22, 41, 44-45, 51-52,53,82,91,93 early
years of, 4, 6-11 education and training of, 6-7, 8, 38, 47 encyclopedic
tradition and, 82-90 grotesque monsters and horrific vision in works by,
47-48 intentional incomprehensibility in works by, 3-4 internment of,
33, 67 lithographs by (cat. no. 162), 10, 269 medical imagery, and,
87-90, 97-99 military service of, 8, 26-27, 84 natural history as
preoccupation of, 16, 70-71, 74-75,100 in New York (fig. 50), 6, 14-18,
19n.24, 67-68,68,70 nonartistic sources of, 9-10, 82-85, 91, 103n.7,
104n.9 nudes and, 92-96, 105nn. 43 and 56 oscillation technique of,
15-18 in Paris (figs. 15, 16), 7, 22-33, 25, 82, 90-91 philosophical
allusions and, 72 photographs of (figs. 15, 16, 50, 54), 24, 25, 31, 71
picture-poems of, 14 politics and, 21-35, 69 relationships between sexes
as theme of, 29-30, 60-62, 65n.13 romantic relationships of, 26,
34-35n.23, 67 sculptures by (cat. nos. 5, 49, 104-108, 144-147, 155;
figs. 4, 19), 6, 6, 29, 29, 113, 154, 206-9, 249-52, 260 semiautomatic
techniques explored by,, 5-6, 12-14, 15-18, 99-102; sce also
decalcomania; frottage; grattage water and flood imager in works by, 58,
62, 76-78 watercolors by (cat. no. 2), 8, 110 see a/.so collage; collage
novels; specifac works Ernst, Philipp (father), 7, 8, 38, 44, 45, 46, 53
Europe after the Rain (cat. no. 135), 14, 77, 101, 102, _39 Europe after
the Rain I (fig. 51), 28, 62, 69, 69, 77 Eve the On/-c Remaining One
(illustration from llistoire naturelle) (cat. no. 166a), 27.? Execution
of Lady, Jane Grey, The (Delaroche), 97 Exhibition Tower project (Cook),
90 F.'xposition Internationale du Surréali.snne (Paris, 1938) (fig. 21),
30-31,31 Exposition Universelle (Paris, 1863), 43 Expressionism, 40 F
Fall o/ an Angel, The (cat. no. 38), 143 Fantastic Art, Dada and
Surrealism (New York, 1936), 14-15 Fascism, 23-24, 26, 62 seealco
National Socialism Fatherland's Child, The (cat. no. 94), 197 /ivnn°
100hites, La (cat. no. 167), 5, 51, 82, 105nn. 43 and 56, 274 Amid/h,'
Butterflies Began to Sing (cat. no. 81), 1X7 The Hundred-Headed Woman
Opens He? August Sleeve (cat. no. 76), 183 The lnrrnac ulate Conception
(cat. no. 78), 185 In silence one increases by fiery washes the charm of
raptures and injuries (cat. no. 167a), 274 The Landscape Changes Three



Times (III) (cat. no. 79), 185 Let w all give thanks to Satan and
rejoice in the good will he has shown us (fig. 30), 43, 43-44 Material
Evidence (fig. 72), 97, 97 Often nourished by liquid dreams... (fig.
37), 52 Open Your Rag, My Good Man (cat. no. 80), 99, 186 Untitled
(unused illustration) (cat. no. 77), 184 fetishism, 93-99, 102 beaut v
and, 94-96 commodity, 93 sexual, 93-94, 98 Feuerbach, Anselm, 40 Fiat
modes penal acs (cat. no. 162), 10, 269 Field Museum (Chicago), 75
Fireside Angel, The (L'ange du foyer) (cat. nos. 124, 125), 27-30,
34-35n.23, 69, 226, 227 gesture of beast in, 28-29 secondary figure in
(fig. 18, detail of cat. no. 124), 29, 29-30 Spanish Civil War and,
27-28 title of, 28 First Memorable Con-t ersation with the Chimera, 14
The first ship-wrecked barbarian.- "stab nay child, because you are the
holy child. '(illustration from Ri-se dune petite fa//c qui voulut
entrer au Carmel) (cat. no. 90), 193 F7aniingos, The, (cat. no. 19), 125
flaneur concept, 54, 63, 68, 75 Fhcxman, John, 38 Flers, Robert she, 28
Folio no. 5 (illustration from Mavimiliana: L'exercise illssgal ale
l'astronomie) (cat. no. 174a), 279 Ford, Gordon Onslow, I9n.24 Forest
(gouache, 1927), 33 Forest (oil on canvas, 1926) (cat. no. 62), 168
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&gt; 0 0 0 z 0 _ u Fig. 81 Hans Arp,Tristan 'hzara Tirol, 1921 Fig. 82
Max Ernst, the L. to r.: Max Morise, Simone Breton, Paul Eluard, Joseph
Delteil, Gala Eluard, Robert Dcsnos, Andre Breton; foreground, Max
Ernst, 1922 Second and final Dada exhibition in Cologne, Brauhaus
Winter. June 24, birth of son Ulrich, called Jimmy 1921 Shows collages
at first solo exhibition in Paris, Exposi- tion Dada Max Ernst, Galerie
Au Sans Parcil. Accom- panying publication introduction by Breton.
Ernst, unable to secure passport, does not attend opening. Ernst and
Luise host Baargeld, Arp, Täuber, Breton, and Tzara in the Tirol, where
they prepare Dada mani- festo Dada 4ugrandair. Eluard and wife, Gala,
travel to Cologne to meet with Ernst, marking start of lifelong
friendship. Eluard purchases Ernst's paintings Celebes and Oedipus Rex;
selects six collages to illustrate his vol- ume of poetry Repetitions.
1922 Another collaboration with Eluard, Les math. Burs des im- mortals,
published. With Breton, Eluard, and others col- laborates on magazine
Littérature. Unable to secure papers, enters France illegally and
settles into a ménage à trots with the Eluards in Paris suburb
Saint-Brice. 1923 At Salon des Indépendants, Paris, exhibits The Ren-
dezvous ofFriends, The Couple, Saint Cecilia, Oedipus Rex, Celebes, and
La belle jardinière, among other works. Paints murals at Eluard's new
home in Eaubonne. 1924 Eluard abruptly leaves for Saigon. Gala auctions
works from Eluard collection to finance trip to follow him. Ernst sells
large body of his work to Johanna Ey, owner of gallery Das junge
Rheinland, Dusseldorf, to pay for his own journey to Saigon. The Eluards
return to Eaubonne; shortly thereafter Ernst returns to France, settling
in Paris. Publication of Breton's First Surrealist Manifèsto. Breton
arranges meeting of de Chirico, Masson, and Ernst. Two Children Are
Threatened by a Ni ,rhtingale and Woman, ON Man and Flower 1925 Signs
contract with Jacques Viot that allows him to paint full time and
establish himself in studio at 22, rue Touralquc, in Paris near Masson
and Mir(). August 10, develops frottage technique-the rubbing of paper
placed over objects or flat surfaces-and begins work on Histoire
Nalurelle series. Participates in first Surrealist group exhi- bition,
Galerie Pierre, Paris. Paris Dream 1926 First one-man exhibition since
1921, Galerie Van Leer, Paris. Picasso recommends him to impresario
Diaghilev; collaborates with Mira on sets and costumes for Di- aghilev's
Ballet Russe production of Romeo and Juliet. Aragon and Breton condemn
Ernst for non-Surrealist ac- tivities. The Blessed Virgin Chastises the
Infant Jesus be_fàre Three Witnesses.-A.B., I?E. rand theArtist 1927
Develops grattage technique-the application of' frottage to painting.
Begins Forest series: Vision Induced by the Nocturnal Aspect of Porte
Saint-Denis. Starts Shell Flowers series. Lays string down randomly on
canvases to deter- mine forms and subjects:.4 Night of Love. Marries
Marie Berthe Aurenche; moves to Mleudon. 286  
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Fig. 83 I.. to r.: Tristan Tzara, Paul Eluard, André Breton, Hans Arp,
Salvador Dal1, Yves Tanguy, Max Ernst, René Crevel, Man Ray, Paris, ca.
1930. Photograph by Man Ray 1928 One-man exhibition, Galeric Georges
Bernheim, Paris, in- cludes Birds, I lordes, Forest, and Shell Flower
paintings. 1929 Meets Giacometti. Focuses on collages; publishes collage
novel La femme 100 fetes. Experiments with painted plas- ter. Begins
series featuring Loplop, his birdlike alter ego. 1930 One-man
exhibition, Galerie Vignon, Paris. Publishes collage novel Réve dune
petite fille qui voulut enterr au Carmel. Appears in Buñuel's film Lage
d'or. 1932 First one-man exhibition in United States, Julien Levy
Gallen-, New York 1933 One-man exhibition, Mayor Gallery, London. IIts
text "Inspiration to Order" appears in This Quarter. Ernst's work is
condemned by the Nazis. Europe after the Rain I 1934 Collage novel Une
semaine de hontc publ ished. Summers in Maloja, Switzerland, with
Giacometti. First sculptures. Paints monumental Petals and Garden of
NymphAncolie for the bar at Corso theater, Zürich. Blind Swimmer 1935
Garden Aeroplane Trap and Petrified City series 1936 Meets I eonore
Fini. Participates in Fantastic Art: Duda and Surrealism exhibition at
The Museum of Modern Art, New York. 1937 Publication of the artist's "Au
delà de la peinture" in spe- cial Ernst edition of Cahiers d Art, funded
by Roland Pen- rose. Dominguez introduces Ernst to decalcomania
technique-in which paint is spread on a sheet upon which another sheet
or pane of glass is pressed and then lifted off to produce various
effects. Dominguez used technique with gouache, but Ernst adapts it to
oils. Stage sets for Jarrv's Uhu enchains. Meets Leonora Carrington.
1938 hïresideAngel shown at Exposition Internationale du Surreal- isme,
Paris. Ernst leaves the Surrealist group after Breton excommunicates
Eluard. Political instability, in Paris leads Ernst to move with
Carrington to farmhouse in Saint- Martin-d'Ardèchc, near Avignon.
Decorates house with wall paintings and reliefs. 1939 Interned as enemy
alien by French; shares room in camp with Bellmer. Released to
Saint-Martin-d'Ardeche through Eluard's efforts. A Moment o, f Calm 1940
Interned again; escapes twice, finds that Carrington, dis- traught over
his internment, has sold farmhouse and is herself incarcerated in Spain.
Begins work on second Europe after the Rain. Receives offers of shelter
from friends in United States. The Robing o,'the Bride 1941 After much
difficulty, enters United States with help of Peggy Guggenheim, whom he
marries in December. Re- united with son, jimmy. Drives with Jimmy,
Peggy, and her daughter, Pegeen, across United States from San Francisco
to New York. Visits Matta on Cape Cod. First paintings completed in
America: Napoleon in the Wilder- ness; Totem and Taboo. 1942 Special
Ernst issue of View (April), edited by poet Charles Il. Ford,
contributors include I lenrv Miller and Breton. With Breton, who is also
in exile in America, editorial advisor for magazine VVV. Exhibitions in
Chicago, New York, and New Orleans. Meets Dorothea Tanning at Julien
Levy Gallery, New York. Su realism and Painting n z x o &lt; 287  
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} 0 o o z o x L) Fig. 84 Max Ernst, New York, 1942. Photogrpah by
Berenice Abbott 1943 Spends summer in Arizona with Tanning. VoxAngeliea
1944 Works on sculptures in Great River, Long Island: The King Playing
with the Queen; Moonmad; An Anxious Friend. Contributes episode to
Richter's film Dreams That Money Can Buy. 1945 Paints Temptation of
SaintAnthony for Albert Lewin's film The Private L f o_ f'Bel Ami.
Eluard organizes Ernst retro- spective, Galerie Denise René, Paris.
Dream and Revolution 1946 Moves to Sedona, Arizona, with Tanning and
begins to construct house. Roland and Lee Penrose visit. October 24,
Ernst and Tanning marry in Beverly Hills in double cere- mony with Man
Ray and Juliet Browner. 1947 Makes stone reliefs for Sedona house. 1948
Becomes United States citizen. English translation of An delà de la
peinture published as Beyond Painting, with in- troduction by Robert
Motherwell. Capricorn 1949 Retrospective, Copley Gallery, Los Angeles.
Duchamp visits Sedona. Fig. 85 L. to r., front row: Roberto Matta, Ossip
Zadkinc, Yves Tanguv, Max Ernst, Marc Chagall, Fernand Leger; back row:
André Breton, Pict Mondrian, Andre Masson, Amcdee Ozenfant, Jacques
I.ipchitz, Pavel Tchelitchew, Kurt Scliginann, Eugene Berman, on
occasion of Artists in Exile exhibition, Pierre Matisse Gallery, New
York, 1942. Photograph by George Platt I.vnes 1950 With Tanning, travels
to Europe for first time since war; sees many old friends, among them
Arp, Eluard, Gia- cometti, and Tzara. Retrospective, Galerie Rene
Drouin, Paris. Inspired Hill 1951 Retrospective, Schloss Augustusburg in
hometown of Brühl 1952 Tanguy visits Sedona. Ernst lectures at
University of Hawaii, Honolulu. 1953 William Copley offers Ernst use of
studio on Impasse Ronsin, Paris, near Brancusi, where he and Tanning re-
settle. Visits Brühl and Cologne. 1954 Wins Grand Prize for painting at
Venice Biennale. 1955 Settles in Huimes, near Chinon, in the Tourainc.
1958 Becomes French citizen. Publication of Patrick Wald- berg's
monograph Max Ernst 1959 Retrospective, Musée Nationale d'Art Moderne,
Paris. The World Is a Story (Mundus est fàbula) 288  
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1891 April 2, born in Brühl, Germany, town of seven thousand near the
Rhine between Bonn and Cologne, into middle- class Catholic family,
third of nine children. Father, Philipp, teaches deaf children and is
avid amateur painter with it passion for sketching in nature. 1906
Ernst's pet bird, I lornebonl, dies the same night his sister Maria is
born. As a result, he says, "a dangerous confusion between birds and
humans became encrusted in his mind." 1909 Enrolls in University of Bonn
to study philosophy and ab- normal psychology. Visits asylums and
becomes fascinated with the art of the mentally ill. 1911 Forms
friendship with Macke; decides to become a painter and joins Macke's Die
Rheinischen Expressionisten group. 1912 Writes art criticism for Bonn
newspaper Volkmund. Visits Sonderhund exhibition in Cologne and is
profoundly in- fluenced by works by Van Gogh, Cézanne, Gauguin, Munch,
and Picasso he sees there. His own work is shown with that of members of
Das lunge Rheinland group at Galerie Feldman, Cologne. 1913 Participates
in Frster Deatscher Ilerhtcalon at Gallery Der Sturm, Berlin, with Arp,
Klee, Chagall, Delaunay, and Futurists. Also exhibits with Die
Rheinischen Expres- sionisten. With letters of introduction from Macke,
makes first trip to Paris. Visits Rodin's studio with his art- history
class. Immortality 1914 Meets Arp in Cologne, initiating fifty-year
friendship. Also meets art-history student Luise Straus. 1914-18
Military service; his position charting maps allows him to continue
painting until he is sent to the front for eight months. Subsequently
transferred to eastern Prussia and made lieutenant Only a few
watercolors remain from this period. The Rattle ?/'the Fish 1916 On
occasion of his exhibition at Der Sturm, meets Grosz and I Icartfield in
Berlin. Fig. 18o Max Ernst, Brühl, Gcrmamv, ca. 1909 1918 Returns to
Cologne upon demobilization. October 7, marries Luise Straus. Joins
circle of painters, including Dix and Wollheim, and poets later absorbed
into Das junge Rheinland group. 1919 Visits Klee in Munich; is deeply
impressed by de Chirico's work, which he sees reproduced in magazine
Valori Plas- tici. Produces first collages and altered engravings, com-
bining cutout details from various sources, including nineteenth-century
engravings from popular novels and mail-order catalogues and botanical
and scientific prints from teaching-aide manuals. Produces portfolio of
litho- graphs, Fiat Modes. Founds Cologne Dada movement with Baargeld;
together they distribute magazines Der 1 entilator and Der Strom and
organize exhibition of Dada group "Bulletin D" at Kunstverein, Cologne.
Katherine S. Dreier meets Ernst at this exhibition, tells him about
Duchamp and Société Anonvme in New York. She brings news of "Bulletin D"
exhibition to Paris. Ernst corresponds regularly with Tzara. 1920
Publication of die schammade, edited by Ernst and Baargeld with
contributions from leading Dadaists. Col- laborates with Arp on Fatagaga
collages, the first collages that use photographs and do not include
drawn or painted additions: The Chinese Nightingale. Ending a period of
focus on collage, begins to paint again. The Emperor o/ Wahaaa, first
large-scale painting incorporating collage. 285  
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Fig. 86 Domthca Tanning and Max Erna with Llprirorn (cat. no. 144),
Sedona, 1948. Photograph by f ohn Kasnctsis 1961 Retrospective, The
Museum of Modern Art, New York. Receives Stefan Lochner medal from city
of Cologne on his seventieth birthday. 1962 One-man exhibition,
Wallraf-Richartz Museum, Cologne The Carden of 'France Fig. 87 Max
Ernst, ScdWr.i 1968 Designs sets for Roland Petit, Olivier Messiaen
ballet Tur- naçalila. Designs fountain for town of Amboise, France. 1969
Exhibition of rediscovered and restored murals from Eluard home in
Eaubonnc, Galerie André-François Petit, Paris. Retrospective, Moderna
Museet, Stockholm 1963 1970 Collaborates with Peter Schamoni on film
about himself, Publication of Ernst's Écritures 1,;xcursions into the
Unknown. 1964 Settles in Scillans. Publication of Maximilicrna, Or the
Illtgai Practice o/ Astronomy. The Sky Marries the Earth 1966 Named
officer of the Légion d'l lonneur. John Russell publishes monograph Max
Ernst: Leben and Wc'rke. Ernst collaborates with Werner Spies and Peter
Scha- moni on films, one a self-portrait, the other a satire on
Maxinriliana. 1972 Ilonorarv Doctorate in Philosophy from University of
Bonn 1973 Publication of Spies's Max Ernst: Collagen. Some Animals, One
of Which is Illiterate 1975 First major retrospective in United States,
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York. Publication of first two volumes
of Ernst catalogue raisonné, edited by Spies, Helmut R. Leppien, and
Gunter and Sigrid INIctken 1967 English edition of Russell's hook, Max
Ernst: LiIC and 1976 Work, published. April 1, Ernst dies on eve of his
eighty-fifth birthday. n ~ x Z S O 289 `~~. z t v +~_~,~•. wL~,~~ , ,
~~=  
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the Dawn of Surrealism. Essay by Werner Spies. Exh. cat., Museum of
Modern Art, New York; Menil Collection, Houston; Art Institute of
Chicago. Munich: Prestel, 1993. Derenthal, Ludger. "`Geist Grünewalds
war auterstanden': Max Frnsts Auseinandersetzung mit dem Isenheimer
Altar." In Grünewald in der Moderne: Die Rezeption Matthias Grünewalds
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2003. Derenthal, I ,udger, et al. Max Ernst: Das Rendezvous der
hreuunde. Exh. cat. Cologne: Museum Ludwig Köln, 1991. Derenthal,
Ludger, and Jurgen Pech. Max Ernst. Paris: Nouvclles Editions
Françaises, 1992. Ernst, Jimmy. ANot-So-Still Lífi'•AMemoir: New York:
St. Martin's, 1984. German ed.: Nichtgerade ein Stillehen:
F,rinnrerrutgen an meinen linter Max Ernst. Cologne: Kiepenheuer and
Witsch, 1985. 3rd ed., 1991. Ernst, Max. Ecriture.s;; avec cent vingt
illustrations extraites de l'oeuvre de lautenn:. Paris: Lc Point
Cardinal, 1970. . Max Ernst.- Beyond Painting and Other Writings by
theArtist and His Friends. Documents of Modern Art, vol. 7. New York:
Wittenborn, Schultz, 1948. . Max Ernst: Oeuvres de 1919 à 1936. Edited
by Christian '/,ervos. Paris: Cahiers d'Art, 1937. Fischer, Alfred M.,
and Gabricle Lohberg. Max Ernst Druckgraphische Werke Hurd illustrierte
Bucher. Exh. cat, Museum Ludwig Köln; Pfalzgalerie Kaiserslautern;
Nassauischer Kunstverein Wiesbaden; Neue Galerie der Stadt Linz.
Cologne: Museum Ludwig, 1990. Fischer, Lothar. Max Ernst mit
Selhstzeugnissen und Bild- dokumenten. 9th ed. Reinbek bei I lamburg:
Rowohlt, 2000. Gee, Malcolm. Ernst: Pieta; or Revolution by Night.
London: Tate Gallery, 1986. Giroud, Vincent, ed. The Max Ernst Library.
New I laven: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University,
1989. Greschat, Isabel. Max Ernst: Text Bild Komhinationen, 1919 his
1925. i~lünster and New York: Waxmann, 1995. Herzogenrath, Wulf, cd. Max
Ernst in Köhn: Die rheinische Kuunstszene his 1922. Exh. cat. Cologne:
Külnischcr Kunst- verein, 1980. Krischel, Roland. "Klassisches im 
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Photograph Credits Photographs of works by l1la Ernst are reproduced in
cooperation with the Capricorn Trust and the Jimmv Ernst Estate. All
works by Mrs Ernst (r) 2005 Artists Rights Society (ARS)/New York/ADAGP,
Paris Most photographs were provided by the owners of the works of art
and are reproduced by their permis- sion; their courtesy is gratefully
acknowledged. The following are additional credits: (t) Berenice
Abbott/Commerce Graphics: fig. 85 Courtesy of the artist: fig. 68
Courtesy the artist and Editions Fawbush, New York: fig. 63 Courtesv of
the artist and Luhring Augustine Gallery, New York: fig. 70 Courtesy
Germanisches National Museum, Nurnberg: fig. 28 (©) Robert Gober: fig.
75 David Heald: cat. nos. 110, 132 Paul Hester, Houston: cat. nos. 101,
103, 106, 113,116,137,138,150,153 Hester r I lardaway Photographers:
cat. nos. 58, 76, 86, 107, 108 Ilickev-Robertson, I louston: cat. nos.
139, 142, 145,156,158 Walter Klein, Dusseldorf: cat. nos. 46, 91, 120
Gary J Mamas: cat. no. 2 Courtesy of Mend Archives, The Menil
Collection, Houston: figs. 59, 73 © Arnold Newman/Getty Images: fiontis.
p. ü Oeffentliche Kunstsamntlung Based, Martin Bühler: cat. no. 68
Courtesy Regen Projects, Los Angeles: fig. 78 CNAC/MINAC/Dist. Reunion
tics Musses Nationaux/Art Resource, NY: cat. nos. 47, 112, 119, 159, 160
Courtesy Cindy Sherman and Metro Pictures Gallery: fig. 74 Co-copyright
Kiki Smith and Universal Limited Art Editions, courtesy PaceWildenstein,
New York: fig. 76 © Frederick & Frances Sommer Foundation: fig. p. xvi,
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Director's Foreword THE IMPORTANCE OF MAX ERNST in the history of Dada
and Surrealism has long been recognized. Few twentieth-century artists
have played a role as decisive as Ernst's in the invention of modern
techniques and styles. His paintings and collages, steeped in Freudian
metaphor, private mythology, and evocations of childhood mem- ories, are
icons of Surrealist art. The collages, even more than the paintings, are
en- blematic of the Surrealist movement. In them Ernst combined elements
cut from a variety of sources, including engravings from popular
nineteenth-century novels and mail-order catalogues and botanical and
scientific prints from teaching manuals. Juxtaposed illogically in
Ernst's compositions, these elements are transformed into tàntastic,
magical, sometimes disquieting, and always surprising images. The range
and depth of Ernst,, work are somewhat unfamiliar in the United States
today. It is our hope that this situation will he redressed by our
retrospective, which traces the artist's career from its beginning in
Germany before World War I and its continuation in France between the
wars and in the United States during World War II to its con- clusion in
France. During the past thirty Years the names of Ma Ernst and Werner
Spies seen to have become synonymous. Thus it was fitting that this
distinguished Ernst scholar proposed an exhibition of the artist's work
to the Metropolitan ,Aluseun two years ago. Functioning as guest curator
together with Sabine Rewald, Curator in the Department of
Nineteenth-Century, Modern, and Contemporary Art, Mr. Spies drew up the
preliminary list of works in the exhibition and chose the authors of the
catalogue. I lis boundless and infectious enthusiasm for Ernst's art
helped secure loans from private and public sources and was crucial in
persuading AI:I: ANA :A(; to sponsor the exhibition. The Museum extends
its most sincere thanks to the many lenders to the exhibition, both
public institutions and private collectors in several European countries
and in the United States. Some of their names appear in this catalogue's
list of lenders, but many have chosen to remain anonymous. We are
indebted to them all for their generosity. Special acknowledgment is
also due Dorothea "banning, painter, poet, and the artist's widow, for
her lively interest in this project and her unflagging support of it. We
extend our deepest gratitude to AiJANA AG, whose exceptional commitment
to this exhibition has greatly enriched the project. It is only through
such an extraordinary partnership that the Museum could have realized
this important project. We are indebted to Dr. Nikolaus Schweickart,
President and Chief Executive Officer of Al ]'ANA AG, and Andrea
Firmenich, Director of the Ai;[N:A Cultural Forum, for their unwavering
support. We acknowledge as well the invaluable support of the Doris Duke
Fund for Publications and the Marv and Louis S. Myers Foundation, which
made this publica- tion possible. We also thank the Federal Council on
the Arts and the I lumanities for contributing to the realization of the
project. The generous sponsorship of AI:fANA AG allowed us to achieve
this retrospective, the first survey, of Max Ernst's oeuvre held in this
country in thirty years. It enables many viewers to reacquaint
themselves with Ernst',, work and, just as important, otters a new
generation its first in-depth view of his art. Philippe de Montebello
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Acknowledgments THE FRAMING OF ACKNOWLEDGMENTS is a happy task. As they,
arc usually among the very last words that have to be written for a book
before it is sent to the printer, they, signal a publication's
successful conclusion. More important, they offer the op- portunity to
publicly thank the numerous individuals who contributed to an exhibi-
tion and its accompanying catalogue. We extend our gratitude to Philippe
de Montebello for supporting this exhibi- tion, which offers the public
the first opportunity in some three decades to see a com- plete overview
of flax Ernst's work in New York. As always, Gary, Tinterow provided
encouragement and intelligent advice. Throughout Europe and America,
curators and collectors coi,,cnted to lend their cherished masterpieces.
In addition to the individu- als and institutions named in this
catalogue's list of lenders, the following should be thanked for their
generous contributions to the project: Christian Ban, Timothy Baum,
Reinhold Baumstark, Frances Beatty,, Christoph Becker, Sven Bcrggoetz,
Claude Berri, Ernst Beyeler, Marc Blondeau, Jacques Boissonnas,
Christoph Brockhaus, Dieter Brusberg, Frieder Burda, Richard
Calvocoressi, Markus Castor, François Chapon, Pierpaolo Cimatti, Sophie
Collombat, Ilélonc and Michel David- Weill, Ladder Dcrenthal, Christian
Derouet, Paul Destribats, Daniela Dcuss, Martin Dcxel, Julia Drost, Ira
Drukier, Matthew Drutt, John Elderfield, Richard Feigen, Walter
Feilchenfeldt, Daniel Filipacchi, Christian Fischer, David Fleiss,
Marcel Fleiss, Thomas Gachtgens, I lartwig Garnerus, Gary, Garrels,
Ilubertus Gassner, Danièle Grandy, Anne d'Harnoncourt, Genevieve and
Pierre Ilchev, Josef Helfenstein, Fabrice I lergott, Evangeline I
lersaint, Françoise I lersaint, Ann Ilindrv, Christian von Holst,
Gottfried I lonnefelder, Jean-1rançois Jaeger, Minn Johnson, Jean-Paul
Kahn, Pepe Karmel, Anna-Maria Kellen, Christian Klemm, Kasper Konig,
Leonard Lauder, Ronald Lauder, Katharine Lee-Reid, Jochen Link, Jeffrey
11. Loria, Glenn D. Lowry, Virginia and Herbert Lust, Daniel Malingue,
Gisela Mandl, Massimo Martino, Jacqueline Matisse Mourner, Valerie de
Maulmin, Karin von Maur, Hans Mayer, James Mayor, Adelaide de Mend,
François de Mend, Isabelle Merle, Sigrid Metken, Bettina Dorothce Mette,
Isabelle Monod-Fontaine, Jose Mugrabi, Maria Muller-Scharek, Jacqueline
and Philippe Nordmann, Didier Ottinger, Alfred Pacquement, Jurgen Pech,
Carlo Perrone, Almine and Bernard Picasso, Clarissa and Jurgen Pierburg,
Ingeborg Pohl, Earl A. Powell III, Renee Price, Gabriele
Quandt-Langenscheidt, Robert Rainwater, Gerard Régnicr, Ned Rifkin,
Ludwig Roselius, Philip Rylands, Svlvic and Marc Sator, Hilde Scharf,
Vera Schernus, Tania Schindler-Waser, Angela Schneider, Peter
Schneppenheim, Paul Schünewald, Klaus Schrenk, Caspar H. Schübbe, Sabine
Schulze, Carla Schulz- Hoffirmnn, Peter-Klaus Schuster, Kate Sellers,
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Turcat, Christoph Vitali, Sylvia Weber, Marianne and Sigbert Weinberg,
Reinhold Wirth, Armin Zweite. We also thank Dallas Ernst and her
children, Amy and Eric, for their cooperation. vin  
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Introduction IT IS RARE FOR A GERMAN ARTIST to impress his French peers
with his wit and imagination. Max Ernst did. It is also unusual for a
German artist to change ]an- Sabi7te Rewald guages and countries three
times and make his career and his mark in all of them. Max Ernst did
that too. A German Surrealist might appear to be an oxymoron. But after
he moved to France Max Ernst was one. Had he remained in his native
country, a branch of German Surrealism might have developed, though it
is hard to imagine. Who was this wizard who bewitched his contemporaries
in three different countries? What in his rock-solid bourgeois
background and upbringing prepared him for this unique path? This short
introduction is meant not to answer these questions by ana- lyzing the
artist's life and career but only to offer a brief summary of both. The
third of nine children, Ernst was born on April 2, 1891, in Brühl, a
small town not far from the Rhine between Bonn and Cologne. His father,
Philipp Ernst, a devout Catholic and a teacher of the deaf and dumb, was
an avid amateur painter who worked in an academic style. He was also a
strict disciplinarian who inspired in his son an everlasting defiance of
authority and a penchant for mischievous subver- sion. At the University
of Bonn Ernst studied philosophy, literature, art history, psy- chology,
and psychiatry. With a painter at home, he also learned that profession
by osmosis. As a student he made ink studies in the garden of the Brühl
castle and paint- ed small portraits of his sister and himself, soon
adopting a whimsical Expressionist style. Ernst described these works as
the "sins of my youth" when he saw them again on the walls of the
Guggenheim Museum in 1975 during his visit on the occasion of his last
retrospective exhibition in this country. With a gift for friendship,
Ernst forged close ties with Hans Arp and August Macke. After he
completed his univer- sity studies in the summer of 1914, World War I
interrupted his life, as it did the lives of most young men his age. He
served first on the Western and then on the Eastern front, later summing
up the experience: "On the first of August 1914 M.E. died. Ile was
resurrected on the eleventh of November 1918." His rebirth after the war
coincided with the arrival of Dada in Germany. The Dadaists, poets and
writers at first and artists soon thereafter, belonged to the generation
of young men who had returned disillusioned and dispossessed from a
futile war. They did not really care to shock the bourgeoisie - it was
shocked enough by the war - but instead wanted to turn the world upside
down, as the catastrophe had turned theirs around. With friends Ernst
formed the Cologne Dada group, published short-lived magazines and
broadsheets, and organized Dada exhibitions. The much-written- about
opening ceremony of the first Dada exhibition would be called a
"happening" today. Ernst's encounter with reproductions of the
metaphysical works of de Chirico left such a deep impression that he
emulated their confounding perspectives and stark shadows in a portfolio
of prints. More important, inspired by de Chirico's strange
juxtapositions of objects, in 1919 he created his first collages, in
which he combined the most mundane and banal materials to the most
magical, fantastic, and surprising new effect. Ernst arranged cutout
details from a variety of sources-nineteenth-century engravings from



popular novels and mail-order catalogues, and botanical and scien- tific
prints from teaching manuals-in a way that transformed them into what
has xiv  
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Max Ernst, Invitation to the exhibition Max Ernst: Derni?rv, Druz-ms,
Cahiers d'Art, Paris, Nlav 17-31, 1935 Photograph with broken glass and
paper Private collection ssi 2168 been described as "visual alchemy."
André Breton and his poet friends in Paris admired these works and saw
in them analogies to their own poetic experiments. Ernst was unable to
get papers and travel to Paris, so meetings and visits were arranged in
the Tirol and Cologne with his French admirers. Collaborations between
Ernst and his French friends ensued despite the distance separating
them. His con- tacts with the French avant-garde were decisive for him,
as was his increasingly close friendship with the poet Paul Eluard and
his wife, Gala. Always following his passions and with no use for
convention, Ernst moved to Paris in 1922, leaving behind his wife,
Luise, and young son. Ile would never again work or live in Germany.
While still moored in Cologne waiting for papers that would never
arrive, he had begun his series of astounding, proto-Surrealist
paintings with Celebes (cat. no. 33) and Oedipus Rex (cat. no. 36), both
acquired by Eluard. Like the other pictures of this sequence that
followed in Paris, among them Saint Cecilia (cat. no. 45), The Wavering
Wonsan (cat. no. 46), and Uhu Inrperator (cat. no. 47), they mingle
menace and com- edy and defy interpretation. They also reveal the
painter's erudition, vast knowledge culled from voracious reading,
familiarity with myth and Freudian theories, and sharp, often acid wit.
Thus began Max Ernst's first French career, lasting from 1922 until
1941. He was thirty-one years old, strikingly handsome with penetrating
blue eves. During the next three years he lived with the Eluards in a
suburb of Paris in a ménage à trois, worked at various odd jobs, and
painted pictures that refer subtly or not so subtly to the ways of
couples, for example The Couple (cat. no. 41), Long Live Love or Ch
arming Countryside (cat. no. 43), and Castor and Pollution (cat. no.
44). He also created such icons of Surrealism as Two Children Are
Threatened by a Nightingale (cat. no. 53) and The Blessed Virgin
Chastises the Infant ,Jesus hejbre Three Witnesses: A. B., P.F.. and the
Artist (cat. no. 64). Whereas his earlier pictures resemble painted
collages, the latter xv  
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In the famous group photograph taken at the Pierre Matisse Gallery in
New York in 1942 on the occasion of the exhibition Artists in Exile
(fig. 85), we see him with some of them, posing in the front row. Ernst
and the other Surrealists in New York, among them Breton, Tanguy,
Masson, and Matta, were highly influential, inspiring the tech- niques
and concepts of the nascent American Abstract Expressionists. After the
war most of these European artists returned to their native countries.
Ernst went in the opposite direction. In 1946 he moved to Arizona with
the American painter Dorothea Tanning, who would become his fourth wife.
They built a house in Sedona in a landscape that was uncannily like
those Ernst had created years earlier in his mind's eye. Themes of
foreboding and memory mark Totem and Taboo (cat. no. 133), Europe after
the Rain (cat. no. 135), Day and Night (cat. no. 142), and many other
remarkable paintings Ernst created during his time in the United States.
The impressive Vox Angelica (cat. no. 141) is a poignant memory picture
that offers a summation of earlier experiences and styles. In 1953 Ernst
and Tanning moved to France, living first in Paris and then set- tling
in the south of France. Ernst died in Paris in 1976, one night before
his eighty- fifth birthday. What accounted for the artist's fierce
sensibility, ferocious imagination, wicked wit, and sense of fantasy?
Impossible to fathom despite the vast literature devoted to him. The
artist's literary friends André Breton, Louis Aragon, Joe Bosquet, and
Patrick Waldberg were the first to write about him, followed in the
English- speaking world by the critics John Russell and Lucy Lippard.
Ernst found his true champion in the German scholar and critic Werner
Spies, who, collaborating with Helmut Leppien on the prints and with
Gunter and Sigrid Metken on the paintings, works on paper, and
sculptures, published the catalogue raisonné in six thick volumes
between 1975 and 1998. This monumental work allowed the first overview
of Ernst's large and complex oeuvre in its many media. A pioneering
effort, it spawned innumer- able monographs, studies, exhibition
catalogues, and essays, many penned by Spies him- self, exploring Ernst
and his relationship to every imaginable topic. As for biographical
information, the artist was the first to provide it, albeit in a
tongue-in-cheek poetic yarn that he spun into Biographical Notes -Tissue
of Truth and Tissue of Lies. Begun in 1962, and revised and expanded by
him over the years as a work-in-progress, it is filled with whim- sical
tales, anecdotes, facts, poems, and photographs both documentary and
amusing. In a tribute to Ernst's complexity, the essays that Spies has
assembled for this catalogue shed light on still-unexplored aspects of
the artist's oeuvre. In one of his two essays Spies interprets Vox
Angelica as an evocation or summation of the artist's past history.
Ludger Derenthal, Director of the Museum fur Fotographie, Berlin,
focuses on Ernst's involvement with politics and his contacts with other
German exiles in Paris during the 1930s. Thomas Gaehtgens, Professor of
art history and Director of the Forum fur Kunstgeschichte, Centre
Allemande d'Histoire de l'Art, Paris, discusses the artist's connection
with the old masters. In a highly personal text, Robert Storr, Rosalie
Solow Professor at the Institute of Fine Arts, New York University,



describes his response to the artist's collage novels. Pepe Karmel,
Associate Professor at New York University, illuminates surprising
affinities between Ernst's z work and that of contemporary artists. May
this volume and the present retrospective, realized some thirty years
after Max Ernst',s death, deepen his relevance to artists, stu- ñ dents,
scholarly specialists, and the public at large. xvn  
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Sponsor's Statement MAX ERNST, MORE THAN ANY OTHER twentieth-century
artist of German origin, stands through his work, biography, and
teaching as a symbolic figure for transcend- ing borders and for
openness. France soon became the chosen home for the German- born
artist. In France, through his innovative ideas, along with his circle
of friends, which included Hans Arp, André Breton, Joan Mir6, Alberto
Giacometti, and Mar- cel Duchamp, lie determined the direction art would
take in Europe. During his American exile, Ernst also exerted a lasting
influence on the art scene in New York. After his return to Europe, he
continued to be acclaimed as one of the foremost avant-garde artists of
his time. Today Ernst is still considered one of the most significant
figures of modern art, whose surreal, visionary universe continues to be
a source of enrichment and fascination. For Al TANA AG, openness to the
world and constant, prolific exchange of diverse ideas and perspectives
stand as the highest goals of cultural engagement. That is why it is not
only natural for us but also brings us great joy to support the Max
Ernst exhibition at The Metropolitan Museum of Art, the first
retrospective exhibi- tion of the artist's work held in the United
States in thirty years. Four years ago, the AlTANA Cultural Forum
brought to life a program dedicated to the promotion of
twentieth-century German art in the United States. This program
exemplifies the fundamental belief of Al TANA AG that civic
responsibility is inseparable from entre- preneurial activities. As an
international pharmaceuticals and chemical group, ALTANA AG pursues
cultural and business endeavors that confirm to the aforementioned
beliefs. Our cul- tural programs strive for continuity and
sustainability, and therefore we perceive the collaboration between the
ALTANA Cultural Forum and The Metropolitan Muscurn of Art not simply as
a onetime occurrence but rather as the beginning of a long- standing
partnership. Nikolaus Schweickart Andrea Firmenich President and Chi ef
Executive Officer Director AI:I'ANA AG ALTANA Cultural Forum ~ I ALTANA
VI  
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At the Metropolitan Museum many colleagues were generous with their
assis- tance and are due acknowledgment. Mahrukh Tarapor provided much
needed counsel, as did Martha Deese and Heather Woodworth. Lucy Belloli,
Rachel Mustalish, and Yale Kneeland gave help regarding conservation,
respectively, of paintings, works on paper, and sculptures. Lisa Cain
oversaw all transportation arrangements for the works, and Aileen K.
Chuk offered seasoned advice in this area. The creative task of
exhibition and graphic design was in the hands, respectively, of Michael
Langley and Connie Norkin. Carol E. Lekarew provided assistance in the
Photograph and Slide Library. We thank Emily Kernan Rafferty, Nina McN.
Diefenbach, Andrea Kann, and the staff of the Development Office for
their efforts to secure funding. As always, Linda M. Selling
administered the budget and scheduling with skill. John P. O'Neill,
Editor in Chief, oversaw the publication of this catalogue with his
usual decisiveness and wisdom. Carol Fuerstein edited the manuscript
with expert knowledge, great skill, and much patience. Barbara
Cavaliers, Jane Bobko, Sue Potter, and Dale Tucker provided editorial
assistance in the production phase. Russell M. Stockman translated the
sometimes dense German manuscripts into fluid English, and Lory Frankel
translated passages of French. Jane Tai deftly took on the task of
ordering documentary and comparative illustrations, oversaw the scanning
of the images, and secured rights to their reproduction. Margaret
Rennolds Chace coordi- nated details and trafficked the proofs. Jean
Wagner brought order to many unwieldy footnotes and compiled the
bibliography. Sally VanDevanter skillfully and cheerfully took charge of
the production of the volume. Paula Torres helped in the early, stage of
production. Peter Antony expertly supervised production and color
reproduction and saw the hook through the presses. Minjee Cho
meticulously handled the desktop publishing. Don Quaintance provided the
handsome catalogue design, set type, and procured many fine photographs.
Sabine Rewald wishes to express her deepest appreciation to Catherine
Heroy. Catherine's quick intelligence and effortless grace in handling
all administrative aspects of this project benefited not only the
exhibition and catalogue but also all those who worked with her. Werner
Spies Sabine Rewald Guest Curator, Curator, Department o, f Nineteenth.
-Century, Paris Modern, and Contemporary Art, The Metropolitan Museum
ofArt 1 x  
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z o u 0 o z Max Frnst, 1945. Photograph by Frcdcrick Sommer canvas
refers to the tradition of painting, turning the conventional depiction
of Madonna and Child on its head in a blasphemous narrative: an
athletically built Virgin spanks the adolescent Jesus, whose halo
tumbles to the floor while Breton, Éluard, and the artist, voyeurs
behind a wall, peer at the scene. In 1924 Breton published his "First
Surrealist Manifesto," Surrealism superseded Dada, and Max Ernst became
one of the movement's founding members in Paris, albeit a slightly
detached one. The next decade and a half were productive, including a
contract with a gallery and a new marriage to the young Frenchwoman
-Marie Berthe Aurenche. He eschewed the disturbing magic-realist images
of one strain of Surrealism, channeling his technical virtuosity,
flexibility, and quick awareness of visual stimuli into experiments with
the technique of frottage, or rubbing, as displayed in the Histoire
Naturelle series (see cat. nos. 54-60). Adapting frottage to painting in
order to produce the process of grattage, he developed themes he had
explored in the Histoire Naturelle series: nature's plants and creatures
magnified or transformed. The new series treat the forest (see cat. nos.
62, 68, 129), shell flowers (see cat. nos. 73, 74), birds (see cat. nos.
70-72), petrified cities (see cat. nos. 114, 115), garden aeroplane
traps (see cat. nos. 110-13), and hordes and strange beasts (see cat.
nos. 124, 125), the last ominously foreshadowing the political storm
clouds gathering over Europe. In addi- tion, he created sculptures and
utterly original collage novels, and painted using the technique of
decalcomania, as demonstrated in The Robing of the Bride (cat. no. 132).
In 1938 Ernst moved with the young English painter Leonora Carrington to
St.-Martin d'Ardèche in the south of France; there they lived in a group
of ruined buildings they renovated and decorated with sculptures of
mythical animals and birds. Their idyll came to an end when, at the
beginning of World War 11, Ernst was interned as an enemy alien by the
French. He was released, only to be interned twice again. After two
escapes, Ernst finally left France for the United States in 1941. He was
fifty years old when his American career began. His introduction to this
country was eased by his marriage to Peggy Guggenheim, the flamboyant
heiress, col- lector of modern art, and gallery owner who became his
third wife. Ernst was one of many European artists and writers who had
fled Fascism and come to New York. xvi  
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Max Ernst A Retrospective Edited by Werner Spies and Sabine Rewald THE
METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART New York YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS New Haven and
London  
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Director's Foreword THE IMPORTANCE OF MAX ERNST in the history of Dada
and Surrealism has long been recognized. Few twentieth-century artists
have played a role as decisive as Ernst's in the invention of modern
techniques and styles. His paintings and collages, steeped in Freudian
metaphor, private mythology, and evocations of childhood mem- ories, are
icons of Surrealist art. The collages, even more than the paintings, are
en- blematic of the Surrealist movement. In them Ernst combined elements
cut from a variety of sources, including engravings from popular
nineteenth-century novels and mail-order catalogues and botanical and
scientific prints from teaching manuals. Juxtaposed illogically in
Ernst's compositions, these elements are transformed into tàntastic,
magical, sometimes disquieting, and always magical, sometimes
disquieting, and always surprising images. The range and depth of
Ernst,, work are somewhat unfamiliar in the United States today. It is
our hope that this situation will he redressed by our retrospective,
which traces the artist's career from its beginning in Germany before
World War I and its continuation in France between the wars and in the
United States during World War II to its con- clusion in France. During
the past thirty Years the names of Ma Ernst and Werner Spies seen to
have become synonymous. Thus it was fitting that this distinguished
Ernst scholar proposed an exhibition of the artist's work to the
Metropolitan ,Aluseun two years ago. Functioning as guest curator
together with Sabine Rewald, Curator in the Department of
Nineteenth-Century, Modern, and Contemporary Art, Mr. Spies drew up the
preliminary list of works in the exhibition and chose the authors of the
catalogue. I lis boundless and infectious enthusiasm for Ernst's art
helped secure loans from private and public sources and was crucial in
persuading AI:I: ANA :A(; to sponsor the exhibition. The Museum extends
its most sincere thanks to the many lenders to the exhibition, both
public institutions and private collectors in several European countries
and in the United States. Some of their names appear in this catalogue's
list of lenders, but many have chosen to remain anonymous. We are
indebted to them all for their generosity. Special acknowledgment is
also due Dorothea "banning, painter, poet, and the artist's widow, for
her lively interest in this project and her unflagging support of it. We
extend our deepest gratitude to AiJANA AG, whose exceptional commitment
to this exhibition has greatly enriched the project. It is only through
such an extraordinary partnership that the Museum could have realized
this important project. We are indebted to Dr. Nikolaus Schweickart,
President and Chief Executive Officer of Al ]'ANA AG, and Andrea
Firmenich, Director of the Ai;[N:A Cultural Forum, for their unwavering
support. We acknowledge as well the invaluable support of the Doris Duke
Fund for Publications and the Marv and Louis S. Myers Foundation, which
made this publica- tion possible. We also thank the Federal Council on
the Arts and the I lumanities for contributing to the realization of the
project. The generous sponsorship of AI:fANA AG allowed us to achieve
this retrospective, the first survey, of Max Ernst's oeuvre held in this
country in thirty years. It enables many viewers to reacquaint
themselves with Ernst',, work and, just as important, otters a new



generation its first in-depth view of his art. Philippe de Montebello
Director The Metropolitan Macron oíArt vn  
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Zervos 31 Germany Berlin, Staatliche Museen Preussischer Kulturbesitz,
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Lehmbruck Museum Foundation-Center of International Sculpture 148
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133 Stuttgart, Staatsgalerie Stuttgart 45, 130 Italy Venice, Peggy
Guggenheim Collection (The Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation, New York)
110, 132 Switzerland Basel, Kunstmuseum Basel 68 Basel/Riehen, Fondation
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Kunsthaus Zürich 109, 115 United Kingdom Edinburgh, Scottish National
Gallery of Modern Art 10, 54, 121 London, Tate Modern 33 Manchester,
Manchester City Galleries 114 X  
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(continued from front flap) examines the subject of Ernst's involvement
with politics. Thomas Gaehtgens's topic is Ernst and the old masters.
Robert Storr's text is a highly personal view of the collage novels. And
Pepe Karmel illuminates the surprising con- nections between Ernst's
work and that of contemporary artists. It is a tribute to Ernst's
complexity and ingenuity that these essays shed light on many heretofore
unex- plored aspects of his oeuvre. 319 pages; 272 illustrations,
including 184 in full color; chronology of the artist's life; selected
bibliography; and index THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART New York YALE
UNIVERSITY PRESS New Haven and London Printed in Singapore  
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